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Juries. property damage and welfare. A sUb- nounce that the Senator from Georgia
committee of this Senate last year stated (Mr. GAMBRELL) and the Senator from
that an alcohollc costs his employee 25 percent of his salary due to poor performance. Indiana (Mr. HARTKE) are necessarily
higher accidents rates and absenteeism. The absent.
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
estimated total cost to industry is between
Senator from Ohio (Mr. SAXBE) is absent
$4 blllion and $7.5 blllion each year.
On an average Americans spend close to on official business.
$20 blllion, annually on alcohollc beverages.
The Senator from Colorado (Mr.
Of this amount the nation's 9 m1l1ion alco- DOMINICK), the Senator from Arizona
holics account for half the sales.
(Mr. GOLDWATER), s.nd the Senator from
As is qUickly becoming the case with the
use of the drugs such as heroin. marijuana Ohio (Mr. TAFT) are necessarily absent.
The Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT)
and their counterparts. the disease of alcoholism cuts across all social and economic and the Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
lines. Individuals are susceptible to addic- MUNDT) are abf:ent because of illness.
tion to alcohol. regardless of one's educaIf present and voting, the Senator
tional. ethnic, cultural or economic back- from Ohio (Mr. SAXBE) , the Senator from
ground.
'
Colorado (Mr. DOMINICK), and the SenReports indicate that of the country's 5.8
mil110n arrests In 1969. a full third were re- ator from Ohio (!-.11'. TAFT) would each
vote "yea."
lated to the misuse of alechol.
The result was announced-yeas 92,
I need not continue this endless Ilst of
statistics to demonstrate the, enormity of nays 0, as follows:
the problems related to overindulgence in
[No. 429 Leg.]
alcohol. This problem In terms of its sheer
YEA8-92
size far outstrips ,the situation caused by
Fannin
Montoya
the glamorous' "escape drugs," This is not Aiken
Pong
Moss
to say tha.t attention should. be paid to one Allen
Fulbright
Allott
Muskie
situation over the other. but merely to point Anderson
Gravel
Nelson
out that a crisis situation exists within the Baker
Griffin
Packwood
Gurney
total definition of drug abuse. especially as Bayh
Pastore
Beall
Hansen
Pe~tr.~:.n
it relates to alcoholism,'
Harris
Pell
Staggering as pr,~~nt alcohol statistics are, Bellmon
Bentsen
Hart
Percy
the major effort to control drug abuse em- Bible
Hatfield
Proxmlre
bodied in S. 2097 appears to exclude alcohol Boggs
Holllngs
Randolph
except in the limited areas of overlap on the Brock
Hruska
RibicofI
general research and educational levels. In Brooke
Hughes
Roth
Humphrey
Schwelker
testimony received from Dr. Jerome Jaffee. Buckley
Inouye
Scott
Director of the Special Office. he indicates Burdick
Jackson
Byrd.
Va.
Smith
that it is his understanding that the auSparkman
Byrd,
W.
Va.
Javlts
thorities cited in this b1l1 have by act of
Spong
Jordan, N.C.
Congress delimited these authorities to drug Cannon
Case
Jordan, Idaho Stafford
abuse, excluding alcohol. To ignore the drug, ChUes
Kennedy
Stennis
alcohol, and alcoholism would be tragic. I Church
Long
Stevens
Stevenson
Magnuson
pray we w1l1 not.
Cook
Symington
Mansfield
Cooper
Talmadge
Mathias
Mr. BROCK. Only after the problem Catton
Thurmond
McClellan
Cranston
was completely out of hand did both
Tower
McGee
generations begin to look at the problem Curtis
Tunney
Dole
McGovern
with a new insight. The problem of drug Eagleton
McIntyre
Welcker
Metcalf
WUl1ams
abuse is not limited to the young. It cuts Eastland
Young
Ellender
Mlller
across all social and economic lines. I am Ervin
Mondale
hopeful that the leadership provided by
NAY8-0
the Special Drug Action Office will serve
NOT VOTING-8
to improve the atmosphere in which this
Goldwater
Saxbe
society strives to combat misunderstand- Bennett
Taft
Hartke
Dominick
ing and confusion that surrounds the Gambrell
Mundt
misuse of drugs. For only in such an atSo the bill (S. 2097) was passed.
mosphere can'this society truly be effecMr. JAVITS. Mr. President. I move
tive in coping with this problem-a problem that has ass~med all the proportions to reconsider the vote by which the bill
passed.
of a contmuing national tragedy.
Mr. SPARKMAN. Mr. President, I move
Mr. President, I yield back the reto lay that motion on the table.
mamder of my time.
The motion to lay on the table was
Mr. HUGHES. I yield back the reagreed to.
mainder of my tiIne.
The title was amended so as to read:
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The quesA blll to establlsh a Special Action Office
tion is on agreeing to the committee
amendment in the nature of a substitute, for Drug Abuse Prevention and to concentrate the resources of the Nation against the
as amended.
The committee amendment in the na- problem of drug abuse.
ture of a substitute, was agreed to.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, the
The PRESIQING OFFICER. The ques- swift and expeditious action by the Sention is on the' engrossment and third ate today on S. 2097, demonstrates the
reading of the bill.
Senate's deep commitment to the drug
The bill was ordered to be engrossed issue. This measure is designed to estabfor a third reading and was read the lish a Special Action Office for Drug
third time.
Abuse Prevention. The misuse of drugs
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill has become a dreadful blight upon this
havrng been read the third tiIne, the Nation. I am exceedingly pleased that the
question is, Shall it pass?
Senate has chosen to act effectively
On this question the yeas and nays against the ravages of this problem. Behave been ordered, and the clerk will call cause of the multiple jUlisdiction inthe roll.
volved on this bill, two committees
The assistant legislative clerk called worked very hard. and through a truly
bipartisan effort. brought to the floor a
the roll.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I an- comprehensive measure which will hope-

fully help stem the tide of the rising drug
problem.
The Senator from Iowa (Mr. HUGHES)
is to be particularly commended. His
overall leadership in this area has won
him praise from all quarters. It is justly
deserved.
Our gratitude goes especially to the
chairman of the Government Operations
Committee, the distinguished Senator
from Arkansas (Mr. MCCLELLAN). He and
his committee worked diligently to report out this measure so that it could be
be considered prior to adjournment. As
always, his contributions are of the highest caliber and greatly appreciated.
The very able Senator from Illmois
(Mr. PERCY) is to be commended as well
for his efforts on the measure and the
expertise and enthusiasm which he brings
to the deliberations. For his articulate
advocacy we are deeply indebted.
We are indebted equally to the Senator
from Connecticut (Mr. RIBICOFF) and to
the Senator from California (Mr. TuNNEY) for their thoughtfUl contributions.
THE ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES
AMENDMENTS OF 1971-CONFERENCE REPORT
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the
previous order, the next order of business will be the conference report on the
Economic Opportunity Amendments of
1971.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I submit
a report of the committee of conference
on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses on the amendment of the House
to the bill (S. 2007~ to provide for the
continuation of programs authorized
under the Economic Opportunity Act of
1964, and for other purposes.
I ask unanimous consent for the present consideration of the report.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. JORDAN of Idaho). Is there objection to the
present consideration of the report?
There being no objection. the Senate
proceeded to consider the report.
(The conference report is printed m
the House proceedings of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of November 29, 1971, at
pp. 43117-43133'>
PRIVILEGE

OF

THE

FLOOR

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that during the debate on the conference repOrt, Mr. John
K. Scales may be granted the privilege
of the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Time is limited and controlled. The
Senator from New York has 3 hours and
the Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) 15 minutes.
Who yields time?
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
myself a minute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New York is recognized for a
minute.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, apparently this matter broke a little earlier than
those who wish to speak first had anticipated. I therefore ask the indulgence of
the Senate and suggest the absence of
a quorum. which I will not maintain for
more than 5 minutes, and ask unanimous
consent that the time not be>(,:harge<i to
either side.
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Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I am disturbed about getting it through in time
to go to the House. They will be waiting
on the bill.
The time may be taken out of my time
if the Senator wishes. I would rather
do that than lose the time.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield 15
minutes to the Senator from Maryland.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from IM:aryland is recognized for 15
minutes.
Mr. BEALL. IvIr. President, although I
was one of the conferees on S. 2007, I did
not sign the report that is now under
consideration. I would like to explain my
principal reasons for not signing the
conference report on S. 2007, the Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1971.
S. 2007 was advanced as a 2-year extension of the Economic Opportunity
Act. I support that extension because I
know there are many citizens in the
country who need help and a hand to get
out of poverty.
I believe our difficulties began when
the decision was made to couple the OEO
extension with the Comprehensive Child
Care Act. I am aware of the growing evidence with respect to the importance of
the early learning years on a child's development. I also am aware that these
early years may be particularly significant for disadvantaged youngsters.
I want to make it perfectly clear that
early child development should receive
the highest priority for attention from
the National Government. But because
we are dealing with early learning years
and generally with disadvantaged children, I think we must be extremely carefUl as to the character and the quality of
the programs that are .0ffered.We must
be absolutely sure that those sponsoring
the programs have the professional competence to provide the quality that is so
l1ecessary for the success of these programs. We are dealing with preschoolage children whose whole learning proc~
ess will be affeetedby the training received in the child development program. There is a real danger that more
harm than good can be done for such a
child through an improperly structured
program.
It is because of the bill's importance
that I felt it was a mistake to add the
child development program to the OEO
extension. I say this because I believe it
is impossible to give the careful consideration that both bills deserve whim they
are considered as a single unit. As a result, I do not believe the committee did
justice. to either the child development
program, or the OEO extension. That is
why the many questions with respect to
the child-development provisions are
being raised by even strong supporters of
the program. I just received a copy of a
telegram that Governor Mandel sent to
Representative PERKINS which I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the RECORD at this point.
There being no objection, the telegram
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

SENATE

ceived your telegram concerning S. 2007 and,
although I share your desire to continue
Headstart, JOBS, the Job Corps, and the other
worthwhile programs it includes, I cannot
ask the Maryland delegation to support the
bUI. You contend that 8. 2007 leaves the
States with a meaningful role in early childhood development, I do not agree. We in
Maryland have put together a workable and
coordinated State program of day care and
early childhood development, this statewide
approach would be effectively sabotaged by
the conference bill.
I would like to see the OEO programs continued, but I cannot support S. 2007 while
it contains this feature so destructive of our
comprehensive statewide program.

MARVIN

Governor

MANDEL,

0/ Maryland.

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, my colleagues will note that in his telegram
Governor Mandel felt that the child-care
provisions would effectively sabotage
the statewide effort that is going on in
Maryland.
I believe that the prime sponsor should
be that entity which is capable of producing the best, comprehensive program. That and that alone shOUld be the
test. The administration felt that in
some instances the best qualified entity
would be the states and reasoned where
a state could operate higher quality care
programs and have the greatest ability to
provide the link with other child related services, which the bill itself deems
essential, the state should be the prime
sponsor. The administration's position is
certainly sound and I support it.
Unfortunately, as Secretary Richardson said:
'
The present language mandates In all cases
priority be given to local prime sponsors,
with the states left only as residual catchall for geographical areas which have submitted either no applications or a wholly Inadequate application for prime sponsorship.
In effect, we would be Wholly powerless to
choose a state application over a local application, even if the state application would
better assure quality care for children.

Since the conference, Senator TAFT
and myself and others have been trying
to iron out some of the problems and
indeed some improvements have been
made. For example, I was concerned that
school systems would not· pe eligible as
a prime sponsor. This· was particularly
bothersome because I have observed that
in Maryland some of the most successful headstart programs have been run by
the school system. I also raised the issue
whether IV[aryland's recently promulgated child care standards would govern
programs funded under this child development program. I hope to have this
point further clarified.
Thus, a very important part of S. 2007,
the child development provisions, which
will have a profound effect on our society
and on youngsters decades hence, still
leaves many questions unanswered. The
only real test should be who· bestcl111
provide the highest child development
programs for children.
In addition to Questions I have with
respect to the child care provisions, I
continue to object to the earmarking
provisions. While I recognize Congress
Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Ohairman, House Education and Labor Oom- has a right to eaJ.'marJc programs, I bemittee, House of Representatives, Wash- lieve that such earmarkIng in this inington, D.O.
stance was excessive and detrimental to
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS: I have rethe OEO role as an innovator for poverty
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programs. What program of the Oroce of
EconoInic Opportunity ~ be harmed
most by this excessive earmarking?
Ironically the agency's research and development functions. One area which
may be the hardest hit is the health programs funded under the research and
development provisions. This particularly is undesirable in view of the national
focus on health care problems and the
need to have all the evidence that we can
accumulate in making a decision on the
directions and from that the Nation's
health care programs shOUld take in the
coming years.
I also object to the prohibition .against
the transfer or delegation of programs.
The Office of Economic Opportunity from
its beginning, has had the role of giving
birth to new programs, testing them, and
after they have proven successful, the
programs were transferred or delegated
to another agency or department. This
has been done poth in the previous Johnson administration and in the Nixon administration. No other Director of the
Office of Economic Opportunity has been
denied the right to delegate or spin of!
programs and this policy has enabled the
Office of Economic Opportunity to move
in new directions in an effort to devise
better ways· of serving the poor. I ask
unanimous consent that at the conclusion of my remarks a chart outlining
programs that have been transferred or
delegated since 1965 be printed in the
RECORD.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, as a representative of one of the Appalachia
States, I also am concerned with respect
to the preservation of a role for the Appalachia Regional Commission in child
development programs. The Senate had
adopted an amendment. offered by the
Senator from West Virginia (Mr. RANDOLPH) along these lines, but the RandolphamendrIlerit was deleted in conference. I am pleased tha.t important
report language has beell adopted to clarify the situation somewhat.
·Mr. President, I am90ncerned about
one other factor
this legislation, and
that is the authorization itself. This bill
provides a rather generous authorization for child development,as· it should,
but again we are. deceiving those we are
trying to help because in 'making this
authorization we are leading people to
believe that the money will be appropriated when we know that it will not be
appropriated. We shoUld· tell the' citizens, the boards of. education, and the
local governments thr~)Ughout the country that although Congress in this particularconference report,and the bill
itself, is authorizmg $2 billion to be spent
in fiscal year 1973 for child development,
that we really do not have any hope at
all that the Committee on Appropriations ,will appropriate that. much money
for expenditure~.We should tellthepeopIe when they go into a program of this
sort even though there is authorizing
legislation there is no guarantee that the
money will be available.
,
I have always felt that the Government at the Fedel;allevelhas done somewhat, of a disservic~, to itself and the

in
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American people by not being perfectlY
candid apd leading them to expect more
than we can ever hope to deliver. I find
fault with this legislation in that regard.
Mr. President, this is an important
bill; as I have stated, it. will have a profound effect on'society and on the Nation's children for years to come. That
is. why I believe it was essential to shape
the most workable bill possible and one
that would assure the highestquallty of
programs pOSSible. Like Govemor Mandel, I question:whether S. 2007 did that,
and for the above reasons I declined to
sign the confe1;ence report.
I hope thatAuring the course of the
debate this aftemoon 'that we can during
the colloquy, make certain points clear
that will give more guidance to the Secretary of Health,Education,and Welfare
in the enforcement and carrying out of
phases ofthlS legisla.tion, and that will
bring some clarity .to the problem, and
place the interpretation of the legislation into such a.condition that some of
us will l;>e abl~ to support it.
" [E"hil>it 1)
OEO PROGRAMS WHICH

HAVE BEEN
, TRANSFER,RED OR DELEGATED
TRANSFERRED PROGRAMS

College Work Study, HEW, Higher Education Act 011961).
SmalL Busine~ Loan Program, SBA, EOA
Amendments 01 1966.
Adult Basic Education, HEW, Adult Education Act 01 1966.
.
Upward Bound, HEW, Higher Education Act
Amendments 01 1968.
Foster GrandparEmts I, HEW, Older Americans Act Amendments of 1969.
VISTA, Action, Reorganization Plan No.1,
of 1971.
DELEGATED PROGRAMS

Rural Loans, USDA, Delegation in 1964Work Experience D, HEW, Delegation in
1964.
Work and Training Programs for Youth
and Adults (I-B), Labor, Original Delegation
In 1964; revised delElgatlon in 1968.
Follow Through, HEW, Delegation in June
1967.
Head start;HEW;Delegat1on in June 1969.
Job Corps, Labor, Delegation In June 1969.
Special Work and Career Development
Programs (I-E), Labor, Delegation in May

1970.

Opportunities' Industrialization
Labor, Delegatlonln June 1971.

Centers,

Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the
Senator from Maryland agreeable to
having the time for the quorum call taken
from his time?
Mr. BEALL. It is agreeable.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so order€d.
, 1 OperatedbyOEOunder Title i:-B authorIty prior to enactment of the Older Americans Amendments, which created it as a
statutorily-authorized program, for the first
time.·' ,.....
,.
• This program has since expired. It has
been succeeded ,by the Work Incentive
(WIlt) progi'abl' operatect by the Department
of Labor. ;;i-O;:I::;;.'.!;;
..

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New York is recognized for 5
minutes.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I urge
adoption of the conference report on
S. 2007, the Economic Opportunity
Amendments of 1971.
As this has been a matter of considerable and lengthy consideration with deep
speculation as to the administration's
position on the legislation, I, as the ranking minority member of the committee
and an author of many of these provisions and of the compromises worked out,
consider it important that r indicate not
only why the report should be adopted
but specifically why the President should
sign it into law.
EXTENSION

First, the conference bill would extend the various authorities for the poverty program for 2 additional years,
through June 30, 1973. This meets the requestfor a 2-year extension made by the
President early this year as embodied in
S. 1290, which I introduced with broad
bipartisan support.
This 2-year extension is vitally needed
now as a reassurance to those who work
in the essential poverty programs that-although. Changes are being contem~
plated and will be considered by the Congress-the basic structure of the poverty
program, the continued existence of OEO
on the national level and community action agencies on the local level will be
preserved.
We cannot afford to delay-awaiting
new action on legislation-giving this vital reassurance and a new charter to
extend these programs. They continue to
represent a unique means of closing the
gap that still remains in our society between the various racial and economic
groups and between such groups and the
governmental "establishment" at all
levels.
These efforts include such essential activities as manpower training programs,
for youth and others, emergency food and
medical services to provide outreach to
the poor, as well as the crucial "local initiative" activities conducted by the poor
themselves.
CHILD

DEVELOPMENT

Second, the conference bill would establish a comprehensive child development program as a new title under the
Economic Opportunity Act, as proposed
by senators MONDHE, NELSON, SCHWEIKER and myself.
Mr. President, a principal purpose of
this title is to redeem families from poverty, and the only way we can redeem
families from poverty js through work
and training opportunities and comprehensive programs for children. The biggest barriers for poor f'amilies--especially
families where a father is not around-is
dealing with children in the household so
that children will not, as in my own city
of New York, be left on the street with a
key tied around their necks so they can go
home when they need to and feed themselves and look after themselves.
Therefore, we drafted something which
would fill that gap. Through the very
gifted work of the Senator from Minne-
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sota (Mr. MONDALE), a concept emerged
which would make this a bill not only for
the parents but a bill for the child, so
that not only the parents would be able to
be redeemed from poverty, but a child
would have some chance to broaden and
expand his or her life.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself another 5
minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator is recognized for an additional 5
minutes.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, the establishment of such programs-with emphasis on local decisionmaking, parental involvement and developmental, as
opposed to custodial services-was identified as the top priority for the next
decade by the White House Conference
on Children, held almost exactly a year
ago.
This aspect of the bill has been the
most debated and has contributed most
significantly to the delay in reaching
agreement in conference.
While there has been general agreement on the need for a comprehensive
system and for these programs, there
have been wide gaps between the administration's desire on the one. hand and
those of the various conferees on the
other.
. :However, I wish to state emphatically
and document specifically the fact that
these gaps' have bcen substantially
closed, with significant deference to the
administration's viewpoint in each case.
Specifically:
With respect to charges for services,
the Conference bill meets the administration's request that free services be
provided only to children in families
having an income below the family assistance eligibility "cutoff" of $4,320 for
a family of four, as provided in the House
bill. The Senate bill provided for free
services up to the so-called lower living
budget standard, established by the Bureau of Labor Statistics at $6,960 for a
family of four.
The Conference bill authorizes the
Secretary to establish the fee schedule
above the $4.320 level, subject only to the
limitation that the charge may not exceed 10 percent of the incremental family income between $4,320 and 15 percent
of the incremental income between
$5,910 and $6,960. There are no limitations on fees which the Secretary may
prescribe above the $6,960 point.
Although I cannot say so officially. I
have every reason to believe that the
limitations in the $4,320 to $6,960 range
are compatible v.ith what may be anticipated as the schedule to be established
under the Family Assistance Act, with
which the administration wishes this
legislation to be consistent.
With respect to the administration's
related objective of allocating the greater
portion of resources under the bill to the
most disadvantaged-essentially those
below the $4,320 level-the conference
bill provides substantial means of meeting that objective: Of the $2,000,000,000
that would be authorized in the first fully
operative year, fiscal year 1973, $500 million is reserved for projects for lowincome persons; that is, children in fam,;,
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ilies below the poverty level of $3,900 for
a family of four. Moreover, of the remaining amount allocated to the states,
65 percent must be used for children in
families which are "economically disadvantaged." While that term includes
families up to the $6,960 level, a number
of provisions give the Secretary authority
to direct funds to the most needy segments. Furthermore, the 65 percent is a
minimum and the Secretary may insure
that a substantial portion of the remaining· funds are applied to children whose
families are in the category of welfare
eligibles.
With respect to prime sponsorship, the
administration has requested latitude to
designate States as plime sponsors where
necessary to insure the high quality of
programs.
The administration's position is set
forth in a letter dated November 18, 1971,
from Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare Richardson to GAYLORD NELSON,
chairman of the Senate conferees.
I ask unanimous consent that material
portions of the letter be inserted at this
point in the RECORD.
There being no objection the letter
portions were ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Throughout the consideration of the chlld care provisions of the
Economic Opportunity Act Amendments of
1971. I have stressed the Administration's
concern that at least some of the prime sponsors likely to be funded under the blli be
States. It was our clear understanding that
the language agreed to by the Conferees
would permit this result.
Unfortunately, I now find upon analysis
of the latest language that far too little
fiexlb1l1ty is afforded to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to designate
States as prime sponsors where such designation would assure Wgher quality care
through greater access to cWld-related social
services wttWn the State. The present language Instead mandates that In all cases
priority be given to local prime sponsors,
with the state left only as a residual catchall for geogrspWcal areas wWch have submitted either no application or a wholly
inadequate application for prime sponsorShip. In effect, we would be wholly powerless
to choose a State application over a local
application, even if the State application
would better assure quality care for cWldren.
I have testified that we never have planned
to choose only States as prime sponsors, but
it is essential, in my view, that the delivery
system provide fiexiblllty to choose a State
as a prime sponsor, when localities wttWn
that State have SUbmitted applications
which technically meet the criteria listed in
the blli but do so less effectively than the
particular State application.
With kind regards,
Sincerely,
ELLIOT LEE RICHARDSON,

Secretary.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, in the
course of the next few minutes, as soon
as the manager of the Conference report,
the Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON), arrives, I will have a colloquy with
him which will make clear that the criteria, no matter which way you startwhether you start from the bottom or
start from the top-will be the same, and
that will be the capability to carry out,
with the necessary resources and the
necessary efficiency and the necessary expertise, a comprehensive child development program for a given viable area.

The

colloqu~'

SENATE

will also bring out that

if one sponsor-to Wit, starting, as the

conference report does, at the lowest level,
the locality-is. in the judgment of the
Secretary-which obviously cannot be
arbitrary and capricious-not capable of
doing a job, then he has a double track.
He may go to the next sponsor, to wit,
a combination of localities, or he may
go to the State. At that point, in other
words, the Secretary is left free to choose
another sponsorship, which may be the
State.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's time has expired.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 3 additional minutes.
Mr. President, it just seems to me that
with so great a reform in prospect, to allow this thing to break up on so narrow
a difference would be highly regrettable,
since the test-whether you start from
the lowest level, or highest-is capability; and the discretion is in the hands of
the Secretary of HEW in whom we must
assume the President has confidence, or
he would not keep him on the job; and
he should likewise have a certain amount
of confidence and trust even from conservatives.
LEGAL SERVICES

Mr. President, third, the Conference
bill would add a new title under the Economic Opportunity Act, establishing a
nonprofit corporation for the legal services program. This step, which was proposed first by the administration as a followup on the Asch Commission report
and by a nwnber of Senators in both
Houses represents a general bipartisan
consensus on the desirability of giving
top priority to the program as an effective antipoverty effort, insuring its independence from political influence, and
preserving the right of the legal services
attorney to do what he considers to be
in the best interest of his client. As President Nixon stated, in his message to the
Congress of May 5, 1971 :
The legal problems of the poor are of sufficient scope that we should not restrict the
right of their attorneys to bring any type of
civil suit. Only in this manner can we maintain the integrity of the adversary process
and fully protect the attorney-client relationShip so central to our judicial process.
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The administration indicated during
the conference its clear preference for
the House board.
The Conference bill accepts the 17member Presidentially appointed board
contained in the House bill with the modification that in a number of cases the
President's appointments are to be made
from lists submitted by such respected
organizations such as the American Bar
Association, the Judicial Conference of
the United States, and certain clients and
project attorney's advisory groups. Each
list is to contain from three to 10 names.
But, even in these cases the President
has the clear right to tum down an entire
list and request another one. This is
made clear in section 904(a) of the Conference committee bill.
.
With respect to six positions on the
Board, the President may appoint public
members completely free of the list procedure, subject only to the consent of the
Senate.
Mr. President, I submit therefore that
the Conference bill strikes a very fair and
appropriate balance between executive
prerogative on the one hand and on the
other hand the opportunity for input
from
these nationally recognized
respected groups which have given such
great support to the program.
Again, with respect to the other major
element of contention-the question of
criminal representation-the Conference
bill completely sustains the position of
the administration.
The administration bill contained a
flat prohibition against representation in
criminal cases.
The Senate bill prohibited such representation as a general matter but would
have permitted the board of directors to
make exceptions, generally along the
lines of the current law.
The Conference bill adopts the House
version which contains the flat prohibition which the administration requested.
COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Fourth, Mr. President, the Conference
bill would establish a new title for community economic development.
This title which is coauthored by
Senator KENNEDY and myself, builds
upon title I-D of the Economic Opportunity Act's "special impact" which was included in the law in 1967 by myself and
the late Senator Robert Kennedy, on the
model of a very successful program in
the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of
Brooklyn, N.Y.
In a recent task force report, the 20th
century fund of New York, concluded on
the basis of a review of the experience
of more than 75 urban and rural community development corporations throughout the country that-

Again, despite this shared objective,
there existed substantial differences over
the composition of the board of directors
and the powers to be given the corporation.
These issues, too, have been resolved by
the Conference with deference to the
viewpoints of the administration:
With respect to the board, the administration's bill, S. 1769, introduced
early this year, provided for an 11member board appointed entirely by the
Such corporations have a unlque capacity
President.
for pooling a community's talents and reS. 1305, introduced by Senator MON- sourceS-for linking together a variety of
DALE, provided for a 19-member board, businesses and projects--and for organizing
only seven of whom were to be appointed the community to accept and effectively utilize resources and assistance from outside the
by the President.
As passed by the Senate, S. 2007 pro- poverty area:
vided for a 15-member board, with only
This program clearly is in keeping
nine members appointed by the Presi- with the administration's objective of
dent.
encouraging minority enterprise efforts
The House adopted a 17-member in combination with the private sector
board, appointed entirely by the Presi- and provides additional tools to make
dent.
that objective more attainable.
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DRUG PROBLEMS

Fifth, the conference'bill adopts a provision contained in the House bill to encourage the Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity to undertake special
programs promoting employment opportunities for drug dependent individuals.
. . '
Importantly, through a modification
which I offered. in conference, the
amendment would include addicts enrolled and actively participating in
methadone maintenance treatment and
other therapeutic programs and give
priority to areas within States having
the highest percentage of addicts.
The Office. of Economic Opportunity
has reported that approximately 1,000
drug addicts were enrolled in methadone
maintenance treatment programs as of
September I, 1971; and that these efforts
hold great promise.
It is well known that the drug problem has reached incredible proportionswith as many as 125,000 addicts in New
York City alone-and that the combination of drugs, poverty, and joblessness
have high costs for society. in terms of
crime, as well as for the individuals involved.
The conference bill would earmark $18
million for this purpose in each fiscal
year; it's not much when one considers
the scale of the problem, but it is a start
and it is essentialthat the start be made.
MANPOWER PROGRAMS

Sixth, the Conference bill contains the
very essential authorization for a major
part of manpower training programs
conducted by the Department of Labor
for the current fiscal year.
Under section 3 of the Conference bill
$900 million would be authorized for
programs generally and an additional
$500 million would be provided for the
Neighborhood Youth Corps summer inschool, and out-of-school programs.
The current economic situation especially victimizes the young, the black,
and the disadvantaged. While unemployment nationally is only slightly
below the 6-percent point, unemployment among the disadvantaged young is
in the range from five to six times that
percentage.
The Emergency Employment Act of
1971-which the President signed into
law in the clear national interest-has
helped the overall unemployment situation but because it was charted to cover
all socioeconomic groups it cannot be
regarded as an adequate prOVision for
the poor, especially the young.
Mr. President, for these and other reasons, I take this occasion to urge the
President, as well as the Senate, to insure
that this Conference bill is signed into
law. Although it is not so named, it is by
nature emergency legislation for the
Nation's more than 24 million poor.
Many of us have made concessions with
great reluctance, but in the interest of
the bill becoming law. Enactment will
provide an important "iIlSQrance policy"
against further costs qi)der welfare,
through jobs, child dev~lopment, and
other self-help efforts such as I have
noted, and should aid rp,ther than detract from the commitment to a miniCxvn--2777-Part 34
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Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 5 minutes,
Mr, President, I wish to propound a
number of questions to the manager of
the conference report, the Senator from
Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON), the chairman
of our subcommittee which handled this
bill. I think the questions and answers
will be of great importance both to the
Members who must decide how they will
vote on the conference report and to the
administration.
My questions concern the selection of
prime sponsors for child development
programs.
It is my understanding of the conference bill that a State, a locality, a combination of localities, Indian tribal organizations or public or private nonprofit
agencies or organizations may be designated by the Secretary as a prime sponsor for the purpose of entering into arrangements to carry out child development programs upon meeting the requirements spelled out in the bill.
Mr. NELSON. The Senator is correct.
Section 513 so provides. In the case of
localities and combinations of localities
there is a requirement that the units of
general local government cover an area
having a population of 5,000 or more
persons.
Mr. JAVITS. Am I also correct that in
considering applications for prime sponsorship-which is called the "prime
sponsorship plan"-the Secretary is required to act upon plans submitted by
localities and combinations of localities,
in that order; but he may designate a
State as prime sponsor as to areas where
localities or combinations thereof fail to
meet the requirements contained in the
bill?
Mr. NELSON. Yes. And that order of
consideration applies also to prime sponsorship plans submitted by Indian tribal
organizations, so that he must act first
on its application, and can designate the
State for the area if the Indian tribal
organization fails to meet the requirements in the bill,
Mr. JAVITS. Would the Senator from
Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) please spell out
the prime sponsorship requirements that
any applicant must meet.
Mr. NELSON. Yes. In reviewing plans
submitted by localities, combinations of
Comprehensive child development pro- localities, and Indian tribal organizagrams, including a full range 01 health, edu- tions, or States, the Secretary must make
cation, and social services, are essentiaJ to the judgment in each case that:
the achievement of the full potential of the
The plan sets forth "satisfactory proNation's children.
visions" for establishing and maintainI assure the Senator that this will be ing a Child Development Council meetthe aim and objective of anything and ing the requirements of section 514, seceverything that I do with respect to this tion 513 (a) (2) ;
particular matter.
The plan provides that the Child DeMr. BEALL. I thank the Senator for velopment Council shall be responsible
that assurance.
for developing and preparing a compreMr. JAVITS. Mr. President, as the hensive child development plan, section
Senator from Wisconsin has not arrived 513(al (3) ;
in the Chamber, I again suggest the abThe plan sets forth arrangements unsence of a quorum on my time.
der which the Child Development CounThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk cil will be responsible for planning, cowill call the roll.
ordinating, monitoring, and evaluating
The legislative clerk proceeded to call child development programs, section 513
the roll.
(a) (4) ;
mum fioor of benefits under the family
assistance plan, which the President has
asked us to make. I hope very much
that it will be. viewed in that way-in
terms of the national interest-and that
action by this body, by the House, and
by the Executive will be favorable.
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. JAVITS. I yield.
Mr. BEALL. Mr. President, I think the
RECORD should show at this juncture
that it is only through the very successful and conscientious efforts of the senior Senator from New York, as far as this
Senator is concerned, that we have the
bill, hopefully as a result of the colloquy
that will take place later in the debate,
in such shape that I find myself probably in the position of being able to support it. I thi1lk we all are indebted to
the distinguished senior Senator from
New York for his efforts in this regard.
As he understands, I am not so deeply
concerned about the States' involvement-although I am concerned about
the States' involvement. I am very concerned, though, that it be made perfectly
clear that wherever possible the child
development program be in the hands of
those people who are charged at the local
and State level with educating the young
people of our country, because I think
this is a vital part of the educational
process, and that we ought to be very
concerned that those people with professional capability of educating young people have this responsibility.
I think that the Senator probably
agrees with me on that point, that this
should be one of the objectives of the
program.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 2 minutes.
I agree with the Senator thoroughly,
and I am so heartened about the fact
that he feels-without in any way committing himself-that he may be able to
support the report, because I really think
that in the first place the whole thrust
and embodiment of the bill is to educate
the child rather than just to give him
merely custodial care.
I would say to my colleague, and to
every Senator who will support the conference report, that I personally, as the
ranking member of this committee, have
undertaken a moral obligation to ride
herd on this, and to see that the words
of the statute reflect this purpose. Title
5 of our findings and purpose. says, in
section 501 (a) (2) :
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In the case of applicants which are
units of government, the plan provides
for the operation of programs through
contracts with public or private agencies,
section 513(a) (5) ;
The plan contains assurances that the
Council has the administrative capacity
to provide--itself or by contact or other
arrangement;-.effective and comprehensive child related family, social and rehabilitative services, coordination with
educational services, and health and
other services, section 513 (a) (6) ;
The plan also includes "adequate provisions for carrying out comprehensive
child development programs in the area
to be served."-section 513 (b), (c), (dL
Mr. JAVITS. With respect to the last
requirement, in determining whether the
plan includes "adequate provisions for
carrying out comprehensive child development programs," it is anticipated
by the conferees that,·in addition to
other appropriate factors, the Secretary
may make a judgment as to thecapability of the particular applicant to carry
out effectively comprehensive child development programs?
Mr. NELSON. The Senator is correct.
Mr. JAVITS. And by the term "comprehensive child development programs"
do not the conferees expressly contemplate programs of high quality providing
the educational, nutritional, social, medical, psychological, and physical services
needed for children to attain their full
potential?
Mr. NELSON. The Senator is correct.
Sections 501<a) (2), section 571(3) and
other provisions of the title' make the
meaning of that phrase clear.
Mr. JAVITS. So there is a responsibility with the Secretary to satisfy himself
that any applicant, whether a locality,
a combination, or an Indian tribe or a
State, has the administrative capability
to marshal resources and to provide effectively or assure access to the educational,
social, and other services needed to insure the comprehensiveness and high
qualities and standards for programs
conducted under the title.
Mr. NELSON. Yes, subject to the qualification that whatever standards he may
apply under these provisions are objective and applied to each case with an
even hand; it is not intended as a license
to develop standards such as population
criteria which would have the practical
effect of excluding a particular class of
eligible applicants.
The Secretary's determination of the
particular facts on which he bases his
decision is conclusive if supported by SUbstantial evidence. The conference agreement is explicit on this point, in section
513 (h) (2).
Mr. J AVITS. Therefore, if an applicant
which is a locality, or a combination of
localities, or an Indian tribe lacks the
capability to carry out comprehensive
programs or if the plan fails to meet the
other requirements under the sections
which the Senator has outlined, then the
Secretary clearly has the authority to
reject that application and to designate
a State or other public or private nonprofit agency as prime sponsor, if it meets
the requirements.
Mr. NELSON. Yes, and the require-

ments that would apply, would be' the
same.
.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the senator has expired.
Mr. JAVITS. I yield myself 5 additional
minutes.
In summary, then, while the conference bill reflects the judgment that the
Secretary should look first to locally run
programs-in the interest of parental
participation and other elements-the
Secretary is not powerless to choose
a State over a locality and he is granted
ample flexibility and freedom to make
reasonable judgments to insure the comprehensiveness and high quality of care
for children as long as he is prepared
to support them with findings of fact.
Mr. NELSON. The Senator is correct.
Mr. JAVITS. And is it also true that if
none of the units of governments,
Whether they be localities or combinations of localities, Indian tribal organizations, or the State itself qualify as prime
sponsors, or in certain other specified
conditions that he still has authority under the so-called bypass provisions to
fund programs directly, and a state, as
well as any other public or private
agency, could qualify as a grantee under
that provision?
Mr. NELSON. Yes. Section 513 (j) and
(k) so provide.
Mr. JAVITS. And am I correct that
even in respect to areas where a locality
or a combination of localities or an Indian tribe may be designated as prime
sponsor, that the State is to have asignificant role?
Mr. NELSON. Yes. The conference bill
authorizes the Secretary to utilize up to
5 percent of the funds allocated for use
in each State for activities by states, in
the nature of technical assistance to localities, combinations thereof and Indian tribes including assisting in the establishment of child development councils, encouraging the cooperation and
participation of state agencies and the
full utilization of resources, and developing information useful in reviewing prime
sponsorship plans and comprehensive
child development plans submitted by localities, combinations thereof, and Indi::m tribes. Section 513(a) and section
515(b) (3) require that the Governor
have the right to review prime sponsorship plans and comprehensive plans, respectively, with the right in each ca.se, to
submit comments to the Secretary.
Mr. JAVITS. Although the Secretary
would not be bound by those comments,
would they be among the factors he could
consider in making the determinations
relating to prime sponsorship which we
discussed earlier?
'
. Mr. NELSON. Yes.
Mr. JAVITS. So one may reasonably
conclude that under the conference bill
the Secretary has the authority' to significantly involve the States, in order to
assure high quality care.
Mr. NELSON. The Senator is correct.
That is the intent.
' .
Mr. JAVITS. I thank my colleague
very mUCh. If he will bear with me -for
one further point, the conference report
authorizes $2 billion in appropriations
for child development care for the first
year in which it is fully spelled out-to
wit, fiscal 1973; $100 million is provided

for fiscal 1972 for startuP activities. It
has been my mi<ierstanding that the $2
billion autllomat!on Is intended by the
conferees, as· a goal, whlchwe ,have' established,withoutknowingwhat the
total pictrireniay be at the time of appropriation;' for example, we do not
know what may be available from other
sourceS such as the' family assistance
plan, H.R. 1, if that should become law.
Mr. NELSON. The SenatOI' is correct.
The authorization is, of course, subject
to the appropriationt>rocess and to the
influence of various factors,as the Senator suggests.
Mr., JAVITS. I thank my colleague
very much. I think that this colloquywhich I a,m sure will be repeated in the
other body when this matter is acted on
there--makes it absolutely crystal clear
that the Secretary has very powerful
discretion, including the discretion to use
the States in order to put it into effect
the best possible performallcein respect
to child development. It seems to me that
is, the essential substance we seek.
It is for those reasons I urge the Senate to approve it.'
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I hope
the Senate will approve the conference
report on S. 2007, the Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1971. The Senate
passed S. 2007 on September 9, 1971, by
a vote of 49 to 12. The Senate and the
House conferees began meeting October
12 and after nine lengthy meetings over
aperiod of 2 months reached agreement
on the conference report.
Th.e conference report extends the
Economic Opportunity Act for an additional 2 years, establishes a Legal Services Corporation, and authorizes a landmark new Child Development program.
ISSUES IN THE CONFERENCE

By far the most difficult issue to resolve in the conference concerned the
child development program. Both the
Senate and the House and all the members of the conference favored a major
expansion of child development programs based on the experience of Headstart; that is, programs which are aimed
both at caring for children while their
mothers' work and providing an enriching experience for children so ,that they
may have a chance to Succeed.in school
and to break out of the cycle of poverty.
Both bills provided also that ,federally
supported Child Development Centers
should be open to childrel1 from, .moderate income working families as well as
to the children, of the poor. Both bills
provided that child ,develoPIll~ntpl'o
~ramsshould be.desigIled and, operated
wherever possible at the locallev~I.
There was, however,sharp disagreement over, the level,offree services. The
Senate, bill provided.' that ,all "children
from families of four earning $6,960theBureau of Labor Statistics figure for
a minimum adequate bUdget for an urban worker's familY of four.in the spring
of 197(k.,.,be afforded free services. The
House provisiQn' on ,the other· hand left
the setting!)f the level 10r.freeservices
to the Secretary directing, him to make
such level in acc()rdanqewith provision
ofotherJaw~. TheSecreta,ryqf ,Health,
Education, and Welfare made .clear that
free services couldbepr()V1ded only to
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those eligible fol." benefits under H.R. I,
the adm1n.illtratlon's, welfare reform
measure., '!'hat l~vel is $4,320 a year for
a family of four•. ,,;.
This is,s~e. ,Was: L dlsc1JSSed at great
length. Aln"eeII\e.n~ war; ( finally reached
among the confere.es .which. is acceptable
to the , atlminiStia.tion~Tht)conference
report,provides"for free services to
$4,230, as the administration hasrequested•• Inaddi~ion,. it 'provides, fora
modeSt fee' schedule for families, earning
between $4,329 and the Bureau's'millimum adequate, llu'dget; ~6;960.That fee
schedule is as:.follows': a flimily, could be
ch.argedno more. th.
1,0 percent of its
inoome above c $4,320to $5,916 and no
more than an additional 15 percent of its
income frqrn $5,916 to; .6,960. That means
that ,'a family 'earning, $6,960' could, be
charged, no more ,than $316.20 for federally assisted' child ,development, programs. Above 'the $6,960 level the Secretary of HEW would seta fee schedule
as provided in both bills.
The seco~d major issue in child development in conference concerned the "delivery system," that,.is to say, who will
run, the programs and what their relationship '. will be with the' Secretary of
HEW. The, conferees very, strongly believe tha~, the, child" develoPIIlent programs, like "local school .systems~ . must
be designed and'operated at the local
level. We believe it is desirable that gov.,.
ernment operate as close to the people as
possible. ,When the bureaucrat who
makes a, decision which, vitally affects
your life is 500 or 1,000 or 3,000 miles
away in Washington, or 200 or 300 miles
away in, the State, Capital, citizens often
feel a sense of hopeless frustration. This
is true in all programs, but it is doubly
true in the case ,of programs which affect the lives arid education of our children. '
The Senate ,bill provided that the design and operation of child' development programs'shall take place at the
local community level, with the State
gove.rnmen~ providing technical '1Ssistance and operating programs in areas
and communities that are either not interested or do not have the capability,
in the Se.cretary:s jttdgment, to operate
child development programs themselves.
The Senate set no minimum population
requirement for prime sponsorship of
child development programs.
Although the principle of local control, of child development councils and
project pOlicy committees to assure ample local parental participation, was common to bqth bills, the child development provisions adopted by the other
body contained two important differences.
The House-passed bill provided that
any city of 10,000' or more population
had the right to be designated as prime
sponsor if it submitted an applicable plan.
It also provided that when both a State
and county apply to be a pri'tne sponsor
for the same area, the Secretary of HEW
would choose whichever he felt could do
a more effective job.
The first of, these issues, the population minirilum for applicants, was relatively easy to' settle. The conference
agreed to a< minimum, of 5,000 population,and thatahy city or county of such

an'
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size, or a combination' thereof' has the ference, five by the major bar groups,
right to apply for prime sponsorship and two each by the National Legal Servand be designated if its plan meets the ices Project Attorneys Advisory Council
requirements of the legislation.
and the Clients Advisory Council.
The second of these issues was the role
OEO EXTENSIONS
of State government. The conference reOver
the
extension
of the Economic
port provides a significant role for States.
It sets aside up to 5 percent of the funds Opportunity Act, there was little differto be allocated to the states for pro- ence between the Senate and House verof the legislation. Both the Senate
grams extending technical assistance to sions
local prime sponsors. It provides that and House bills provided f<;>r a 2-year exStates shall run programs in areas either tension,and for a level of authorization
the Office of Economic Opportunity
unwilling or lacking capability to run for
programs as prime sponsors themselves. close to the current spending level; SenBut, the conference agreement does ate provisions prohibiting the further
clearly provide that where a commu- delegation or transfer of programs from
OEO to other agencies without congresnity-a city or a county or a combina- sional
approval, were agreed to by the
tion of such units-is willing to run the conference.
The Senate bill this year, as
local program, and in the Secretary's
judgment has the capacity to do so, then in past years, earmarked funds authorto the Office of Economic Opporthe local community is to be recognized ized
as prime sponsor to run the local pro- tunity. In addition, the Senate increased
the flexibility as to transfer of funds begram.
tween programs to 25 percent. The conOpponents of this agreement believe ference
accepted the Senate
that the Secretary ought to have the earmarksagreement
and
the
flexibility.
power to deal exclusively with State gov- By and large, theseincreased
earmarks represent
ernments. The Senate-passed child de- precisely the administration's request
velopment legislation did not take that for funds. But in four areas the Senate
position. The majority of the conferees earmarked more funds than the admindid not take that position, and the conrequested. For these four proference report now before the Senate istration
grams, the conference agreement like
retains the provisions for local design the Senate bill contains the earmarking
and control of child development pro- levels passed by Congress in the last
grams.
OEO extension bill. For example, the
THE LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION
administration proposed only 3.5 million
Over the question of the new Legal this year to phase out the emergency
Services Corporation there was prolonged food and medical services program. Connegotiation. Both bills and all conferees gress had earmarked $62.5 million for
agreed on the wisdom of establishing the the program for 1971, and $45.2 million
legal'services program in a corporation actually was made available. The testiwhich would remove the program insofar mony before our committee indicated
as possible from political controversy. that the emergency food and medical
However, there was disagreement over services program is one of the most vital
two questions: the structure of the Legal programs operated by OEO with support
Services Corporation board of directors from all areas. It was the opinion of the
and the question of criminal representa- Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
tion.
that it would be a tragedy to terminate
Let me say flrst that as to the question this program. Therefore, the committee
of criminal representation the confer- recommended, and the Senate adopted,
ence decided that in no case shall Cor- earmarking of $62.5 million, the same
poration funds be expended to defend in- level of funding it had earmarked for
dividuals in criminal actions. The Senat~ the last 2 years. The other three probill had provided that the Corporation grams are alcoholic counseling and reset guidelines for criminal representa- covery, local initiative funds, and comtion. The House amendment contained a munity economic development.
flat prohibition against the use of f\L.'1ds
In the case of local initiative funds
or personnel prOVided by the Corporation which provide the basic operating budgto provide legal services in any criminal ets for the 930 community action agenproceedings. The Senate receded on this cies around the country, the adminisissue, but the Joint Explanatory State- tration proposed a cutback from $328.9
ment of the Committee of Conference million to $314.9. Ata time of rising
contains the following phrase:
costs, and rising poverty the committee
The conferees want to make clear that thIs refused to go along with a reduction in
prohIbItIon does not In any way relieve any local initiative funds below the level of
a.ttorney from specific or general responslbll- present earmarking.
Ities posed on him as an officer of the court
Alcoholic counseling and recovery proby the courts before which he practices.
grams, now earmarked at the $15 million
Thus, although the Corporation could level would be cut by the administration
not expend funds for defending in crimi- to only $2 million. The conference agreed
nal actions, legal services attorneys would to the Senate figure of $18 million.
not be prohibited from undertaking such
For community economic developactions when required by a judge to do ment programs. including the title I-D
so as an offi~er of the court.
special impact program and the rural
On the question of the membershio of loan program, title ill-A; the agency
the Legal Services Board a comprOIi:lise received $42 million in fiscal year 1971.
was reached providing for a Board of 17 The administration has sought to elimimembers, six of whom would be chosen nate the rural. loan program entirely this
by the President outright, the others to 'year and to cut back on special impact
be nominated from liSts submitted to the programs to $25 million. The Senate
President, two by the U.S. JUdicial Con- combined these two programs into a new
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Mr. BEALL. I thank the Senator from contain iui own very high standards for
New York.
quality, developmental child care,which
Mr. President, I wish to ask the senator must be met in addition to any standfrom Minnesota to clarify the role of ards imposed by the State.
public schOOl districts-local educational . Mr. BEALL. I thank the senator from
agencies-under the child development Minnesota for this colloquy with regard
to the educational system. ,
'
provisions of the conference report.
Priority to serve as prime sponsor of
Mr. MONDALE. I thank the Senator
child development programs is placed on from Maryland very much. I think this
units of general local government with colloquy will help·to· clarify the relationpopulations of 5,000 or more. It is my ship of this program to local educational
understanding, however, that where units agencies.
.
,
of local government, or combinations of
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I yield 20
units of local government, do not qualify minutes to the distinguished Senator
or submit unacceptable applications, a from South CaroUna (Mr.· THuRMOND) •
local school district might serve as prime
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sensponsor.
ator from South Carolina is recognized
Mr. MONDALE. The Senator is correct. for 20 minutes.
Mr. THURMOND. Mi. President, the
First, under section 515(a) (18), a local
school district may be designated as bill which is now before us was dead"delegate agency" to do the day-to-day locked in the conference. for many weeks.
work of administering child development As time passed, more opportunity was afprograms where a unit of local govern- forded for analysis of the proposed legisment has been chosen as prime sponsor. lation, and recognition of the far-reachSecond, under section 513(f) (1), a ing import of its provisions, particularly
local school district or other public or the so-called "child development proprivate nonprofit agency may be desig- grams." If therewere nO other reasons to
SUMMARY
The conferees have met over a period nated prime sponsor where a locality has oppose this bill, the child. development
of 2 months. They have discussed, de- not applied for prime sponsorship or provisions alone are enough. The ultimate impact of this section can indeed be
bated, and resolved compromises on a where its application has been denied.
Third, section 513(f) (1) provides that revolutionary; and since revolutions can
number of very complex differences.
While the Senate conferees were unable where an existing prime sponsor is not be for the good or for the 'worse, it beto prevail on certain points, in my judg- adequately serving a particular area of hooves us to study such proposals carement the compromises arrived at were its jurisdiction, a local school district fully and enter into them after a ,great
the best that could be obtained under or other public or private nonprofit agen- national debate.
There has beennQ such great national
the circumstances. The resulting confer- cy could be designated prime sponsor to
debate. The public is generally unaware
ence report deserves the support of the serve that area.
Fourth, also under section 513 (f) (1) , a of the content of this bill. Even the inMembers of this body.
The antipoverty programs authorized school district or other public or private formed press refers to it usually as a
in this legislation have just begun to nonprofit agency could be designated "day-care bil!." yet the proponents of
make headway toward the goal of reduc- prime sponsor for the purpose of mak- such programs emphasize the need "to
ing poverty in this Nation. With over 5 ing special services-for example, special stress that the needs of children and
million unemployed, the number of peo- services for handicapped children- families with which we are concerned are
ple below the Federal Government's offi- available to economically disadvantaged not restricted.OO daytimehours,and that
child care must always be developmental,
cial poverty line has actually increased or preschoolchildren.
Fifth, under section 513(f) (3), local not simply custQdia!.". . ., '.
in the past year, and increased substaneducational agencies and other public or
That quotation is. from the recently
tially.
However, the programs operated by private nonprofit agencies are eligible to pUblished report of . the .. White House
the Office of Economic Opportunity, serve as prime sponsors of model pro- Conference on Children.. , It emphasizes
Headstart, and Operation Mainstream, grams for economically disadvantaged that the (lhild .(jevelopment concept
the community health centers, and the minority group of bilingual preschool- places great emphasis on the manipulationandformulationof a child's direcemergency food and medical services children.
Finally, under section 513(k) the Sec- tion and character. As this report says
program, have won wide acceptance in
communities across the Nation. In our retary may directly fund a local school further:.
"
<>'.'
A day care program that ministers to a
hearings on the extension of the Eco- district or other public or private nonchild
from
six
months.tQslx
years of age has
nomic Opportunity Act, some 90 national profit agency-without going through
organizations testified on the vital role the more complicated procedure to desig- over 8,000 hours to teach him values, fears.
played by economic opportunity pro- nate it a prime sponsor-to conduct a beliefs, and behaviors..
grams in the lives of individuals and project where no unit, or combination
It is quite obVious, therefore,· that a
the health of American communities. At of units, of local government--or Indian comprehensive child development proevery level of government, America is tribal organization-has submitted an gram, touching all or. the vast majority of
today more responsive and offers more acceptable child development plan, or children in the United States, will put the
opportunity to its poor because of the where direct funding is needed to meet children at the tender mercy of the beefforts of these programs. It is crucial the needs of children of migrant work- haviorists and.other social scientists.
that the Congress give the program a ers, preschoolchildren. children of work- who have indeed. been devising the pronew mandate to carryon for another 2 ing mothers or single parents. minority gram.
years. The new programs authorized by group children, or children of economiMr. President, those of us who fear
this legislation-especially the child de- callI- disadvantaged parents.
that. the Child Development Act will reMr. BEALL. I wish to ask the Senator sult in an attempt by. the Federal Govvelopment program and the Legal Services Corporation-represent important from Minnesota whether my under- ernment to mold the characters of ou:steps forward in the Nation's efforts to standing 1<; correct, that standards for Nation's young are concerned because of
provide genuine equal opportunity to all child development programs set by the the manner in which this program is to
its citizens. I ask the support of all the States must continue to be met by pro- be setup and administered. In essence,
Members of the Senate for this confer- grams receiving assistance under the a new department Will be set up within
pending bill.
~nce report..
HEW which will direct this program and
Mr. MONDALE. The Senator is again which is authorized by this act to estabMr. JAVITS Mr. President, I yield 2
minutes to tbe distinguished Senator correct. The measure reported by the lish guidelines and standards to defrom Maryland (Mr. BEALL) for a col- conference in no way repeals or modifies termine whether or not child developloquy with the distinguished Senator provisions of State law establishing ment centers ruled by governmental or
from Minnesota.
standards for child care. The bill does nongovernmental agencies are entitled

, title VII, community economic development, and earmarked $58 million for
them. The conferees agreed to this earmarking.
The Senate-passed bill also provided
an additional $500 million authorization
for the Neighborhood Youth Corps in
order to provide funds for an additional
100,000 jobs and training opportunities
for young men and women during this
time of extraordinarily high unemployment. During the second quarter of 1971
teenage unemployment among blacks in
inner city neighborhoods stood at an
astonishing 39.1 percent. The conferees
agreed to the senate Neighborhood
Youth Corps figure.
The conferees also agreed to the new
programs voted by the senate, that is,
title VII, the community economic development program, the recreation and
sports program, and the commUI?ity design center program, and in addition accepted two new programs authorized by
the other body, an environmental action
and a rural housing program.
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to funding; Although section 578 states

that no department, agency, officer, or
employer of the United States shall
exercise any direction, supervision, or
control over •personnel, curriculum, or
methods of instruction. of these centers,
this act is replete· with authorizations
for the establishment of standards and
guidelines by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare and provisions
for granting or withholding funds on the
basis of compliance with these standards
or guidelines.
It is clear, from the knowledge that
many of us have.'of the expertise the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has gained in requiring total subjection of local educational institutions to
federallY imposed standards, that it is
only a matter o~ time before the child
development centers across this country
will be forced to slavishly follow the
pattern or patterns developed' by the
bureaucracy here in Washington. There
are those who believe that Washington
experts have a better knowledge and
understanding of what is good for people
than the people themselves. I' do not
share that view; In my judgment, this
bill, if enacted; will result in a federalization of the education and training of
our' young;' particularly our low income
young.
Mr. President, the act provides that
each approved child development .center
will be governed. by a board consisting
of not less' than' 10 members. At least
half of the membersmustbe parents of
children in the center. The remainder of
the board is to represent the public and
must include "professionals in the field."
It is provided that at least one-third of
the board' shall consist of parents of
economically disadvantaged children.
In my jUdgment, this policy will greatly facilitate dictation of standards by
Washington. Parents who are economically and educationally disadvantaged
are unfortunatelY m';equipped to dispute
Washington policy directives. I am confident that their concern for their children's welfare will be as intense' if not
more so than any other persons; but
I believe ,thitt it isJair to say, as a generalization' which obviously has exceptions, that those who have not been fortunate enough to have the economic and
educational advantages of the professional educators and HEW personnel will
hardly be in a position to question effectively whether or not methods of instruction and methods of dealing with
the emotional, educational, and social
problems of children are actually for
the best.
'
What is at issue is whether the parents
shall continue to have the right to form
the character of the children, or whether
the State with all its IJower and magnitude should be given the decisive tools
and techniques fgr' forming the young.
There is no questi()n that such a partnership is always unequal. Not only the children, but also the parents would be the
beneficiaries of ". high-pow4;lred persuasion. The WhiteHouse Conference on
Children, descn~edlt this.w~y:

open to new knOWledge about child development. One of the socially beneficial aspects
of a day care program Is that It provides a
forum for parents and staff to pursue jointly
new understandings to guide chlld-rearlng
endeavors.

Let us not pretend that such "child
development programs" will be philosophically neutral and that all this socalled "new knowledge" merely represents progress over ignorance. I think it
is fair to suppose that by far the majority
of such programs, even with alleged
participation of parents, would concentrate on the inculcation of collectivist
attitUdes in the helpless children. This
attitUde thoroughly permeates the report of the White House Conference, and,
indeed, is summarized in the following
quotation from a resolution adopted at
the conference:
Society has the ultimate responsibillty for
the well-being and optimum development of
all chlldren.

In this respect, I fully agree with the
Vice President of the United States, who
!Said in his recent speech before the
nlinois Agriculture Association:
Character that was once molded In the
home Is now more often the product of the
classroom, and there are some who would
llke to take It a step further and indoctrInate
or condition all pre-school age children from
Infants on up to kindergarten age. They
admIre the Soviet system In which the State
takes over this function from the parent.

The Vice President then quoted Dr.
Reginald Lourie, president of the Joint
Commission on Mental Health of Children, who recently told a congressional
committee:
There is serious thinking among some of
the future-oriented chlld development research people that maybe we cannot trust
the famlly alone to prepare young children
for this new kind of world which Is emerging.

Nor should we assume that this program is intended only for the economically disadvantaged or for those who
seek it of their own free will. Voluntarism is seriously compromised when, as
the bill would provide, the Government.
is given the resources of persuasion and
propaganda. Moreover, the bill is simply the first step in a long-range program
to reach all children. In its statement of
findings and purposes, the bill says its
aim is "to establish the legislative framework for the future expansion of such
programs to be universally available child
development services." Even if the sponsors were not so candid, we know from
past experience with social programs that
such would be the case,
In summary, I believe this act creates
a Federal bureaucracy extending nationwide which will place the educational,
moral, psychological, and social character of our pre-school children under the
strong influence, if not control, of the
HEW bureaucrats.
Mr. President, I urge my colleagues to
vote against th~ acceptance of this bill
from conference. It is philosophically unsound and poses many dangers. In my
judgment, the President would be justified in vetoing this bill, if it should be
Parents can' iearn, a great d~l a,bout meet- presented' to him for signature. But I
Ing the nee~"of thel~,c~lldren' byreinalnlng hope. that this body will reject it now,
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in toto, and to that end I will vote not
to accept the conference report.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, the
Senator from South Carolina has some
additional time. Will he yield it to me?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina has 3 minutes
remaining.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield his 3 minutes to me?
Mr. THURMOND. I would be pleased
to yield to the distinguished Senator
from Colorado.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I call
the Senate's attention not only to the
importance of what the Senator from
South Carolina has already said, but also
to some of the other problems I see in
the bill.
I wonder if the Senator has had an opportunity to evaluate whether his constituency, for example, prefers to have
the OEO programs operate as they are
now. operated, through the OEO, or
whether they prefer to have them operated through other agencies, such as
throUgh spinoffs as has been done in the
case of the work stUdy program and
things of that kind.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, as far
as my constituents are concerned, they
are somewhat divided on the subject, and
I would not say it would predominant
either way.
Mr. DOMINICK. As far as I can see
we have in the bill dealing with OEO
programs over $3 billion tied up in this
bill inthe way of authorizations. It seems
to me that one of the problems we have
had in this whole program is the problem where OEO itself is operating, as
opposed to innovating new ideas. I know
one of the things the White House was
doing was trying to make this innovative
program, and when good ideas matured.
tr shift them over. I understand this bill
does not do that.
Has the Senator had a chance to
analyze that?
Mr. THURMOND. I agree with the distinguished Senator on that particular
point. The point he makes along that
line is very valid. I hope the Senate considers that when they get ready to vote
on the bill.
Mr. DOMINICK. I thank the Senator
for his contribution. I think it is extremely helpful.
I yield 25 minutes to the Senator from
New York.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New York is recognized.
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President, I thank
the distinguished Senator from Colorado
for yielding,
Mr. President, I cannot in good conscience vote in favor of the Economic OPportunity Amendments of 1971 so long as
they contain title V. The potential for
harm contained in the child development
proposal is so great that it far outweighs
the good contained in other parts of the
bill now before us.
The arguments that I shall present
against the child development sections
of the conference report are essentially
four in number. The first of these, and to
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mv mind the most important, haS to do
with the sUbstantive merits. of the idea
of so-called "comprehenSive child development." an idea I believe to have been
greatly oversold. The 'second ar~ent,
very simply, is that the need for ~titu
tionalized day care, whether custodial or
1:omprehensive. in nature, has been
greatly overestimated and inadequately
demonstrated. The third argument is
that the cost now and for the foreseeable
future will be prohibitive. The fourth and
final argwnent is that the proposal
threatens the very foundations of
limited government and personal liberty.
I should like to deal with the four
arguments in order.
First. Questionable merits of so-called
comprehensive child development.
I cannot think of a better place to
begin my remarks on this point than by
quoting from the testimOny of D.r. Edward Zigler before the Senate Finance
Committee last September.
He remarked:
Let me begin by saying that the area of
early childhood intervention (sfa) is still
an art an area filled with debate and controvers'y. You can find experts testifying to
any position that one woUld like to see testified to. I have familiarized myself with this
llterature for about 15 years now, and I woUld
certainly concur with the position that we
do not know nearly as much as many experts say that we know.
Another point that I would certainly like
to concur with Is that we have mounted many
programs in this country for young children
and have oversold them badly. . • . We have
promised way more than we can deliver and
we have advanced certain views of what it
takes to change a child that are, completely
at odds with what we know about the di1f1culty In changing cognitive levels of children.

Dr. Zigler, I believe, is correct on all
points. There are few men in the field as
knowledgeable as he-and, I might add,
few who are as candid. It is, if anything,
an understatement to say that this is an
area "filled with debate and controversy'"
and that experts can be found on all sid~s
of the issue. Yet the surprising fact. IS
that the debate and controversy so eaSIly
found in the professional literature are
nowhere reflected in the testimony on the
bill before us. Indeed, I am reliably,informed by a staff aide, who trou?led hImself to read virtually all the testImony offered in the past 2 years on either side of
the Hill, that there is hardly a hint of
controversy to be found.
The general impression created by the
testimony, and by the committee repor~
of both Houses, is that experts art; m
unanimous. agreement as to the deSIrability of comprehensive child development. One can read the enUr€'! corpus of
testimony and the committee. reports
without once discovering the wide range
of divergent, eVen contradictory expert
opinion. One would think that all experts
on early childhOOd education had riSen
up as one man to proclaimthe virtues 9f
thiS bill. Yet the professional literature
is as Dr. Zigler noteS,.chockfull ofcon~
tr~versy and debate. NotWithstanqing the
controversy,. the com~ttees of.. both
Houses seized upon a smgle school of
thought, highlighted,it, advanced it,. a.nd
without so much as a glance at opposmg
views, set it down as the foundation for

what may turn out to be the most deeply
radical social service program ever undertaken by our Government.
Just as one example Of an opposing
point of view, I would like to call to the
attention of the senate one paper, which
seems to me to be both comprehensive in
its scope and candid in its conclusions.
It is a paper by ,Dr. Dale Meers entitled
"International Day Care: A selective Review and Psychoanalytic Critique," published in an official OEO document called
"Day Care: Resources for DeciSions"
(971). Dr. Meers is a highly qualified
and widely recognized authority in the
field of early childhood education who
has spent a considerable amount of time
studying the problem both at home and
abroad. He is a psychoanalyst by training,
affiliated with the department of psychiatry at Children's Hospital here in the
District and with the Baltimore-DiStrict
of Columbia Institute for PsychoanalysiS.
I cannot do justice in so short a space
to the depth, thoughtfulness, and commonsense of Dr. Meers' findings, but I
think it fair to say that they constitute
the most fair- and sober.minded· critique that anyone might wiSh to have of
what is wrong with the present bill. For
the sake of the record, Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that Dr. Meers'
paper be inclUded in its entirety at the
end of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HANSEN). Without objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1).
Mr. BUCKLEY. For the moment, however, I would like to read a few paragraphs from the conclusion of this penetrating studY. They convey the full fiavor
of Dr. Meers' position, and I can assure
my colleagues that these findings are
fully documented in the complete text.
He writes:
Child care by experts seems to have found
a ready audience in both Congress and the
general public.. With .Moynihan (1969) one
may comfortably state that science is at its
bes.t as a critical tool, and that the scientist
has lost his perspective when he commends
modifications of such complex social-cultural-psycho-blologlcal processes as child"
rearing. Given the present state of our Ignorance about psychiatric damage, massive Day
Care programs appear all too much like Pandora's box. Those who would convey the Idea
that Day Care is unproblematic should review the programmatic, compensatory routines of Soviet texts (TIlr, 1954; Schelovanova
and Aksarina, 1960; Schelovanova, 1964) and
the· U.S. literature of child development research (e.g., Escalona and Leitch, 1952;
Skeels, 1964; Mcv. Hunt, 1964; Bloom, Davis
and Hess, 1965; A. Freud, 1965).
In specifying the apparent dangers otearly
Day Care, one cannot Ignore thats9.zne alternatives present even greater hazards. "" range
of studies of existing child care methods
documents that disadvantaged children are
too often left unattended for hours, or are
cared for by older siblings ot five and six
years. or by 111 and senile adults. The. inadequacies of child care for,some of our most
disadvantaged mothers quite outweigh professlonal reservations and concerns about
Day Care. Yet the dangerin recomniimding
Day .Care, however. conditionally; •may be
likened to the medicai use of morphine. The
pain of the symptom may· be relieved without cure, and addiction maytollow.
Some clinicians and child' development
researchers. such as this author, are presently In an anomalous position. They have

loIlgartl'l 'feh~ntly ririotriin'f!nded'"rid -supported the establishment!>! Day Care centers
tor special. cases tor the;vei'y;young; .yet, it
now _appears that ~ con,d1.tionl.lLreco1ll11lendation ma,y, be misunderstood:
a general
'endorsement: ProfessionalS have previoUsly
carried partial respoI:\sibllity'ortheoverSale
of institutional'care,for, foster care, and
more recently for HeM start. Group Day
Care entails far greater.i 'risks;and these
shOUld be. taken only where, 'the alternative
are patently worse.

as

Mr. President, I do not want to belabor
the point. I simply want the1'ecord to
show that exPerts.in the field are far
from unanimous in their ~reconimenda
tions regarding. day cine, whether custodial or comprehensive;' that . there are
those who are not only skeptical about
the alleged virtues of day care, but who
think it is positively deleterious.. For the
Federal Government to .embark on a program of such magnitwie, ghren the. extent
of controversy among experts themselves,
seems to me dangerousin;~eextreme.
Second, need for day care exaggerated and iI).adequately • delllonstrll.ted.
Mr. Presi<l~nt, it.. has .beenIiJatedon
the fioor of the Senate as a ubasic statistic" that "6 million .children need' daycare slots."That is an impressive figure,
indeeci, and it has been used' on more
than one occasion to convey the clear impression that these children are either
languishing .l.!ncareci for; orr(lCeiving
such inadequat~ care as. to necessitate
the establiShmeI).t of. tenS' of . thousands
new, federallY. fundedday·.care centers.
Thatlientiment is not Qnly conveyed for
rhetor1paI purposes, but is actually cont~ined in. 'the bill itseU;Whichstates in
section50Ha) (l) that-:The COIlgre~s fin~ thatm11~iQ1l$ of childreninthll Nation aresuft'er\ng u~necessa.ry
hlum from the. hick of ;a(1equa~e child development services, particUlll:rly during early
chlldhoexI yea~s. •....
..•........•

'. .If ~ne 'seeks to discover the eviqence on
which this con'gressional"finding" is
sllPposedly based, he will 1ind that the
"6 million"1igUre rests·. on: ,some highly
dubious. grounds indeed: For. one thing,
as the., Westinghouse 'Leartling Corp.
studY "Day Care 1970," stated., "need for
day care cannot be quantified~'·.as easily
as can, for example, need for nutritional
elements. Most sllrvejs frimklyacknowledge that they are offering up ~'guessti
mates/', because it is not yet known how
many mothers would place their children
in,day:'care centers'if such were .more or
less universally available. Statistical cautic;m, however,.is hardly the hailniarkof
those who use the 6 million figure as (;I.n
allegedly reliable number; In fact, the 6
million figure represents the entire universe of. children under·, 6. years of age
whose m()thersWork. eitherfull time or
part time; or are. currently unemployed
but regarded as part.of the labor force.
Whether this gross, undiscriminating figure.can l;>emed asablisis for.establishing ",need" is avery questionable proposition; reglirdlessof how, one feels about
t~e merit~ o.fchild development, •
"In all candor, it mtiStbe.acknowledged
that sllchthings are exceedingly difficult
to measure. The most recent detailed information on actual need is found in a
study entitled "Child Care Arrangements
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of Working Mothers in the United welfare channelsin the case of the poor. strongly enough Ulat this is not an antiStates,'.' conducted by the Children's Bu- This. would not only be chesper by far poverty measure as such. It intends evenreau in 1965· and published in 1968. The than the proposal before us, but would tually to be universal in its coverage, both
study reveals that over 99 percent of have the added virtue of maximizing with respect to the nature of the services
t:hildrell under ..6 whose. mothers work freedom of choice for parents, thereby to be provided and With respect to the
full tinie
~re reCeiving care while their lessening the danger that the Federal eligibility of participants. It. is nothing
Government will become "Superparent" more nor less than the attempt to make
mo~hers areaway from the house.. The
the Federal Government, through the
great majority are cared for in their own for ail American children.
home or in someone else's home by rela- " The potential demand alleged to exist Office of Child Development, a signifitives; and. this is, by the. way, the pre- 1:iy the proponents, however, could be- cant-and· ultimately, the most signifidominant preference of working mothers. come actual demand by the simple de- cant-arbiter of child-rearing practices
Only 0.3 percent of these. children were vice of artificial stimulation. And that is in the United states. Men may differ on
for allintents and PU1:POSes left uncared precisely what the bill before us would the merits of such a proposal, but they
cannot differ on the over~7helmingcharfor, which is a very tragic circumstance do. As the day care 1970 report noted:
indeed and one that cries out for remedy.
Presumably, demand for day-care slots acter of its implications. The bill grants
Thatfigure,as I say'; was based on 1965 could .be greatly stimUlated by increaSing t'J the Federal Government more authority, it· seems to me, than has ever been
data, but" lam informed that it would be quality and subsidization.
granted by any measure which has ever
appropriate to apply a straight-line exIn short, a significant increase in the
trapolation to bring us. up to date, and number of free or subsidized day care come before Congress. I know of nothing
that places the total number of uncared- centers will result in a significant in- in the entire history of the country which
for children under 6 at something like crease in the need for such facilities. begins to match this proposal in poten12,000. While that figure is nonetheless "Passage of the bill before us would thus tial scope or thrust; and I cannot imagdeplorable, and while I would readily establish post facto the need that was al- ine how any bill on any subject could
concede that many times more are inade- leged to exist in the first place; it would conceivably attempt to do more than this
quately cared for, I can find no hard also serve to justify the continuation and onl:! does. There are those, I know, who
evidence for a "crisis" figure as to war- expansion of the program in perpetu- believe that such authority is both necesrant a massive Federal program such as ity. It is a classic case of supply creating sary and proper and that it will be put
to the beneficial use of all children. But,
the one before us today.
own demand.
in all candor, I cannot accept such opThe point I am getting at, however, is itsThird.
Prohibitive cost of comprehen- timism, however sincere, however wellnot only that those who are in truly desintentioned, as. anything other than the
perate need are a miniscule percentage sive child development.
Touching this point, Mr. President, I refiection of an extraordinary naivete.
of the whole, but that those who talk of
I do not think it is humanly possible
a need for 6 million day~care slots do so do not think it is necessary for me to add
.on "the .basis" of a tacit premise. That to the abundant evidence already avail- for the Federal Government, or for any
able
in
the
RECORD
and
in
testimony
begover~ent, to eradicate the infinite inpremise is, as section 501 of the bill states,
that all.99.7 percent of the children of fore the Finance Committee and the adequacies of the human condition as
working mothers now being cared for in Committee on Labor and Public Welfare. they affect babies and small children, or
. some way are being cared for with gross- It is universally recognized that compre- to insulate the Nation's children from
ly negligent inadequacy. Such inade- hensive child development is an ex- the vicissitudes imposed by nature, social
quacy, indeed, as to require the estab- traordinarily expensive proposition. And condition, 01' chance. Yet that is, I belishment of a nationwide network of this for two reasons: First, because the lieve, precisely what this bill is attemptfederally funded comprehensive child de- range of services to be provided leaves ing to do. Its utopian language, its tervelopment centers. Those who, like my- nothing-or perhaps too much-to the minological plasticity, its exhaustive and
self, tend to question the validity, not imagination. For those 'who may still be exhausting attempt to list in minute deto say arrogance, of this premise, may in doubt as to what these services are, I tail the services to be provided-these
perhaps be forgiven. For the Westing- would recommend that they turn to sec- are nothing short of an effort to cover
house Report, Day Care 1970, found that tion 512 of the bill, which lists in dizzying any and every possible contingency that
fully 82 percent of working mothers were detail what can only be described as the might be thought of as adversely affect"pretty well" or "very well satisfied" most comprehensive list of educatlonaI, ing the development of children. I canwith their present child-care arrange- social, and medical services ever assem- not escape the haunting fear that if this
ments, and that of these not fewer than bled in one place. It is no wonder that measure is enacted we shall be taking a
68 percent were "very well satisfied." many consider the estimate of $1,600 per final, fatal step down the road which
Only 9 percent were reported as being child to be extremely conservative. Given leads to a completely controlled exist"not very well satisfied" with present ar- the nature of the services proposed by ence of the kind portrayed by Orwell's
rangements. That most or, indeed, all the bill, Ulere would be a constant race "1984" and Huxley's "Brave New World"
such arrangements could be improved, between those who invent new necessary and, most recently, by the work of B. F.
Mr. President, I have no doubt. But I am services and those who run the presses at Skinner. Rather than breeding that race
not prepared to accept on the· basis of the Bureau of Printing and Engraving. of wise and just philosopher-kings
Second, the proposal will be enor- dreamed of by Plato, however, we are
the available evidence that most or all
such agreements are so inadequate as mously, even prohibitively expensive, be- more likelY to end up producing a race of
to require extensive governmental inter- cause it is intended eventually to apply docile automatons. The proposal as it is
vention. Let us seek to improve such ar- not just to the children of the poor but now. designed cannot possibly rise to the
rangements as we have; let us assist to all children without regard to family level of its utopian expectations; and
that failure will, in tinie, produce widemothers who desire betterment for their income.
Under the circumstances, I believe that spread frustration and, in all likelihood,
children; but let us not, on the basis of
such flimsy evidence, put the Govern- Secretary Richardson's estiniate of a pos- a yet more stringent program to remedy
ment on the line as saying that it knows sible cost of $20 billion within the next the deficiencies of this one. And that,
better than mothers what is good for few years is remarkably conservative. At in turn, will be a good deal less voluna moment when the current annual defi- tary.
their child. "
Mr. President, it seems to me that if
Thus the so-called need that is cit threatens to reach $40 billion, at a
spoken of is, in fact, only possible need, moment when there are so many compet- the Federal Government has the authorand a need, moreover, arising not from ing demands for a limited amount of ity to enact this type of bill, it has the
demonstrated deprivation or necessity, funds, it is difficult to escape the conclu- authority to enact absolutely anything.
but from convenience or preference. This sion that comprehensive child develop- What is the use of having the Bill of
possible need, which might be more ac- ment is a luxury-and a dangerous one Rights as a safeguard against unwarranted governmental intervention when
curately spoken of in ter~ of potential at that-we can ill afford.
Fourth. Comprehensive child develop- .we establish a program that puts the
demand, can be accommodlj.ted, it seems
to me, almost entirely through the use ment: A treat to limited government Federal Government into the business
of determining the nature and quality of
of an Income tax deduction of the sort we and personalllberty.
Mr. President, it cannot be emphasized chil~ rearing in the United stau"s~,HOW
just approved in the tax bill,or through
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can we possibly deny the Government the public has had a chance to study this
entrance at the front door, when we wel- bill and reflect on the concepts behind
come it with open arms at the back? it, they Will not tolerate its being enWhy should we want to deny the Gov- acted into law.
Mr. President, I most earnestly recernment the right to eavesdrop on our
conversations when we admit it warmly ommend that the conference report be
into the nursery? Why raise the hue and rejected.
I ask unanimous consent that the folcry about "thought control" in the public school classroom because of school lowing documents be printed in the
prayer, only to embrace "cognitive devel- RECORD at the conclusion of my reopmental services" in the nursery school? marks:
First "A Review and Report of the ProIn this respect, Mr. President, I cannot resist quoting from a recent letter to posed Federal Program of Child DevelopMembers of the House written by Dolores ment" which was recently issued by the
Mitchell, chairman of the executive com- Emergency Committee for Children. This
mittee of Americans for Democratic Ac- committee is composed of the following
tion. Urging Congressmen to vote against educators, editors and religious leaders:
the school prayer amendment, she Dr. George Baird, president of the Eduargued that the "voluntary" character cational Research Council of America;
of the proposed prayer was "a hoax." She Dr. David Crane, a psychiatrist; Dr.
George Crane, psychologist, columnist,
added:
As a mother of young children, I know per- and author; M. Stanton Evans, editor of
fectly well that the school room situation, the Indianapolis News; Robert GaIm,
particularly at the elementary school level, director of the Indiana Youth Council;
leaves little room for youngsters to exercise Dr. Jerzy Hauptmann, editor of the
their theoretical right to refuse to partici- Lutheran Scholar; Dr. Will Herberg, a
pate.
professor at Drew University; Dr. Russell
That argument applies with even J{irk, author, educator, and lecturer;
greater force to the conditions that will Fulton Lewis Ill, columnist and author;
prevail in nurseries and day-care centers Rev. Angus MacDonald, Editor of Reliunder this bill. After all, it is not school- gion and Society; Dr. William H. Marra,
children alone we are talking about, but professor at Fordham University; Dr.
infants and toddlers; and it is not a William Oliver Martin, a professor at the
mere 2-minute school prayer that is in University of Rhode Island and author
issue, but a full, comprehensive, indeed, of "Realism in Education"; Dr. Charles
all-inclusive curriculum designed to cov- Moser, a professor at George Washinger the totality of a child's existence. Un- ton University; Dr. Gerhart Niemeyer,
der the circumstances, Mr. President, 1 a professor at the University of Notre
believe that the constitutional objections Dame; Dr. Charles E. Rice, a professor of
to the idea of school prayer are but of law at the University of Notre Dame;
little moment when compared to the ob- Dr. George Roche III, president of Hillsjections that can and should be raised dale College; H. Lyman Stebbins, president of Catholics United for the Faith;
against this bill.
Dr. Ben Wood, director of collegiate
I cannot think of a better way to con- and,
clude my remarks, Mr. President, than research at Columbia University.
Second. The text of a speech delivered
by taking n ,te of an exceptionally
thoughtful address on this general sub- by Vice President ·AGNEW in Chicago on
ject by the Vice President 2 weeks ago. November 17, 1971.
Third. A page from "Behavior ToIn his remarks, Mr. AGNEW warned day,"
November 29, 1971.
against the dangers of granting what is,
Fourth.' A table from the report of the
in effect, a carte blanche to those be- Westinghouse
Learning Corp., Day Care,
haviorists who would, with the very best
of intentions, undertake to remake man- 1970.
Fifth. A table from a publication of the
kind; and he warned especially against
the danger of allowing our children to Senate Finance Committee, "Child Care
become perpetual wards of an allegedly Data and Materials" (1971>.
There being no objection, the docubenevolent state. The Vice President's
, speech, I am happy to say, has not gone ments were ordered to be printed in the
unnoticed. "Behavior Today", a publica- RECORD, as follows:
tion for social science professionals, sug- A REVIEW AND REPORT OF THE·PROposEri.FEDERAL PaOGRAM OF "CHn.D DEVELOPMENT"
gested in its November 29 issue that the
THE BILL
Vice President's address should be read
This blll provides for the establishment
not only as an attack against mindmanaging behaviorIsts, but also as an of "Child Development Programs" (comprehensive cbildrearing centers). "Child Deattack against this bill. It called upon velopment
COllUClls" (to govern.the:proits professional leadership to put pres- grams),
and a "Model Federal. Government
sure on Congress to pass comprehensive Child Development Program" (to try out the
child development and warned that time Idea on the children of clv1l1an'government
was of the essence, because Mr. AGNEW employees). It also p~ovides. guidelines and
had "struck a responsive chord in a public money for "National Child Advocacy ProJfar tothe left" of his"normal constitu- ects" (to draw attention' to' the needs of
. "Neighborhood. Offices 'ofChUd
ency".: 'A proponent of comprehenSive children),
Advocacy", and "Neighborhood Councils on
child development is then quoted as Chlld Development". A permanent HEW Ofsaying:
fice of Chlld Development would' .also be
If we don't get a bill right now; we will
never get a bill. It will become an issue no
politician Will touch.

Nq politician will touch it, Mr. President, because I firmly believe that once

years of age in the na.tIon: Asa matter of
the child's right shall the government exert
'this control over the famllY,because, as one
proponent of the QUI has sald, "We have
recognized that the child is a care of the
State." It would seem that the supporters
of this legislation are interested in a Federally-cared
for
and
governmentallynurtured child.
"CHn.D DEVELOPMENT" ADVOcATES

"Recognizing that communal forms of
upbringing have an unquestionable superiority over all others, we are faced With the
task in the immediate years ahead of expanding the network of such institutions at
such a pace that wttb1nfitteen to twenty
years they are available-from cradle to
graduation-to the entire population of the
country."
Dr. Urie Brontenbrenner, a leader at the
White House Conference on Children, quotes
such statements In his book Two Worlds 0/
Ch.ildh.ood: U.S. and U.S.S.R., one of the
popular authorities cited in defense of the
child development proposals presently in
Joint Conference and shortly to go before
the President for approval or veto. The pUblic relations of this b1ll presented it as
strictly a beneficient day care program, to
fac1lltRte the employment of poverty-level
mothers. The provisions of the b1ll are somewhat more ,wide. And the supporters of the
legislation. indicate their support in such
ways as to cause trepidation regarding the
eventual course of some of their provisions.
Statements like .9ne by Siv Thorsell, a
Swedish .child development expert: ".It is unreasonable to. demand. that the . parents
should' meet all the Child's needs, st1ll less
that the mother shoUld a.ccept responsib1l1ty
for the chUd's upbringing to the extent she
does now" refiect a lack· of proper respect
for certain . fundamental. institutions of
society. Dr. R.eglnald Lourie, President of
the Joint . C()InIIl~slon on MentRl Health
of Children, is openly opposed to the famUy:"there Is' serious thinking," he says,
"that maybe we can't trust the family . . .
to prepare young chUdren ·for this new
kind of world which is emerging."
The child development bill is obviously
more .than another anti-pOverty measure; it
is blatantly.a. s9cial experiment .scheme to
change the. nature of American SOciety by
underminingthebRsic unit of that society:
the family: It falls well beyond the range of
necessary and proper legislation into the discolored realI;ls of orwell1anism and mindcOI\trol. ~tls.m,ore~ha~ avlulation of the
right!;. ofcltlzens: itls an assault on the alreally' we!lkenedfortifications of Western
clvl11zation.
'. ••..

CONGRESSIONAL FINDINGS

Inexamlning the leg1s1atlo Il , the intent of
its framers and supporters must. be carefully
scrutinized. We find the first section (501)
of the Senate b1ll'(S. 2007) particularly
revealing In ·this regard. This section purports to reveal "Congressional findings",
namely:.
'!'bat "mill1ons of children •. , are suffering
unnecessary hlU'm from, tile lack of adequate
child development servlpes": '
But. there is. no .eVidence that anywhere
near, such numbers of 'children sUffer such
harm. Since the beglr.-i{ingi; Of the' RepubI1c,
there have been lawsl:;Jverning mistreatment
of children; Some,children mayiindeed, suffer
deprivation or cruelty__but they do not suffer
; the lack, o~ government servJ,ces. And What
are~'chllddeveloPInent,seryices"anyway?
" "CoInpreheD.l!iv~physlcal and. rpental health,
SOCi~

~.d, cognltlvedevelopm,~n~services

necSSllary .. ,'.to profttfully from .•.. educaestablished.
.
tional opportllnities",says theb1ll elsewhere
The Bill would see, in a few years, that [§ 512(2) (A) FThatprovides llttleclarlficathe Federal government w1llhave assumed tion, What is meant by "mental healthserva major role in the mental" physical, .and ices"? Mandatpry examination. and; treatsocial examination, diagnosis, ~dentlfication, ;ment? •El(perimen,tal,therapy? The. blll does
.
and treatment for every child under 15 not indicate. '
'<'

.
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That "comprehenSive child development
programs ... should be.available as a matter
of right to all children."
The language of the legislation as it passed
the House est&bl1shed in law that children
have a "right" which they formerly did not
possess. The' natUre of that right/rights is
not explained other than by implication, e.g.,
the various programs and projects created by
the Department of Health, Education; and
Welfare and institutional1zed through the
HEW Office of Child Development will be
available to chUdren as a matter ot "right".
Let us presume for a moment that a parent
is against a'program orunwUl1ng to permit
his chUd to be incorporated into it. The
result· will be that the parent was/is
depriving the chUd Of "rights" establ1shed by
law, and could be potentially confronted by
some remedial' action to "restore" to that
child his "rights" under the child development act. One could envision the future in
Which a "child advocate", in an attempt to
restore a child's "rights", could obllgate the
parent to appear before some board or court
tor purposes of reviewing his qUallfications
for parenthood.
Even' if such a formal mechanism is· not
establ1shed" the child development act, by
its nature when operational, would establlsh
a de facto situation in which those operating
the program could cause significant turmoil
between the program and the parent, and
between the parent and the child.
That "it is essential that such programs be
undertaken as a. partnership of parents, community, and Sta.te and local government,
witha.ppropria.te assistance from ,the Federal
Government";
But it is not at all "essential" that every
level of government become involved in the
training of the children of private cit1~ns.
History invariably shows that "partnerships"
with the government soon become greatly
imbalanced. The Child Advocacy section of
this bill might be a classic example of that
"partnership'" Child Advooacy Officers, positions established by this bilI to find and
sa.tisfy otherwise undiscovered needs of chUdren, will seek to defend the child's right
against his parents' ignorance or reluctance
to submit him to federal assistance. Professionally-trained, overzealous staffers will be
no match for simple parents whose instincts
are right. but who are not educated or prepared to argue. with program operatives. A
de facto situation of coercion will be created.
That "it is the, purpose . . . to provide
every child with a fair and full opportunity
to reach his full potential";
It is good for children to have opportunities exist in multitude, probably more so
than anywhere eise in the world. The nation's children, from A. Lincoln on, have
certainly reached great potential, and have
done so without, "child development services". The fact olthe matter is that such
extensive governmental intervention will
probably accompllsh, precisely the opposite
of the stated intent. Large institutions, as
opposed to parental initiative. tend to stifie
the child's imagination and expressiveness.
Government intervention can make the
deeply personal experience of growth and
educa.tiona massive bore, and forget that
it is trying to provide opportunities as it
becomes preoccupied with standardizing results.
'
And "to,· establlsh the legislative framework of the future expansion of such programs to universally available child development services."
What is perhaps most alar~e;is the provision for these programs to: be universal.
Such a provision discloses thlLt the framers
implicitly contend that, wha~ver maladies
may exist among the nation's'children, they
are nat, lim1ted-to the ecopomically deprived. The premise is that pMCtically every
child is' deprived ill some. way.' But every
chiletlniAmerica does not, suffer' otherwise
~y,:,,<

::tel
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irremediable wrongs; in fact, most children
are well cared for and well prOVided for by
their parents, with adequate amoun,ts of
love and generally sufficient amounts of discipline. The demand for universal application of any program to all American children leaves far too much room for irresponsible social experimentation with the nation's
youth by excessively Idealistic or Ideologized
executors.
LIMITED HEARINGS

The fallacious contentions and erroneous
conceptions of this blll should have been
revealed and publicized in the Committee
hearings. But the investigative function of
the Committee hearings was largely ignored
with this bill. The House Committee on
Education and Labor, Subcommittee on
Education, held a total of three hearings on
the bill, with only five main witnesses. Two
of them, Congresswomen Chisholm and
Abzug, aired some rhetoric on the sufferings
of women in need of day care. Two Governors and one former Governor also testified,
but their discussion focused almost exclusively on technicalities of administration.
Many times before, Federal administration
of Federal programs on local levels has
created duplication of these efforts with
Stalte efforts, squandering considerable
money in the process. Governor Moore of
West Virginia, cautioned in his testimony
that ". . . the proposed system . . . would
spawn so cumbersome and conflicting a
bureaucracy that the needs of childrenand of quality services for children-would
be overshadowed by political and bureaucratic concerns."
RIGH~

TO NOT PARTICIPATE

That the proposed legislation would spawn
anything more than an ine:ticient bureaucracy was not considered in the Hearings.
Discussion of the substance of the bill was
cwrefully avoided. With one exception, the
written testimony submitted to the Committee was Invited and devoted itself to
praising the legislation. The one exception
was C. Ross Cunningham, of the Christian
Science Committee on Publication, who
stated that "specific language in the statute
itself is necessary to protect those with religious scruples from over-zealous workers
at the local level." A clause to exempt children from treatment on grounds of religious
objection was later added to S. 207, perhaps
in direct response to this testimony. Testimonies from other religious leaders were
evidently not solicited.
Furthermore, there is reason to believe
that the limiting prOVision to permit religious objections might be unconstitutional
as a denial of equal protection of the law.
Regardless. the provision acknowledging the
right of the parent to be free of meddlesome
bureaucrats Is far too narrow. The right to
rear the child rests exclusively with the
parent, and the law in the interests of family structure ought to reflect that relation_
ship. While in the minds of many. religion
m3Y be the foundation of the parental right.
it should be expressed in the law that as a
matter of right the parent is not required to
either participate in any "child development"
program or even explain his reason.
PARENTAL RELATIONSHIP

Included in the report of the hearings was
a recent report of the Education Commission
of the States, Task Force on Early Childhood
Education. This report supported the adoption of more extensive chilet development
programs, but in one respect it differs significantly from Federal concepts. The first
priority of the States regarding cbild development services was "strengthening of the
role of the family as the first and most fundamental influence on child development."
To the Emergency Committee for Children
this seems an entirely proper emphasis to
maintain. The Bill adopted by the House, like

that by the Senate, mentions scarcely anything to indicate respect for this basic institution. The Education Commission of the
States was not preoccupied with promoting
the "emotional and social adjustment" of
children, as seems to be the case With legislative proposals from the Congress.
The potential of this piece of legislation is
clearly and definitely the revolutionizing of
the traditional family structure in America.
The parental role in children's upbringing
will be deemphasized and the role of government greatly expanded. As government assumes parents' responsibUities, parents'
rights over their children wUl tenet to be
sacrificed, de facto or de jure. Such a development, in our opinion, Is contrary to the
best interests of our society and not in concert With the Western tradition. It is disastrous and tragic. The family is the cornerstone of emotional stability and strength,
the first educator and strongest infiuence toward decent human natures and relationships. To replace the rich, loving family with
depersonalized bureaucracy would be to destroy the most valuable social institution in
America, and to weaken immeasurably the
strength of the American nation.
COMMUNALITY FOR CHILDREN

Central to the arguments of certain advocates and sponsors of the child development
bill is an implicit direction toward a total
revamping of American society, beginning
with the popularization of one or another
form of collective child-rearing. Occasionally
this direction becomes explicit. as in the
writings of Dr. Urie Bronfenbrenner. Bronfenbrenner'S contention is that Soviet society is worth more than American society because the concern of one generation for the
next is so much greater there. This concern
is exemplified for him in the "children's collectives," where infants from three months of
age are brought for communal upbringing.
The most lauded advantage of communality is the facilitation of discipline. The greatest virtues of a SOviet child are obedience
and self-discipline, both developed through
skillful fostering of the earnest desire to
conform to the group, which, in turn, accepts its values from adults or other authoritative flgures, eventually the State.
Conformity, thUS, is the paramount virtue
In collectivized children, and. of course, in
collectivized adults.
Yet the Soviet Union seems more than
satisfied With its crop of programmed citizens.
Plans for the future are burgeoning to make
a child's life a series of tranSitions from
nursery to day and night kindergarten, to
boarding school, to independent life, In the
hopes that, in time, the family "will dissolve Within the context of the future social
commune."
Dr. Bronfenbrenner is, of course, entitled
to his views. But What he advocates is, fortunately, so alien to our culture that any attempt to impose the Soviet system here
would be doomed to disastrous failure. However. the proposals of this bill definitely encourage the attitUdes necessary fOr such a
system to ever be adopted. This country does
not want Soviet childrearlng. Conformity
has never been regarded as a supreme virtue
by the American people; in fact, individuality
from diversity within and among families is
much sounder and more reflective of American institutions. Parents love their children
and are dedicateet to their welfare. Privacy
and personal intimacy are the keynotes of
American family lite. Congress may write
lists of contrived complaints about American childrearing, but such complaints will
not reconcile the American public or the
traditions of American life to surrendering
chUdren to government agents.
CONCLUSION

We of the Emergency Cornmittee for Chlldren are grateful for thelndlvldua.1lstlc
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streak in the American personality, believlngthat ·it is the greatest possible protection against the utopian schemes of m1sguided collectivists. We of the Committee,
whose backgrounds are in the Academy and
rellglous life, are united In our concern and
opposition to what we see as a Slgnlftcant
threat to Western civUization and American
society as we presently know it.
ADDRESS BY THE VICE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES, ILLINOIS AGRICULTURE AsSOCIATION DINNER, NOVEMBER 17, 1971

America as a society was founded on respect for the individual and an unshakable
bellef in his worth and dignity. We belleve
an individual should be able to assume whatever position in society his intell1gence, character and ab1l1ty can earn for him-regardless of his status at birth-and we guarantee
that he shall have that opportunity. He
has, we _ay, an "inal1enable right" to I1fe,
llberty and the pursuit of happiness so long
as he does not trample on the equal rights
of others. Unlike many other societies, we
ask only In time of national emergency that
he subordinate his indiVidual freedom in the
interest of his country.
"Individuallty is the aim of poUtical llberty," wrote James Fenimore cooper. "By
leaving to the citizen as much freedom of
action and being as comports with order and
the rights of others, the institutions render
him truly a free man. He is left to pursue
his means of happiness in his own manner."
The spirit of American individualism
opened a frontier and built a nation. It
imbues our institutions of today and we
guard it jealously. Nowhere have I seen the
importance of indlviduallsm and the threat
to it better expressed than in the philosophy
of your own organization, the Farm Bureau.
Let me read these few excerpts which are
very pertinent to what I want to discuss with
you tonight. I quote from your brochure,
"1971 Polley Resolutions of the llllnois Agricultural Association."
"Farm Bureau recognizes freedom, the dignity and worth o~ the individual, equal opportunity, initiative and compensation for
accompllshment, as basic concepts in a large
way responsible for our country's progress
and stature among the nations of the
world., .
"Today there are those who with wellplanlled purpose or unwitting action would
lead our country and our people into state
socialism with Its controls of our .llvesand
our means to produce and distribute the
products of our labor, capital and management, with little or no regard for the contribution of IndividUals. Such a Co\U'Se leads
steadily and surely to the degeneration of
moral and economic standards and to a
leveled, . disillusioned, government-directed
people and a decadent economy.
"We realll.rm our faith in incentives, individual responsiblllty, initiative and freedom,
rather than over-dependence on government.
We belleve that we should act as individuals
and as an organization to keep the determination of our destiny in the hands of the
people where it must remain, l! our organization and our country are to continue to
be free and strong,"
That is a creed that the overwhelming
majority of Americans can SUbscribe to, and
I wish It could be read and. repeated every
day at every gathering of the "futuristic
planners"who are so anxious to change our
society by tinkering with the individual. For
there is currently a body of thought which I
belleve presents serious threats to pur individual liberties, These threats are often
couched in the Janguage of human benevolence. Such subtle encroachments on human
freedom and dignity are for the most part
proposed by social planners who believe that
the individual is incapable ofma-naging his
own alIairs or, Indeed, of even knowing what
is best for him.

: Let me share with you a few excerpts from
a recent report published in the NEA journal, Today's Education, on future trends in
education.
"Biochemical and psychological mediation
of learnlng is likely to increase. New drama
will play on the educa.tional stage as drugs
are introduced experimentally to improve in
the learner such qualities as personality, concentration and memory . . .
"The roles and responslbll1t1es of teachers
wlll alter. . . . The basic role of the teacher
wlll change noticeably. Ten years hence it
should be more accurate to term him a
'learning clinician,' This title is Intended to
convey the idea that schools are becoming
'clinics' whose purpose is to provide individualized psychosocial 'treatment' for the
stUdent, thus increasing his value both to
himself and to society."
We don't have to wait 10 years for this to
happen, ladles and gentlemen. It is already
here In what some would term our more progressive public schools. Perhaps. you .have
heard of the so-called "pyscho-dramas" that
children of all ages are forced to act out in
the classroom. Listen to this account that
I read recently in a newspaper:
" •.. teachers frequently ask them (the
pupils) to act out such things as obtaining
an abortion, inter-racial . dating, smoking
marijuana-and how thelr parents would.react. Parents find even more objectionable
'psycho-dramas' in which children act out
actual incidents from .the home, something
which parents consider a clear invasion ot
their privacy. There hu.ve also been 'talk-Ins'
where two or three children w1ll go to the
school counselor and answer highly personal
questions, such as: 'What does your father
wear when he shaves?' or 'Do you love your
parents?' One child was assigned an essay
on the SUbject, 'Why do I hate my mother
more than my father?' ..
Character that was once molded In the
home is now more often the product of the
classroom, and there are some who would Uke
to take it a step further and indoctrinate or
condition all pre-schOOl age children trom
Infants en up to kindergarten age. They admire the· Soviet system in which the State
takes over this function from the parent.
Dr. Reginald Lourie, President of the Joint
Commission on Mental Health "of Children,
recently told a Congressional Committee:
"There is serIous thinking among some of the
future-oriented child development research
people that maybe we can't trust the familY
alone to prepare young children tor this new
kind of world which is emerging,"
The Soviets, Dr. Lourie said, have long recognized the shortcomings of the family. That,
he added, is "one of the reasons why they felt
they needed to have access to the babies,"
Dr. Lourie said that in the first 18 months
of life the brain is growing faster than it
ever will again. "It is then also more plastic
and most available for appropriate experience
and corrective interventions," he said.
Another expert witness testified that childrearing by the State produces more obedient
adUlts because the indiVidual child Is conditioned to conform to the behavior and values
of the group in which he Is reared.
You can see here that our traditional concept of the individual would disappear completely if it were left up to the behaviorists;
moreover, the family would become an anachronism .in the new scheme of things.'
NoW, I believe there are occasions when a
child needs to be taken out of the home, both
for his own good and that of society. I have
said this many times. It may be he is totally
neglected by his parents in his upbringing, or
it may be that 'they are faced with severe
problems that prevent him from receiving the
kind of care and attention that he needs. In
such cases, he would be better olf in a toster
home or boarding school. And certainly this
Administration favors federal support of day
care centers where chUdrenleft by working
parents can receive care and educational op-

;port;unities so.ctlticall~ the early years. We
have ;also encouraged, Inn.ovations In. educational techniques.
,S";; "
:"..
, ,
But what hasb~n suggestfl(i ,!nthe examples I'havecite<i to you1s radIcal surgery
on the national psych8--liJld ·it.is absolutely
unjustUled under the circumstances that exist. Our f\lturistlc thinkers might render s0ciety a better serVice by devoting their thinking to sc:>lUeof the tmmedla,teproblems tha.t
confront us.
For example, instead .ot. psycho-drama in
the classroom let's restore conditions that
permit and encourage learning. I saw an
article in a. Baltimore newspaper a few days
ago where city officials were ci\Uing .for the
installation of metal detectors at school entrances to prevent acts of .Violence by guncarrying youngsters/ ,Now. when discipline
and respect for authority deteriorate that
far, conditions have gotten pretty bad. But
I'm sure they're no worse at school8in Baltimore than they are in many other cIties of
the land. I would think .restoration of disCipline and order ought to be a first priorltyeven ahead of currlculum-;-.in the schools of
this country. Because it's a simple fact that
unless order lsmalntalned there can be very
little learnlng accompllshed,no matter how
modern or innovative ,the teaching techniques may be.
Instead of havlngstudents write essays on
Why they hate' their mother more· than their
father, or relate What their fa.ther wears
while shaving, educators might use this time
more productively by emphasizing .basic
skllls . and SUbjects that will enable these
students to make the most of their lives and
their talents and improve their worth as
individuals.
.
The principal danger in all of this, in my
opinion, Is a steady erosion of our belie! in
the indivldualand the value of his role in
society. The assault continues dally.
One of the hottest books on the currentbest-seller list deals With ,"conditioning"
people to conform to a bizarre view of what
society should be llke--a: utopia to be
achieved through what the author calls a
"technology ofbehavlor." The author is Harvard psychologistB. F. Skinner. The book is
appropriately entitled "Beyond Freedom and
Dignity,"
Dr. Skinner holds,in effect, that man has
neither soul nor Intellect and Is completely a
creature of his environment. If you can control man's environment, he theorizes, you
can control his actions and his thoughts.
The book can be expected to have a substantial impact. Dr. Skinner Is generally regarded as the most Infiuentlal of American
psychologists . and . social thinkers. He is
widely known: and respected, even by some
who disagree with him.
The· magazine' Psychology Today sald
of the Skinner book: ."This new crusading
manifesto ... is an intellectually ruthless demand for the faithfUl to move ever onwardinto domestic pollcY,buslness, education, the
family and every other part of life. Their
time, they believe, is now,"
In a recent art1cle,· Time Magazine quoted
Dr. Skinner as saying the concept of freedom once played a vital role in man's over"throw of tyrants but that it Is now outmoded.
"My book," he said, "is an effort to demonstrate how things go bad when you make
a fetish out of indivldual.freedom and dignity. If you Insist that individual rights are
the summum bonum,thim·thewhole structure of Society falls down,"
In his book, Skinner attacks the very preceptson which our .llociety Is based saying
that "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of happiness", were' once valid.goals'but 'have no
place In :20th ;Century , America or, in the
creationot'a new cUlture such 'as he proposes.
Another.· Jl,dvocate .of 'changing. man's' behavior· through external means Is Kenneth
B. Clark,· President of the American Psycho<
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logical Association. Writing in the New York
Times last week, he said the formerly usefUl
appeals of reUgion, moral phllosophy, law
and education-in his words-"are, in themselves, no longer appropriate" in a nuclear
age.
What is needed, suggested Dr. Clark, is to
stimulate certain areas of the brain of national leaders or drug them in order to--in
Dr. Clark's words-"assure their positive use
of power and reduce or block the possiblllty
of their using power destructively."
"This form of psychotechnological medication," he said, " ... would assure that there
would be no absurd or barbaric use of power.
It would provide the masses of human beings with the security that their leaders
would not or could not sacrifice them on the
altars of their personal ego pathos, vulnerabillty and instabllity."
That sort of drivel doesn't need any further comment from me with this audience.
It speaks eloquently for itself. But you cannot dismiss it as unimportant. That would
be a big mistake.
Such "behavorial thinking," as it is called,
has great impact In some of the intellectual
circles of this country. For this reason, such
thinking must be taken seriously and countered with logic and reason. It is potentially'
very dangercus, and it is completely at odds
with our basic. bellef in the dignity and
worth of the indiVidual. To the behaviorist,
man is not an individual; he is one of a herd,
a particle in a maes of humanity who does
not know what is good for him and who needs
to be saved from himself by a superior eUte
using intellectual cattle prods. Note well Dr.
Clark's use of the term-"provide the masses
of humanity With the security that their
leaders would not or could not sacrifice. them
on the altars of their personal ego.. • .n
What arrogance I What contempt for the
individual!
John Stuart Mill, in his famous essay, "On
Liberty" said in 1859, "Whatever crushes
individuaUty is despotism, by Whatever
name it may be called."
Applying Mr. Mill's standard to the behaviorists of today, I would say we are contending with a new kind of. despotism.
For a number of years now our young people have been concerned about a possible loss
of identity through computerization and
other technological advances. They do not
want to become a mere number, another
face in the crowd. "Do not fold, spindle or
mutllate," they say in derision.
I would say to them in all sincerity that
they, and future generations of Americans,
face a far bigger threat to the loss of their
individuaUsm from the sugar-coated theories
of social scientists and behaVioral psychologists than they do from the machines we
have developed, manufactured and can control in making Ufe easier and more abundant
for mankind.
The important thing is that we use oui
technological knowledge for the good of all
mankind, that we use it in solVing the problems that are now attacked more with rhetoric than with our God-given ingenuity.
In the end, Individuals-not masses-wlll
come up with the answers to these problems,
just as the Edlsons, the Wrights, the Salks

and the Einsteins have done so often during
the past decades.
Perhaps there wlll be a Herbert Hoover
combining his talents of engineering and
management to organize a gigantic program
for feeding the starving of this world, and
marshallng the resources of not only this
country but of other rich, producing lands.
It was a half-century ago that Mr. Hoover,
who was later to become our 31st President,
returned from his enormously successful food
mission in Europe and put down on paper
the spiritual, economic and political characteristics that enabled the American people
to produce the materials needed to bring
peace to the world and at the same time
give economic assistance to people ravaged
by war.
He called his book American Individualism
and he spoke to the behaViorists of his day
who would sacrifice the individual for the
group.
"Salvation will not come to us out of the
wreckage of individualism," said Mr. Hoover.
"What we need today is steady devotion to
a better, brighter, broader individuallsm-an
indlviduallsm that carries increasing responslbllity and service to our fellows.
"Our need is not for a way out but for a
way forward. We found our way out three
centuries ago when our forefathers left Europe for these shores, to set up here a commonwealth conceived In liberty and dedicated to the development of individuality ...
"Humanity has a long road to perfection,
but we of America can make sure progress
If we wlll preserve our individuallsm, if we
will preserve and stimulate the initiative of
our people, if we will bulld up our insistence
and safeguards to equallty of opportunity, If
we will glorify service as part of ow' national
character.
"Progress will march if we hold an abiding
faith in the intel1lgence, the Initiative, the
character, the courage, and the divine touch
in the individual. We can safeguard these
ends If we give to each individual that opportunity for which the spirit of America
stands. We can make a soclal system as perfect as our generation merits and one that
wlll be received in gratitude by our children."
Ladles and gentlemen, Mr. Hoover's words
are as applicable to our problems of today as
they were to those of 50 years ago.
We have not yet achieved that perfect social system that he spoke of, but we have
probably come closer than anyone else on
earth, and we continue to make progress to
that end.
.
And when we do finally achieve It, It wll!
be because we have kept an abiding faith In
the Individual-in his intelligence, J.nitlative,
character, courage and the divine touch that
exists In every man.
[Prom Behavior Today, Nov. 29, 19711
AGNEW'S ATTACK

Spiro T. Agnew is after the behaViorists.
His alert to the anti-democratic danger their
theories represerrt is a bit stale, but coming
from a Vice President, the attack moves the
debate over behaVior control to a top political rostrum. In his speech Nov. 17 to the
Illlnois Agricultural Assn., Agnew raised the
specter of mass psychological-biochemical

control, singled out B. F. Skinner and Kenneth B. Clark as villains . . . "I don't care
whether he's for my ideas or against them,"
Skinner responded. "His speech is a Sign people in high places are beginning to think
about behavioral control and pollcy," BehaViorists in general reacted in the same
vein, but worried that the political Vitriol
would distort the issues they want to introduce to the pubUc ... The worry is real. Insiders report a mounting right-wing attack
011 behaviorally based day care as a Sovietization of child rearing. And, they warn, the
Nov. 17 speech struck a responsive chord In
a publlc far to the left of Agnew's normal
constituency. For copies of the speech, write
Jean Spencer, Office of the V.P., Rm. 291,
Executive Office Bldg., 17th and Pennsylvania
Ave., Wash., D.C., 20501.
DAY CARE BILL

IN

TROUBLE

Landmark $2-blllion chlld development blll
now before Congress is in trouble. Supporters
read Agnew's alert to dangers of "chlld rearing by the State" as sign of White House
opposlticn to day care program which provides more than simple custodial services.
Further evidence of Administration opposition closely followed Agnew's speech when
HEW secretary Elllot Richardson, who earlier appeared to favor bill, announced in a
letter to Congress that he opposed it in Its
present form. Package, compromise version
of blll by Sen. Walter Mondale (D.-Minn.),
faces final Congressional action in early December. Passage is a good possibillty, but so
are chances for a Presidential veto. Following
major issues are at stake:
Cost. Bill would authorize $lOO-mlllion
for planning In FY '72 and $2-billion for
centers, services and training in FY '73. But
debate over cost is largely a smokescreen,
since Administration and Congress recognize
day care is an expensive undertaking.
Eliglbillty. Bill offers free services to poor,
but would also allow middle-class families
to use centers on a paying basis. Administration fiatly disapproves, favors bill only to
extent it puts welfare mothers to work.
Prime sponsorship. Curiously, While Agnew
attacked state take over of chlld-raising, the
Administration has attacked provisions in
the bill insuring strong local control and
parent involvement. Present bill would allow community groups to operate programs.
The Administration wants politicians at the
state level to control the purse strings,
parents to serve as advisors.
Supporters argue that bill In Its present
form wlll put Congress on record in favor
of comprehensive chlld development services,
as opposed to custodial care. "If we don't
get a b1ll right now," they warn, "we'll never
get a blll. It will become an issue no politician wlll touch."
Supporters urge activists to woo the White
House and the following key Congressional
opponents: Rep. Albert Qule (R.-Minn.), Rm.
2334, Rayburn House Office Bldg., tel: 202225-2271; Rep. William Steiger (R.-Wis.),
Rm. 1025, Longworth House Office Bldg., tel:
225-2476; Rep. John Erlenborn (R.-Ill.),
Rm. 330, Cannon House Office Bldg., tel: 2253515; Rep. John Dellenback (R.-Ore.), Rm.
1214, Longworth House Ot!lce Bldg., tel: 2256416; zip for all the above 20515.

TABLE 4.37-ESTIMATED NUMBER I AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF LEVEL OF SATISFACTION FOR EACH DAY CARE ARRANGEMENT BY TYPE OF ARRANGEMENT
(Numbers in thousandj
Total
Type of arrangement.
Mother watches at work' ____ • ___ ._.·
Child cares for sel'- ___ c,c ____ • __••• ·1'l
In-hom8 care_. ___ ••____• __ ._._. ___ ~
Father. ~ ____ • ___ •• __ • ________ ._
Sibnng.. _cc •. _• ____ •• _. _______ ••
Other relative..~ __ cc.c.,~- __•••_,_
Nonrelaliv8________• _. ___• ____ ._

Number

Percent

Very well satisfied

Pretty well satisfied

Number

Number

Percent

134
260
2,172

100
100
100

56
99
1,610

41.8
38.1
74.1

751
474
637
310

100
100
100
100

598

513

79.6
58.0
80.5
72.6

V5

225

r

No answer

Not very well satisfied

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

29
206

16

11.9
11.2
9.5

78

10.4
12.0
7.7
7.1

26
101
230

19.4
38.8
10.6

36
31
126

26.9
11.9
5.8

V

3.6
22. 6
10.2
10.0

48
35
10
32

6.4
7.4

107
65
31

1.6

10.3

57" '-49.
22
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TABLE 4.37-ESTIMATED NUMBER I AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF LEVEL OF SATISFACTION FOR EACH DAY CARE ARRANGEMENT BY TYPE OF ARRANGEMENT-Continued
(Numbers in thousandj
Very well satisfied

Total
Number

Percent

Out·of·home care..__ ...... _...... -..

1,384

100

Relative. _.. , ................ --.
Nonrelalive__ .... -- -... - - -.. --..
Day care home.... __ ...... _.. ··.
Day care center._ ..........•... -

584
63
SOD
237

lOa
lOa
IDa
lOa

Before and after school programs......

27

lOa

TolaL .••. _.... ·.···· __ ···_·_

3,977

lOa

Type of arrangemenl

Pretty well satisfied

Not very well satisfied

No answer

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

927

67,U

182

13.2

165

11.9

110

7.9

391
47
304
185

67.0
74.6
60_ 8
78.1

72

7
79
24

12.3
11. I
15.8
10.1

76
7
73
9

13. a
11.1
14.6
3.8

45
2
19

7.7
3.2
8.8
8.0

14

51.9

a

0

0

0

13

48.1

2,707

68. I

539

9.0

373

9.4

Number

13.5

35.8

44

Iln.school arrangements were delefed from this table.
TABLE 4.-CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS FOR CHILDREN OF MOTHERS WORKING FULL TIME, 1965
Total

Children 6 to 13

Children under 6

Number

Percent

Number

Percent

Number

8,315, 000

100.0

2,561,000

100.0

5,753,000

100,0

1,145,000
2,013, 000
(397,000)
(1,615, 000)
429, 000
513, 000

13.8
24.2
(4.7)
(19.5)
5.2
6.2

10.3
18.4
(I. 0)
(17.4)
9.3
9.2

881,000
1,520,000
(372,000)
(I, 149, 000)
188,000
231,000

15.3
26.4
~6. 5)
( 0.0)
3.3
4.9

-- .••.......... ------

4,099,000

49.3

1,209, 000

47.2

2,871,000

49.9

m~~~;~~:tive::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

801,000
836, 000

9.6
10.1

452,000
502,000

17.6
19.6

354,000
341,000

6.2
5.9

1. Total number of children
2. Cared for in own home by-

-'- -- .- ••..... - •. ---.•...• ""'" .. -

- •.•••••••••. - •••

=~=========~~====~=====;;;,;;;,;;;===;;;;;"

m~i~~~J~~!~vf~:iii;s:~ij :~~::::: :::::::::::~:: :~:: :~:::::::~::::: ::::::::::::::::::
16 years and over
_' _. _
-- - -. -- -. -. -.•...... -.- .. (c) Nonrelative who only looked after children ..•.•. ,
--.•.•...... ,. -.------ .. --.
(d) Nonrelalive who usually did additional household chores. c.. _
_
--.-- .---

(e) Subtolal, children cared lor in own home..•. -- -... -. -... --3. Cared lor in someone else's home by-

Percent

264, 000

5,OOO)
f472,000
( 46,000)
238,000
236, 000

===~========~~========;,;;===~~;;===~~

1,637,000
19.7
954,000
37.3
12.1
695, 000
(c) Subtotal, children cared for in someone else's home_ -----. ---- .....•.......... -- .. ---.
4. Other arrangements:
=======~==============;;;~===~~=~;;;;;;:;;;;;~==~~~
239, 000
.7
197,000
41,000
2.9
7.7
13.8
800, 000
9.6
7, 000
794,000
.3
g~[rdirn~~~~Pa~:::s~W~~~·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::
575,000
7.1
6.9
171, 000
6.7
407, 000
(c) Mother lonked after child while working..__ •. _. __ •• __ •• _. __._•.•••...••.• _•••.
.•.
917, 000
12,000
11. a
906,000
15.7
(d) Mother worked only during child's school hours
__ ••••.•
•__
••• _•••
.5
50,000
10,000
.4
40, 000
.6
.7
(e) Other.-.-•.. -- •. , '-' .•.. - ••••. -- •••• ----- •• --.

m

Source: Seth Low and Pearl G. Spindler, "Child Care Arrangements of Working Mothers in the United States," Children's Bureau Publication 461-1968, tables A-2 and A-3, pagen.

EXHmIT 1
INTERNATIONAL DAY CARE: A SELECTIVE REVIEW AND PSYCHOANALYTIC CRITIQUE
By Dale R. Meers)
(
INTRODUCTION
Historically, social concern for the welfare
of chUdren is interrelated with the tenuous,
often tortuous evolution of scientific knowledge of chUd development. The relationship
is inevitably reciprocal. Social conscience has
sometimes pushed the scientist where he has
been hesitant to venture. Alternatively,
scientific documentation has been the gad11y of social conscience, though society often
has proven resistantly imperturbable where
scientific clarity has presented a too discomforting mirror to social indifference.
Currently in the United States, social concern is refiected in legislative considerations
of the special fate of chUdren-.often those
of minority groups-whose home clrcumstances or natural parents have suffered so
drastically that the young are not afforded
optimal conditions for normal, healthy maturation of body and .mind. The progression
of social responsibll1ty refiects,in some IIleasure, advances in scientific comprehension of
the fundamental importance of adequate
nurture in the earllest years of chUdhood.
For example, just as the publicly maintalned poorhouses once represented a signlficant advance in social commitments to child
welfare, so the ensuing development of congregate child care institutions were a corrective response to limitations of the poorhouse.,
Once established, the congregate institution
remained, for want of better solutions, and
with it came the unforeseen consequences of
hygienic institutionalization, particularly
the continuous tragedy of marasmatlc 1
Footnotes at end of article.

deaths of infants and the. pseudo-defectiveness of older ch1ldren-outcomes that become the SUbjects of extended international
research.
Consequently, by the 1920's a quiet social
revolution came to pass in the federal S'tate
support of family nurture via foster home
and adoption services that emptied the congregate institutions of the U.S. As appears
true in all modern, industrial nations, however, social values of "the family" appear to
dissipate with increasing options for economic and geographic mobll1ty. With smaller
famllles for the upwardly mobUe, and decreasing community support for the direction of child activities, the qualItative base
for foster home care in the U.S. now appears
less than adequate. The "racial", prejudices
of the nation, moreover, have further taxed
the program for foster care. Massive migrations of our Negro population into urban
visibU1ty have simultaneously brought a be~
lated concern for fragmented lives, a sltuation that was earller ignored.
The inequities of foster home care have
hit the Black child hardest, and we have seen
his disadvantage exacerbated by his grossly
disproportionate placement in our returning
congregate institutions. There are parallel
concerns with the stigmata SUffered by the
welfare-mother, and current social policy
considerations suggest a new synthesis in
which child Day Care might simultaneonsly
diminish the need for foster/institutional
placements and also permit the training of
mothers for employment outside the home.
Nationally, the over-sell of the Head Start
Day Care type programs has been accepted by
the public with convictions that are not
shared by the scientific community that
sponsored HeRd start. For those famll1es
where there is no question of the adequacy
of home Ufe, the matter has; been compl1cated further by the positive statements of

the American Educational AsSociation on
the presumed salutary qualities of everearlier education, and these appear to have
escalated popular interests in Day Care.
Popularized reports of the reputed vIrtues
of international child care programs. particu;'
larly those of the U.S.S.R. and the Kibbutzim of Israel, appear as major contributions
to present U.S. legislative proposals for national support of Day Care. One may speculate that the anomie phenomenon Of our
urban depersonalIzation has added to the
romantic aura that surrounds the reputed
virtues of the Kibbutzim. The extraordinary
advances of Soviet atomic and ,space technology appear popUlarly, if obscurely. linked
to that nation's innovllitions in educationas though technological advances were ultimately derivative of the early child care programs. In the absence of extended documentation. which is essential to scientlftc assessment of the effects of programs, lmaglnation has colluded with scant observations.
and some western observers have concluded
that the Day. Care of other nationsls a
singUlar blessing.
,
With,such preconceptions. this author began .his research explorations In 1964,2 RevIew of the scant available literature led,
SUbsequently, to reporte of the Na.tional
Academy of SCience and then to, correspondence with a number of prominent research
and administrative directors of child care
programs in theU,S.S.R., Hungary, German
Democratic RepUblic
(East Germany).
Czechoslovakia, Greece,. Israel and France.
The stUdy of these particular countries was
a-tunction of available 'Uterature, the responslveness of1Jle countries' research communities, and ',the character of partiCUlar
types of child' care programs. Professional
Visits were made to selected child care_centers
in each of these countries, other than the
U.S.S.R.: by Dr. Allen Marana in 19,63, ,and by
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this author In 1965. Both tours included
personal observations of centers, extended
discussions and consultation with policy
makers, administrative directors and child
care staff. Because of the apparent impor~
tance of the Soviet Union's programs, and
increasing uncerta.1nty of their scope and
purpose, support was requested and prOVided
by the U.S. Public Health service. under the
U.s.-U.S.S.R. scientific exchange program, for
this author and a colleague' to stUdy in
Moscow, Leningrad and Reiga (1967).
No clalm is made here that the observations in these several countries provide some
representa.tive sampling, nor is it suggested
that programs and centers are necessarily
similar. Indeed, as a first generalization, one
may note that greater differences appear to
exist between some child care centers in the
same country than .between the best of each
country. Extreme dissimUarities in Wly one
country. however, appear as historical accidents in which older facllities have been bypassed because budget priorities have been
given to the development of new improved
centers. In the effort to highlight the characteristics and directions that seem most
relevant to U.S. concerns, many differences or
quality care are ignored here. Since the U.S.
has little to learn from inadequate foreign
centers, such facllities are discussed only
where it seems important to illustrate particular programmatic or policy problems. The
worst of U.S. urban Day Care occasionally
may be equaled, but not easily exceeded, by
the worst of those. observed abroad by this
author; however.· the intent here Is to
studiously avoid any implication of invidious
comparisons of the U.S. With other nations'
programs. The following discussion is predominantly concerned With the best of international centers and technical m4nagement such that the ensuing critical evalua~
tion relates to those special problems inherent in even the best of Day Care programs.
Particular types of institutional experience
and research is directly relevant to Day Dare
for the very young. Accordingly. this paper
also makes selective reference to problems of
"Institutionallzation" and "hospitalism."
The subject of child care cannot be readily
separated from the philosophical/ideological
commitments of the several countries reviewed. The collectivistic orientation of Kibbutzim child care is dramatically different
from that of Greece or France, and surprisingly different from official policies of the
Soviet Union. Philosophic views are inherently refiected, purposefUlly or unWittingly. in
the social/economic priprities that underpin
funding for child care. staff, physical facllities, resources for the Children. etc. Emphasis
here is given to the programs of communist
countries because their extended experience
covers both decades and mUllons of children
in Day Care. Administratively. their programs are not Unlike those seemingly envisioned by U.S. legislation, i.e., with policy
funding and standards nationally established
yet With considerable regional and local latitude for the administration of the individual
centers. The sheer magnitUde of existing
communist child care programs, which entail
a radical departure from the conventions of
family nurture, constitutes an extraordinary
social experiment (with a fascinating range
of scientific implications).
THE SOVIET MODEL AND EAsr EUROPEAN
ADAPrATIONS

The geographic span that separates the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. is less formidable than
the Ideological and conceptual distance that
must be bridged in scientlfic dialogue. For
Pavolov is to SoViet education, chUd care and
psychiatry as Lyschenko was' to agronomy
and genetics (e.g., see: Tur. 1954; Barkoczl,
1964; Tardos, 1964). Since Pavolovian conceptions do not entertain the possibility that
Footnotes at end of article.

mental illness can be a consequence of adverse infant· and childhood nurture, psychiatric research on the relationshIp of early
Day Care and PSYChopathological disorders is
notable only for its non-eXistence. During
Stalin'sllfe, both social psychiatry and social psychology were politically interdicted,
presumably on the rationalization that social
is a synonym for class and that, in a classless
society, there were no differences to stUdy.
Similarly, with the establishment of the
Communist state in Czechoslovakia, foster
care and adoptions were replaced by state
sustained Day Care and residential care for
children and research on the complexities of
these Czech programs was forbidden at the
university level,' but indirectly possible in
psychiatric settings.
The difficulties in reviewing Soviet research.
such as there is, are compounded by their
limited internal bUdgets for journal pUblications in the behavioral sciences; literature
proves far more available via the East Europeans. The literature review that preceded
these field stUdies began with a series of
documents obtained in the U.S.S.R. by members of the President's Panel on Mental Retardation (1964) and the Child Psychiatry
Mission to the U.S.S.R. (Lourie, 1962; Report
of the Medical Exchange Mission, 1962). Our
study was enriched by the translation of
Schelovanova and Aksarlna's basic text
(1960), which had been made avaIlable in
Russian by Professor Zaporozhets who had
conSUlted In Washington in 1964. Bronfenbrenner's several papers (1963a, 1963b, 1964)
were fascinating and we were prepared to
see, in East European adaptations of SOViet
models of Day Care, a coherent effort in
which the state used the Day Care nursery to
produce the "new Communist man."
It was a considerable surprise, therefore,
to find that East European programs, in 1965,
appeared to be not only prosatc but also
struggling with such a multitude of organization and administrative problems that it
was diffiCUlt to perceive anything in the way
of nursery centered. conditioning. Self-consciously as aware of their problems as they
were proud of their achievements. East European administrators made continued recommendations that one should see the trUly
successful Day Care centers In the U.S.S.R.,
where extended experience Is matched by
optimal funding. In the two years that preceded personal study of the Soviet centers,
this author contributed a number of conclusions. from Inferential data, as to Soviet
programs that have since proved to be sln-'
gularly erroneous (Meers and Marans, 1968).
We wrote at that time: "In 1965, Khrushchev introduced a nationwide program aimed
at the creation of a new Soviet man's (Bronfenbrenner. 1963). To accomplish this objective a major portion of the responsibility for
child-rearing was deliberately shifted from
the famIly to the chIldren's collectives. the
U.S.S.R. day nursery," (Ibid.. p. 239). Inherent In this (erroneous) formulation was the
conclusion that the contemporary generation
of SOViet parents, haVing been deprived of
a "proper" upbringing, could not be expected
to rear this new Soviet man without help
from appropriately educated. state-supervised staff. The state thereby purportedly
recognized the role of the "upbrlnger" as the
purveyor of the new culture. since mother
substitut63 were nominally selected and
trained to Induce the political ideas of the
state.
Whatever the political gools of social planners In the East European countries, however. It was clear in 1965 that the extraordinary compleXities of staffing and developing
massive programs preclUded any systematic
Induction of political-cultural values. Surprised by the absence of Ideological implications in programming. this author raised
the questionrepeatedIy. As a typical response.
Pikler (BUdapest) advised that In three decades of close and cooperative working rela-
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tlonshlps with Soviet child care specIalists,
she was quite unaware of any such state
polley.
During the author's three weeks of stUdy in
Moscow. Leningrad and Relga, there were
continuous oCcasions to discuss Soviet Day
Care policy, from the ministerial level,
through administrative and research staffs
down to the various Day Care centers' personnel. It is clear that the Soviet Union
would Indeed like to provide the best-of-aUpossible worlds for their children, so that
their new Soviet man would have every advantage that a modern industrial nation
might provide. The status of the Soviet child
Is considered unique and there is a presumption. not unlike that held in the U.S., that
the best Is being done for their children. It is
humorously suggested that children are the
new "upper class" of the classless socIety.
And, indeed, part of the Soviet claim appears
merited by the extraordinary priorities and
investments that sustain the mUltiplicity of
child care programs.
The Soviet Day Care programs, however. appear anythIng but revolutionary In their Intent. They are designed to provide the type
of comprehensIve care that has been depicted
in the U.S. as "Head Start,'· The term. In U.S.
usage, Is Q misnomer since our programs, like
those of the U.S.S.R., are Intended to provide a better start and not an accelerated introduction to intellectual/academic matters.
In the vast Soviet federal state, which encompasses dlspamte nationalIties and ethnic
peoples, the provision or basic, high-quality
health and social services continues as a fundamental problem. The provision of early Day
Care has the explicit Intent of ensuring the
best health and nurture that can be uniformly prOVided. If there Is an unstated, implicit polItical intent in these programs, this
author would conclude that it has to do less
with the creation of the Ideal communist
than with the creation. in the younger generation, of a "national citizen" who is free
from' regional and ethnocentric biases.
Parenthetically, one shOUld add that the
Soviet Day Care centers are hardly oriented
to the introduction of reading, writing, and
arithmetic at ever younger years. On the contrary, only scant and Incidental "educational" materIal is introduced in the last year of
nursery school. and formal education is only
started at age seven a year later than in the
United States.
Day Care programs of the East European
nations differ most 'in the intent and rationalizations of their separate cultural, economIc and political status. The Hungarian programs evolved from an organic community
need to provide for homeless, parentless children who were Incidental victims of the Nazi
siege of BUdapest. Economic dislocation
from western Europe and the attempt to industrialize prOVided powerful government Incentives to adopt and Implement Soviet models of Day Dare and the frugal conditions of
the post war economy provided substantial
incentives for mothers to place their children in Day Care and secure work. From
meager beginnings in BUdapest, Day Care
centers were established wherever possible,
e.g., in unused factories. and these centers
proliferated through the rOUOWIng decades
with an express government intent to provide equal and adequate services In rural as
well as urban centers.
While pleased with their continued upgrading of building design. staff ratios, etc.,
Hungarian Day Care of Infants under the
age of three has been viewed as a regrettable
side effect to the necessary employment of
mothers and therefore has been considered
a program that should be progressively limited and eventually terminated as economic
conditions might permit. This conviction appeared to be based less on any questIon of
possible damage or retardation of the children concerned, than on humanitarian responses to the manifest unhaPpiness that
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substitute care creates for the smallcb1ld
separated from home and mother (Laslow.
1965) .
In East Germany' a d1ft'erent contiuence
of factors has affected the characteristics of
Day care. Under COmmunism, a "feminist"
movement appears to present a powerful.
government-sustained reaction to the residual patriarchal dominance of the old-time
German family. Day Care provides not only
for children, but also gives women an alternative to the domesticIty that has carried a
cultural aura of subservience.
East Germany suffered a massive loss of
manpower in the war and was further
plagued by the succession of Nazi extermination of "liberal" professionals, the postwar
exclusion of established pro-NaZis from responsible positions, and the exodus to West
Germany. Massive displacement of populations and extended war damage led the country Into an austerity program from which It
has yet to emerge. Extended efforts to industrialize a previously agrarian area only
added to the chronic and severe manpower
shortage, adding urgency to the need for the
labor of women. The establishment of Day
Care centers on a mass scale, however, placed
the Day Care programs in direct competition
for the already short supply of woman power.
With the inception of the programs, it appeared that many of the older and least suitable women, who were unable to find better
employment in Industry, secured employment
in child care. Recruitment. staffing and training continue as major problems.
Czechoslovakia was spared much of the
war devastation Butrered by Germany and
Hungary. Its industrial base and professional
popUlation were left relatively intact. Economic reorientation to the East and severe
planning/production limits on luxury goods
contribute to a continuing austerity and provide strong economic motivations for families to secure a second income through the
work of mothers. Government support and
encouragement of the use of Day Care has
appeared more doctrinaire than economically motivated. The best of Czech Day Care
appeared hygienic, sterile and depressing;
the worst seemed melancholically, fatalIstically sorrowful, Czechoslovakia in transition
may reflect severe anomic reactions to the enforced and extended readaptations of cultural values to the changed political and
economic ways of communism.
THE SCOPE AND COSTS OF COMMUNIST DAY CARE

In 1964, some 10% of the SoViet Union's
pre-school cblld population were cared for
in various types of child care faclIltles;five
of seven million children were in (nonresidential) nurseries and Kindergartens.
Consonant with Zaporozhets' (1964) projections, 1967 estimates (provided In the
U.S.S.R.) indicated that 30% of thenatlon's
pre-schoolers were then enrolled, and that
the figure was as high as 60 % in major
SOViet cities. In 1964, Zaporozhets had anticipated that a goal of 100% would be
achieved by the 1980s. East European estimates in 1965 apprOXimated those of the
U.S.S.R., I.e., some 30% of these na.tlons'
children were in Day Care. By 1970, East
Germany had between 30% to 45% of underthrees In Day Care, and 51 % of the older
children in Kindergarten. Schmidt-Kolmer
(1970) projected that by the 1980's nearly
all of the four to six year olds, and some
50% of the under-threes, would be In Kindergarten/Day Care. Czechoslovakia, in surprising contrast, as a result of governmental
policy responses to research evidence of emotional Injury to the very young child. has
systematlcally reduced Its Day Care for children under three. and current estimates indicate an enrollment of only 12% of these
children In 1970 (Langmeier and Matejcek,
1970; Matejcek, 1970).
In the Communist nations. financial su~
port for both capital construction and
operational expenses depends upon sponsor-
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ship, e.g., of factories, coops. urban micro- meet any such prof\lsslpnals who had . their
units, etc. The state is usually responsible children in early Day Care nurseries. On the
for basic costs. The capital expenses for Day contrary. the few who did discuss thIs noted
Care centers in East Germany approximate their preference to use their incomes to
11,000 Marks/per child. I.e.• about $2,600 (ali employ someone to care· for .thelrchlldren
an under-estimate based on an official 4.2 at home.·
rate of exchange). This represents a quarter
MULTIPI.E AND INTERMITTENT ":MOTHERING"
oj a million dollars in construction costs for
The child caregiver· is an employee, and
each prefabricated unit that houses some 100
there are prerogatives that derive from that
infants.
..
Operation bUdgets of both Czech and East status that are denied to· most biological
German centers approximate one-quarter to mothers, such as,coffeebreaks. sick leave,
one-third of the earned income of the aver- holidays and the option to leave one's
age working parent, e.g.• East German costs charges if the conditions of work are not
are 155 Marks per month per child (Schmidt- sufficiently· gratifying. Continuity of care,
Kolmer, 1970) and Czech costs are 526 however, provides two major advantages for
Crowns per month per child (MateJcek, the child: (1) his mother will know him
1970). Since the East German incomes. as a with sUfficient .intimacy so that, in his prehigh estimate, are about 630 Marks per verbal months of life, she can understand
month and Czech incomes are ab.out 1600 and alleviate his needs so he will not experiCrowns per month, the placement of three ence undue pain; and (2) the baby is atrordchildren from one family in Day Care would ed an option to accommodate to a consistInvolve operating expenses equal to the in- ency of care that evokes hlsCQntlnuing income of a working mother. The costs to terest in and attachment to an emotionally
fam1lies remain low only becaUSe of state responsive person. It has been this author's
subsidization. Bronfenbrenner's estimate experience that nursing statr covertly resist
that Soviet expenditures eqUal the total cost continuity of care of anyone or more babies.
of SOViet space exploration appears quite Indeed it was a common experience, internatlonally, that caregivers often could not
plausible.
In the continuing, philosophic commit- readily identify their children by name and,
ments of the U.s.S.R., enormous expenses are With babies, did not know with certitude
involved in the construction of rural new- whether each one had been fed. Schmldttown communities and in the beginning ultra Kolmer (1970), citing a stUdy done in
modernization of cities such as Moscow. Leipzig, reaffirms experience elsewhere, namePlanners make use of the "micro-unit... an ly, that the younger and less active the
extended complex of modern, high-rise child in the day nursery, the smaller the
apartments (prefab) that are relatively self- amount of attention he received.
Education, as Schelovanova and Aksarlna
contained as a neighborhood. These units
include shopping, medical, and Day Care (1960) have commented. begins In the earcenters, plus related schools. Emphasizing liest of life experiences as the child grows
the jamily as the core of the Soviet state, in his mother's arms. MUltiple mothering.
I.e:.- the child's first "collective" (Makarenko, all too frequently, provides an uncoordinated
19:>4), Day Care is seen as but one of the octopus. The mUltiplicity of caregivers, their
adjunctive services provided by the state to overlapping of shifts. their replaceablllty for
1l1ness or holidays. their departures for other
sustain the uniqueness of each family.
employment, all leave the very young child
QUALITATIVE DIFFICULTIES IN COMMUNIST DAY
accommodating first to one and then to
CARE
another. And infants and young children do
However philosophical their dedication to adapt to all environments. Once they have
the new generation, Communist allocatlons eXhausted the repertoire of genetic responses
of salaries and status to the child caregiver of crying and kicking, they are notoriously
are marginal. Moreover, the vast extension accommodating to adult wishes for unof the programs appears to have made re- trOUbled, relatively passive responsiveness.
cruiting demands that do not permit the
Zaporozhets (1964) has noted that conquality of staff selection aspired to by plan- sideration was given in the U.S.S.R. to proners. Training, subsidized rather liberally by viding each employed· mother a fUll year's
Western standards, alms at a continual up- pay • folloWing the birth of her child, a congrading in quality of service (SChmidt-Kol- sideration that was· raiSed because of the
mer, 1970). Yet the self-selection of care- obviousness of babies'. adverse response to
givers usually brings young, unmarried girls deprivation. Few people question that the
or women who cannot obtain better paying infant in group caresutrers in some degree.
Industrial employment. In 1965, the child .Since accommodation is so rapid for moot
caregiver population had a high mob11lty children, however. the controversy continues
rate even after training. This experience is as to whether the consequences are Ultinot peCUliar to the Ccmmunlst states, as is mately significant to personality, intellecIndicate:! by Israeli data shoWing that only tual capablIlty, or psychopathology. In this
18% of Kibbutzim caregivers had worked for authol"s experience in both Eastern Europe
ten years or more, and that in a single year and the U.S.S.R.• children seen in group Day
28% had left their group of children (Ger- Care were singularly lacking in verve and
son, 1970).
spontaneity; they consistently appeared deCommunist literature tends to idealize the pressed.The most qUietly dramatic event of
partl~lpat!on of parents, who purportedly
the tours of various SoViet centers occurred
participate actively with Day Care statr out of In. Leningrad, in a Kindergarten.
a sense of duty to child and country. OpWhile walking through empty playrooms.
tions for parents are clearly available· for as children dressed elsewhere to awal.t their
both conferences and staff lectures on child parents' arrival.. we heard laughter! Om
care and the desirability of continuing at hosts joked that we must be. used to the
home the routines established in the centers dourness of the Moscovites. When we saw
(Robinson, 1965). The realities of Communist the children la.ter, however, the explanation
life do not readily match the Idealization of appeared more lOgically to relate to the older
active parental participation. It Is a long and children's excitement upon greeting their
ardUOUS day for both working parents and own parents. Evidence of smiling Is a poor
one must question whether the educational criterion by which to question programs, yet
options olfered are in fact realistic. Informal it is not Without interest that of the many
Soviet humor suggests that Ivan's parents photographs ~ taken in the course of the
listen to free advice With closed ears.
One criterion of the adequacy of Day Care author's tours, there is only one picture ot
programs is the degree to Which planning one smiling chlld-'one whose mother proved
and administrative statr make use ot them to be the group's caregiver (taken In Prague
for their own children. While many senior in 1965).
staff appeared to ba beyond Child-rearing
ages, it was notable that this author did not
Footnotes at end of article.
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COMMUNIST RESEARCH CONCh'RNING THE
DAY CARE CHILD

Social psychologiCal and: social psychiatric
research,as noted" were Inrertu,cted in the
SovietUUton until aftetStll.lin's death. Both
Tur (1954) and Schelgvanova (1964) have
conducted pllyslologicaJ research: directed in
part to circumvent the development of "hospitaliZation psychic disorders." Their programs for ~ e and ," exercise of babies
appear' widely used in the, Communist Day
care nurseries. ,,WhUeSChelovanova and
Aksarina' (1960) ,J.:efeI' , to "hoSpitalism" in
poorly organ1zednursenes, publIcations of
research on this 'SUbject are either not, available or are nonexistent. "
:'
Further, 'the UmltedSovl!lt research that
concerns environmental Influence on matUrational processes has' centered ,on residential care only.8The findln~s are worth
noting: (1) 'tliat lJi,!;tltutionallyreared children are "better" lIdapted, to SUbsequent
formal schOOl!Ilg, Le.; they, are more, responsive and obedient to, tIlach~rs; and (2) ,a percentage ,of, those. chiidren suffer from some
type of minimal yet spec1flc verbal retardation. In 1967 sUCh"stUdies had continued
through the age of 11 and the 'verbal retardation was,stlll mai:ufest (Koltsova, 19671.
East German data (Schmldt~Kolmer,1970)
suggeSt. that, nursery', reared ~hlldren scored
higher on developmentaFtests at the time of
entry into klndergartenthan those reared at
home. This isasignlficant finding, though
tests at such an early age lire strikingly unstable and not goodprediqtors of SUbsequent
intellectual, develoPlllent:Like their Soviet
institutionally reared, counre,rparts, these
nursery reared chlldren also adjusted more
easily to Kindergarten llf,e. Pikler (1965) has
indicated that data from her (exceptional)
institution (BUdapest) document that even
residentially reared chlldren can: compare
adequately With U.S. and u.s.s.a; developmental norms.
In the las,t few years, a number of conferences have been called by the communist nations to confer and plan collaborative, comparative research oIithe problems and consequences of their Day Care programs. Regrettably, theoretical orientations of the communist professlonl\l' world continue to exclude psychiatric evaluations, except in the
most global descriptive sense. Their research
data have consistently reflected concern With
relative maturational levels of motor and
intellectual achievement (Schmidt-Kolmer
and Hecht, 1964; Langmeierand Matejcek,
1965). It will be another decade or more
before social psychlatrlo evidence, wlll begin
to become available, and by that time over
50% of their child popUlations will have been
exposed to this social experiment.
As an incidental but unresearched clInical
finding, some East ,Europeans have noted the
tendency of the very young. group reared
children·· to IndiSCriminately damage their
playthings, Without manifest anger, when
not supervised closely. An abundance of toys
and play material are usually conspicuous,
but customarlly neatly placed out of the
chlldren's reach. One: Communist child care
speciallst refiected that they may need to reassess the chronology of "dialectic materll\lIsm" since, In the absence of private property
(teddy bears), the toddlers have llttle respect
for collective ownership.
Inhibition of aggression, however, 1n the
early years of characrer formation may be
clinically more significant. However me:1torious the physical inhibition of aggression in
the well-mannered older chlldren, or adult,
there is an extremely important question as
to the age at which inhibition takes place
and the degree to which aggression can
thereafter be purposefUlly, consciously explolred (e.g., for proper, socia11Y acceptable
purposes.)
Whatever the reservations of those chlld
care staff in Communist countries who do
not use Day Care for their own children, it

is clear that the respective governments,
Czechoslovakia excepted, strongly support
and encourage the use of Day Care. The preponderance of the Communist sclentlflc pUbllcations consider this work a significant advance, and the general publlc responds with
enthusiasm and preparedness to use faclllties
that are so readily available.
SELECTED INSTITUTIONS: LOCZI, METERA AND
KIBBUTZIM

There are speclflc characteristics of "institutional" types of experiences that are
directly relevant to Day Care programs, particularly to diffiCUlties in staffing. Loczi, the
National Methodological Institute for Infant
Care (Budapest), has a distinguished professional staff and excellent options in staff
selection and training. Pikler, the director,
has noted that conventional staff recruiting
was anything but satisfactory and that It
took years of experience to intuitively arrive
at criteria for staff selection. August Aichorn
Is reported to have observed that emphatic
women could not stand the work of Loczl's
caregivers and that Pikler's staff were "paternalistic" young women (Pikler, 1965).
The Metera Baby Center (Athens) was
sustained by a socially powerfUl group that
included the Greek Queen. Founded as an
urban refuge for lllegitimately pregnant girls
who might find physical safety for themselves and their babies, Metera was Intended
as a neonatal, residential nursery that worked
towards adoption of their charges. As a model
Institution with an extraordinary "well baby"
nursing and training program (1963-65),
unique staff. selection opportunities were
matched by staff ratios of one adult per
child. Traditional academic training was extended for the nurses via courses In language, art, dancing, music, etc. Among
Metera's selection criteria, was,the condition
that nurses could not marry because marriage was a necessary Impairment of the
nurse's capacity for emotional investment In
her babies. Yet, it Is clear that the "objectiVity" reqUired of these nurses in evaluating
adoptive parents demanded either a great
deal' of pain for the nurse, or an earIler disengagement from emotional mutuality with
that baby. It is notable that almost all babies
who remained at Metera beyond eight months
demonstrated developmental lags.
The collective rearing of Kibbutzim chlldren is discussed elsewhere • and Is noted here
only in reference to (1) the high turnover of
care-givers (Gerson, 1970) and (2) the staffIng pecullarlties of semi-instltutionallzation.
Twenty of 200 KibbutZim now have private
arrangements for children to sleep in their
parent's apartments, so that child care in
these settlements apprOXimates the conventions of Day Care. However ideallzed the Kibbutz in popUlar imagination, aspects of the
original Spartan philosophy persist. In a
study Ilmlted to an Intergenerational sample
of grandmothers, mothers and present children, Marburg (1970) has recently provided
a powerfUl psychiatric statement on the Internal debates that continue to trouble
KibbutZim chlld care planners. As a particular example of current practices that have
poSsible psychiatric consequences, Marburg
notes that for all their dedication: "To this
day, the progressive educationallsts and
psychologists have found no response to their
claim that chlldren should not be left alone
at night, without an adult being present.
The night watch Is restricted to an hourly
inspection and the operation of the Intercom
system."
FRANCE: THE PARISIAN CRECHE ,.

The economic stress of the majority of
lower socioeconomic famllies of Paris has
been
powerful Inducement for full time
employment of both parents. Day Care for
babies from two months to three years of
age has been prOVided as a social service to

a
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working mothers for over 50 years. In exceptional cases, babies from familles with specific social problems are also accepted. Parents are requlred to meet part of. the costs
and a sllding scl\le is used to relate fees to
family, Income. Government I\llowances for
working mothers offset this expense, at 2.3%
of her salary (Davidson, 1962).
As of 1963, the Paris Administration of
PubUc Assistance has established, or supervised, a total of some 180 creches. Limited
availabl11ty and extended public interest contributed to long waiting lists. In older neigh.
borhoods, both indoor and outdoor space requirements of the creches were inadequate.
In the newer, suburban areas, housing developers customarlly build creches, but
usually turn the management over to the
Administration of Publlc Assistance (AdminIstration Generale, 1956-{)0).
The ParIS creches are open for a 12 hour
day. They are somewhat smaller than the
East European verSions, and accommodate
about 40 to 60 babies. The quallty of care appears to vary considerably from one cenrer
to another, depending more on the attitudes
of staff than on particular physical options
or limitations. Some nursing staff cannot be
induced to provide rudimentary types of care
that are indispensable to the babies' wellbeing. (This Is not a pecullarlty of Parisian
nurses, one must add, since the same problem is demonstrable with some staff in Washington, D.C.). In particular inadequate cenrers. babies were kept in bathinette cribs all
day, except for feeding. With cribs placed
close together, blankets were draped over the
sides permitting the baby to observe llttle
more than the celllng and a few hanging
toys.
Such nursing practices have e1o.1:ended to a
rejection of handIlng babies, on the rationalization that they might be accidentally
bruised. Some nurses have rejected instructions that they turn babies on their stomachs for part of the day, out of nominal fear
the babies might suffocare. Despite strict
regulations prohibiting premature toilet
training, some caregivers have attempted to
induce comyllance of tying three month old
infants on a pot. While such nursing attitudes are not general. their open continuation documents the dlftlculty a superVising
agency faces in attempting to guarantee
minimal standards. Even in the best of
creches there seemed relatively little attempt to provide Infants with "stimulation"
either by use of toys or visually attractive objects such as mobiles (Marans, 1963).
The director customarily has an apartment
in the creche, and If she has children they
are usually enrolled there. The director Is
responsible, usually without secretarial help,
for a. surprising range of activities: she must
decide whether a chlld Is too 11l to stay and
she must check health certification on return; she Is responsible for contacts with
welfare agencies and clinics to which babies
may be referred; she Is supposed to supervise her staff and be available to the mothers
who wish and need to know how their children fare; she controls creche finances and
receives payment of weekly fees; she Is supposed to select and purchase food from local
stores while bearing In mind nutritional
needs of the children and the available budget; from the selection of equipment and play
materials made available by the Administration of Publlc Assistance, she selects those
appropriate, in her judgment, for her center;
etc.
Directors appear quite overburdened.
While allowed some measures of aut,anomy,
the caregivers usually reflect attitudes of the
director. As a general observation, the caregivers have appeared skilled in customary
functions of child care. reasonably warm and
gentle with babies, and within limits. responSive in some measures to individual differences As in Leipzig, and elsewhere, tlhe
creche ~taffs prefer the active, aggress ve,
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more independent "child. Parisian staff ratios
appear enviable by East European standardi
since there Is one adult to six to ten children. Even so, nursing assistants find IIttle
time for relaxed involvement with IndiVidual
children. Staff ratios may be misleading, with
respect to free time, since it is unknown
whether the creche caregivers, like those of
the communist nations, have an extended
back-up staff for housekeeping and maintenance.
Babies accommodate to the system very
quickly. From the staff's point of view, a
baby does not customarily overreact to hts
mother's departure, unless she appears hesitant and conveys to the child some of her
uncertainty. Staff would prefer to have mothers leave qUickly since the quiet child faclIltates their work. Incongruously, there
seems to be no recognition of the posslblIlty
that babies who are sufficiently sensitive to
sense maternal uncertainty, might also respond to their caregivers relative indifference.
As would be expected, the Administration
of Pub!lc Assistance was less than satisfied
with the creches or the standards of training, yet the continuing demand for more
placements appears to consume available finances such that budgets remain too !lmited to replace those centers that are demonstrably inadequate. Staff shortages undoubtedly reflect the demanding nature of
the work, the low status, and the low salary
scale. Research on the effects of early Day
Care appeared Eotable only for its absence.
CONCLUSIONS; A CRITICAL OVERVIEW

This less than complete review of some
international child care programs permits a
number of conservative conclusions that are
relevant to present U.S. Interests In Day Care.
As a first consideration, one may review assumptions about Day Care that are either
irrelevant or demonstrably untrue; secondly,
there are lessons that derive from organizational experiences abroad; and thirdly, there
are highly significant questions relating to
the psychiatric dangers of early Day Care.
It Is easiest to start with those assumptions that are irrelevant or untrue. Analogies
made between proposed Day Care in the U.S.
and the systems of Kibbutzim child care are
simply UIoglcal since the Kibbutzim are
typically a unique configuration of selfselected famlIles who are deeply committed
to an experiment In social !lvlng that is almost totally un!lke anything In the U.S.
(other than our few rural, re!lglous settlements). The Kibbutz child prograIns are an
organic part of life and not an ancillary service for distressed or underprivlIeged famUies.
It has been argued that U.S. federal funding of Day Care would eventually lead to
a decrease in spending for welfare, via the
training and subsequent employment of welfare mothers whose children would be placed
in Day Care. That Day Care could lead to
economies in government expenditures seems
contradicted by the evidence of the Communist nations. The capital investmen,ts of
these nations for adequate centers approximate a quarter of a mllIlon dollars per center,
and the operating expenses have equaled onequarter to one-third of the earnings of the
mothers of each child, with the state
typically funding 85% of operating expenses.
Where government support and authority
have been given, this has been understood as
an assurance of the adequacy and deslrablIlty
of Day Care. Under such clrcuInstances, Day
Care has become "socially acceptable" and
the public has pressed for ever greater expansion and expenditure, even In Czechoslovakia
at the very time that research eVidence was
leading to a reversal in national policy (for
the under-threes).
We sometimes assume that recruitment,
stalling and training of Day Care personnel
shOUld be elementary. The assumption is

most questionable. The status of mothers,
and their substitutes (whether babysitters
or caregivers), is minimal in the hlerarcy
of U.S. social conventions. Since we lack the
emotional zest of the Kibbutzim or the Ideological thrust of the Communist world. it
appears singularly unIlkely that U.s. recruitment of caregivers could be maintained at a
level much beyond that of France or East
Germany. One might expect that the prinCiple of lesser employability would determine
the caregiver's self-selection and that, in lieu
of high payor high status, mobility of caregivers would be considerable.
Motives that were persuasive in the estabIIshment of Day Care in Communist countries appear much less relevant In the U.S.
The Communist nations have been hard
pressed in their industrial development and
have needed the labor skills that working
mothers provide. The U.S. appears to have a
diametrically opposite problem since our
technological revolution has made many Jobs
obsolete and gives promise of an eventual
reduction in the work week. Given the U.S.
"generation gap," and ever increasing crime,
drug and deIlnquency rates, a powerful argument can be offered in the opposite direction, that Is, that there Is a profound need
for Increasing direct maternal/parental involvement with children, particularly tn the
early years when social attitUdes and conscience are formed.
The philosophical rationale that Day care
provides women with equal rights with men
(to work) appears at first blush persuasive
and reasonable. The psychoanalytic clinician
would certainly be among the first to concur
that some women would greatly relieve themselves and their children by the use of Day
Care, when such mothers are miserable or
distraught in the normal course of "mothering" and homemaking. This, however, does
not solve the problem of the right of infants
to proper nurture and care. The probleIns
inherent in group care have profound developmental implications and it Is anything but
clear that men of intellect and determination
can provide prograIns that nurture half so
adequately as even the uneducated, unconfilcted mother. Nor does the provision for
equal rights to work take into account sufficiently the right of a mother to independently provide nurture and love to her own Infant. in her own home, If she so chooses.
There are many women who prefer to care
for their own children at home, and yet find
themselves unable to do so for economic reasons. The social planner must ask, therefore,
If the psycho-biological process of gestation
and maternity confer special rights on mothers, namely, for optimal soctal support in
the nurture of our young-a right that has
never been realized under existing welfare
programs. Planners also need to ask whether
such support ought not to extend to direct
assistance to the family as well as to public
prograIns such as Day Care.
It is argued that provision of state supported Day Care could be of immediate benefit to many disadvantaged mothers Who are
overburdened with large families and excessive responsiblIltles in the absence of a husband. If Congressional concern, however, is
to extend programmatic supports to the stablIlty of disadvantaged famlIles, then one
may question whether Day Care should be the
solution of choice. Day Care may free a
woman to work, but It does not follow that it
enhances her authority or her availability
to her children, or her acceptability in marriage. Income maintenance prograIns, when
analyzed In terms of costs and benefits,
might be a more logical alternative than Day
care.
There are a numb,. of uncontroverslaI
findings that seem clear in the assessment of
organization, administrative and stalling experience of international programs. Medical
regimes have appeared inappropriate, want-
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ing, and often damaging. The traditional
educational model is equally inappropriate
to the nursery and the "pedagogical" label of
the Communist. departments proves somewhat of a misnomer. Although these prograIns are increasingly administered in educational departments, these admlnlstrative
units appear to be a new and continuing
synthesis of professional ideas and practices
that derive from pediatrics, nursing, education, and psychology, and this synthesis is
far from complete.
The ineffectiveness of French supervising
authority in maintaining minimal standards
clearly illustrates a major administrative
problem. Bureaucracies. are hardly well
known for their Intrepid enforcement of even
important regUlations, and their dilatory
action presents critical hazards in childrearing prograIns that are less consequential
elsewhere. Those who are familiar with the
plight of other populations who suffer state
care and supervision, such as the mentally
ill, would urge that every Day Care center
should have' its Ombudsman.
If Day Care is to be used widely and beneficially, the "recognition" of the value of the
caregiver must be extended in clear terIns of
status and income. Otherwise, the child in
care remains the helpless victim of the lesseremployables. Physical characteristics of the
Day Care centers are particular staff ratios,
moreover, are as important to the staff as to
the children. Empathic, sensitively tuned·ln
women do not continue in employment when
the conditions of care leave children chronically upset or passively miserable.
In its selection of caregivers, Metera opted
for the empathic-intuitive, (nominally) materiallstic woman. Pikler's benevolently paternallstic "professionals" appear as the polar opposite .of a continuum on which caregiving quallties may be described. Metera
may have erred in its screening policy that
demanded a choice between marriage, with
the prospects of biological motherhood, and
the substitute of nursing care. Women who
can opt for a profession to the exclusion of
marital intimacy, may prove unprepared for
the emotional intimacy and intuitive spontaneity that provide a communication bridge
for the infant and preverbal child. Moreover,
if economics dictate staff ratios of ten babies
per adult, as occurs commoniy elsewhere, it
is doubtful that empathic staff can endure
the consequent depersonalization of babies
and the pain the babies wl11 manifest. Under
these circumstances, staff may seek a solution In the alternative l!mphasis on professionalization and technical management of
routines.
The most consequential and controversial question of early Day Care is that of
potential danger and damage to the very
children for whom the centers are designed.
From a psychoanalytic viewpoint, the dangers of psychiatric damage are inversely related to chronological age: the younger the
child, the more vulnerable he Is to genetically determined, involuntary, automated
adaptations.
Marasamus is a rarity today in the U.S.,
the U.S.S.R. and other modern states. Hospitalism. a childhood deblUty first described
and defined by Brenneman (1932) however,
can usually be found in the lesser of contemporary institutions of. any. nation. The
phenomenon merits further comment since
It is too often assumed that, In the absence
of gross symptomatology, children are not
'otherwise effected. Hospitallsm is an omnibus
descriptive label that has had a varied professional usage, one more recently used as a
synonym for anaclitic depression (e.g.,
Hinsie and Campbell, 1970). The latter term,
however, has a regressive clinical history
that is relatively explicit as to age of onset.
The range of developmental failures and arrests of early childhood that are subsumed
under the term hospitalism are not well
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studied and psychiatric nomenclature lacks
appropriate diagnostic labels for them
(Sachs, 1970).
Irrespective of whether. the dysfunction
Is a developmental failure or a regressive
process, some measures of retardation and
depression are typical (see Joffee and Sandler, 1965). The term hospitalism Is a professional Invention, a misnomer In Its semantic, guilt· reducing Implications. The
physical structure of hospitals or residential
Institutions have, In fact, llttle bearing on
the pathology. Children who live with their
fam!lles within' the physical structure of all
Institution simply do not suffer from this
malady. The significant causal variable appears to be the depersonalization of human
relationships that are Vital to the child's
healthy maturation.
Other professions have seen psychiatry as
the bete noire of the hospital and institution
~Ince Its clinicians, of necessity, challenge
"he anonymity and profeSSional detachment
that. proves so· necessary, for example, to
medical staff who Individually and collectively (via routines) defend their own
psychological equlllbria from empathic responsiveness to. the pains so constantly In
evidence In their patients.
Depersonalization can readily take place
in Institutions; it Is demonstrable in private homes; and it Is a chronic potentiallty
In group care of children; The typical concatenation of variables InclUde (1) a multipllcit:' of. caregivers who (2) are Interchangeable, a problem that becomes greater
Where the dispersion of careglv1ng interests
is to groups (rather than Individual babies)
Who are (3) so young that they make spontaneous psychological adaptations that may
not be totally reversible. Maturational adaptations that may be pathOlogical, It should
be noted, are not necessarily evidenced as
developmental failures, e.g., Kanner (1949)
and James (1960) have described exceptionally precocious skills that reflect such severe
pathological illnesses as autism.
The early years from birth through three
appear developmentally as the time of maximum psychiatric risk, and failures of
psycho-biological adaptation are manifest in
a progression that InclUdes marasmus, autism, childhood schizophrenia, and an extended range of poorly understood pathologies, e.g., Impulse' disorders, non-congentlal
retardwtlon, psychopathic and schizoid personallty disorders,' etc. Since these severe
pathologies are not directly evident in present Day Care populations of the Communist world, or in the experimental nurseries
of the U.S.. many academically oriented
child development researchers presume that
mental change is an all or nothing phenomenon. Yet one may confidently, dogmatically
assert that no one knows enough about
childhood developmental deficits to be completely certain of their presence or their
remediation.
However, cllnlcal experience does prOVide
ctramatlc eVidence of the apparent Irreversibility of psychological damage Incurred In
early and prolonged institutional care. Further, psychiatric and pSYChoanalytic experience constantly reaffirm the enormity of pain
and effort necessary to modify even the more
benign psychoneurotic disturbances. The cllnlclan is less fearful of gross pathology that
might derive from Day Care, than of Incipient, developmental impediments that would
be eVident In later character structure, such
as flattened feelings (schizoid personality),
a-social attitudes (psychopathtQ tendencies),
defense against emotional Intpnacy (fear of
marriage), etc.
Anaclitic depression is.a Universal phenomenon that toddlers suffer when separated from mothers for any appreciable
length of time (Spitz, 1946)'". The SoViets
have recognized the greater. dUflcultles of
accommodation atter seven months of age

and place many babies earller. The adaptatlonal, psychiatric consequences of early
placement can prove extreme, though the
process Is SUbtle. Where a baby's aggressive
hurt and anger in response to separation is
not mitigated, and his anger is afforded llttIe option for external expression, such recriminations may be Internallzed and
"turned back on the self" and thus provide
a base for clinical depression In later years.
In time, the Communist nations will inevitably prOVide epidemiological evidence of the
behavorlal and emotional effects of group
care.
In emphasizing the potential damage of
early Day Care, there Is a danger of ImplyIng that there Is llttle risk for the three to
five year olds. From the psychoanalytic viewpoint, the maturational vulnerablllties of
that age span Include (only) the risk of
phobic, hysteric and obsessional neuroses
and these risks certainly should be taken
Into account. Nevertheless, the child who is
emotionally secure In his third year exudes
Intellectual curiosity and evidences a hunger
for experience with his contemporaries and,
In this Instance, part-time Day Care offers
dellght and a momentous learning experience, I.e., so long as the option for dally
attendance remains, more or less, with the
chlld.
Child care by experts seems to have found
a ready audience in both Congress and the
general public. With Moynihan (1969) one
may comfortably state that science IS at its
best as a critical tool, and that the scientist
has lost his perspective when he commends
modifications of such complex soclal-cultural-psycho-blologICal processes as chlldrearing. Glv'en the present state of our Ignorance about psychiatric daIllAge, massive
Day Care programs appear all too much llke
Pandora's box. Those who would convey the
Idea that Day Care is unproblemllitlc should
review the programma.tlc, compensatory routines of Soviet texts (Tur. 1954; SChelovanova and Aksarlna, 1960; SChelovanova. 1964)
and the U.S. literature of child development
research (e.g., Escalona and Leitch, 1952;
Skeels, 1964; Mcv. Hunt, 1964; Bloom, Davis
and Hess, 1965; A. Freud, 1965).
In specifying the apparent dangers of
early Day Care, one cannot Ignore that some
alternatives present even greater hazards. A
range of studies of existing chlld care
methods documents that disadvantaged chlldren are too often left unattended for hocus.
or are cared for by older sibllngs of five and
six years, or by ill and senile adults. The In_
ad~quacles of chlld care for seme of our most
disadvantaged lnothers quite outweigh professional reservations and concerns about
Day Care. Yet the danger In recommending
Day Care, however conditionally, may be
llkened to the medical use of morphine. Thp
pain of the symptom may be relleved without cure, and addiction may follow.
Some cllnlclans and chlld development researchers, such as this author. are presently
In an anomalous position, They have long
and fervently recommended and supported
the establlshment of Day Care center.. for
special cases for the very young; yet, it now
appears that a conditional recommendation
may be misunderstood as a general endorsement. Professionals have previously carried
partial responslbillty for the overs:.le of Institutional care. for foster care. and more
recently for Head Start. Group Day Care
entalls far greater risks and these should be
taken only where the alternatives are patentlyworse.
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FOOTNOTES
1 Marasmus,
from the Greek "to waste
away." Ribble (1944, p. 634) noted that five
decades ago, marasmus/lntantlle deb1l1ty was
responsible for nearly half of the infant mortality rate. Whlle marasmatlc deaths are rare
today, other psycho-biological fli.Uures of Infancy include developmental dwarfism (Silver and Flnkeisteln, 1967) and the "fallure
to thrive" babies. Current research is suggestive that deficiencies in growth hormone
and ACTH may be significantly modified by
correction of emotionally disturbed environments (POWell, et al. 1967).
• The Conunittee on Day Care for the Maternal and OhUd Health section of the AmerIcan Public Health Association and the National Institute of Mental Health provided
Initial encouragement and sustenance for
this research.
a Halbert B. Robinson, then Chairman, Department of Psychology, the University of
North C a r o l i n a . '
• The Czech 'national psychological assocla.tion, which might have provided research
eV'aluations, was also disbanded.
• The German Democratic Republic Is not
well known in the U.S. by Its .proper title,
and hence is, referred to" for purposes' of
clarity, as East Germany.
• In Its retreat' from infant Day Care, the
Czech government provides paid leave for
maternal absence for one year and a reemployment guarantee of 18 months (Matejcek,
1970).'
1 Taken with a.mlnature camera. with super-sensitive film to avoid "llash." .'
s It should, be noted, however, that Soviet
researchers apparently concur that the subjective experience of the under-threes In Day
Care. who, necessarlly spend the predominance of their waking hours in group care
with multlpl1city of mothers, apprOXimates
that which occurs In thereglIIie of a resl.
dential, Institutlon~ Day ,Care' infants, of
course, experience more continuity of care at
night and on week-ends.
,', •
• See Section ITI In this chapter:
10 These observations are dated (19M-65)
and hopefully only portray problems of the
past. This section Is Included to 1llustrate the
problems of a central 'administration In
limiting or modifying ,child care practices
that are Indisputably Inappropriate.

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. ,President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. BUCKLEY. I yield.
:Mr.. DOMrNICK;. ",I 'just, want to say
what a powerful attack he has made on
a subject which should be, and unfortunately is not yet, but
be, undoubtedly, of enormous interest to the
American public, and I think he hasdone
a good service.
Mr. BUCKLEY. 1thallk the Senator
from Colorado. .
,
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for an announcement?
Mr. DOMINICK, I yield, of course.

will
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DEATH OF HARRIET McCORMACK.
WIFE OF FORMER SPEAKER JOHN
McCORMACK
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President. I have
just been notified that former Speaker
McCormack's wife Harriet has just
passed away in a hospital here in Washington. D.C. The Speaker, at this very
moment, is at her side;
I express the sentiments, I know, of
all the people of Massachusetts and I
believe of all the people of the .Nation,
in· expressing our very deep sense of
regret to Speaker McCormack, I am sure
that both Houses of Congress will want
to extend their sincere condolences to
the Speaker on his great loss. I would
like to add my personal condolences and
those of my family as well.
The McCormack family and mine have
been close for many years, both in Massachusetts and here in the Congress. I
have benefited countless times from
Speaker McCormack's wisdom and his
counsel, as my brothers did before me.
And I came to know as well his kind and
lovely wife. She was a gracious and
charming woman. I have seen firsthand
over the years and deep devotion the
Speaker held for his wife, and the love
and strength that she returned to him.
I know that· nothing we can say can
relieve Speaker McCormack of the grief
and loss he feels. But. I want him to
know that he is in the thoughts and the
prayers of his colleagues in this time of
sadnes:, for him.
We cITera.i:n'ayer for Mrs. McCormack;
and our hopes that she will be speeded to
her heavenly reward.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Massachusetts yield?
Mr. KENNEDY. I am glad to yield to
the Senator·from Montana.
Mr. MANSFIELD. I wish to join the
distinguished senior Senator from Massachusetts in expressing my deep regret
at the passing of this great lady.
The Senator from Massachusetts mentioned thefact that fonner Speaker McCormack was at the side of his wife
Harriet at the time of her passing.
It appears to methat during all their
lives together, except when the Speaker
was up on the HilI engaging in his legislative business, he was at her side day
and night. I believe they had the unique
reputation, which is quite something
these days, of never having missed a
dinner together.
So I join the Senator from Massachusetts in expresing the hope that Mrs.
McCormack's soul \vill rest in peace.
Mr. MAGNUSON. If the distinguished
Senator from Massachusetts will yield, I
want to associate myself with the comments of the Senator from Massachusetts and- the Senator from Montana.
I knew Harriet quite well, since my
early days here. and I can testify to what
the distinguished majority leader just
said, that Speaker McCormack and his
wife Harriet never missed a dinner together, even though the Speaker later
on had to. make another engagement.
They were that devoted to each other.
I join in my condolences to Speaker
McCormack. I know it must be a great
shock to him to know that she has
passed away~

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Messages in writing from the President of the United states, submitting
nominations, were communicated to the
Senate by Mr. Leonard, one of his secretaries.
EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED
As in executive session, the Presiding
Officer (Mr. MATHIAS) laid before the
Senate messages from the President of
the United States submitting sundry
nominations, which were referred to the
Comlnittee on the Judiciary.
(The nominations received today are
printed at the end of senate proceedings.>
ECONOrvlIC OPPORTUNITy AMENDMENTS OF 1971-CONFERENCE REPORT
The Senate continued with the consideration of the report of the committee of conference on· the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses on the amendment of the House to the bill (S. 2007)
to provide for the continuation of programs authorized under the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964, and for other
purposes.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield
20 minutes to the Senator from
Alabama.
Mr. ALLEN. I thank the distinguished
senator from Colorado for yielding to
me.
Mr. President. the parliamentary situation is that the conference report on
S. 2007. is before the Senate for consideration.. Those of us. who. oppOse the
comprehensive child development program are not able, in view of the parliamentary situation, to obtain a vote up
or down on the comprehensive child
development program without first defeating the conference report.
Mr. President, the defeat of the renort
does not kill the bill. All it does is defeat
the report. The bill itself would be before the Senate, so that those of us who'
would like to approve the bilI with the
comprehensive child development pro~
gram eliminated from the bill would have
that opportunity. The Senate has many
options, once the conference report is
defeated. It can send the bill back to a
new conference with instructions, send
it back without instructions, concur in
the bill, or concur with an amendment.
and that would be the effort that would
be made by those who oppose the comprehensive child development program,
in the event we can first defeat the conference report.
So by a vote against the report, one is
in no sense voting against the bill itself,
because the bill will be very much alive
in all of its aspects and before the Senate for consideration. This child development program actually was not a part
of S. 2007 at the time that bill was introduced in the Senate, because at that
time there was pending in the Senate
S. 1512, by the distinguished Senator
from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE), and a
number of other Senators. It is added as
an appendage to S. 2007. So if we could
eliminate the comprehensive child de-
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velopment program from S. 2007, we
would leave that bill exactly as it was
introduced. It would certainly do no violence to the OEO program. But first we
must defeat the ccnference report, which
would leave the bill before the Senate for
its further consideration.
Mr. President, in the bcgi!lning let me
make it clear that I do not oppose a realistic program of Federal assistance to
state and local governments to help
establish and maintain child day-care
centers for working mothers. It seems
to me that if we intend to require work
of a parent or parcntsas a condition of
eligibility for welfare assistance. then it
would be appropriate to make provisions
for the care of dependent children.
On the other hand, there is a world of
difference between day-care centers for
working mothers and the comprehensive
child development program such as contemplated by the conference report.
Day~care centers for care of children
of working mothers is neither a new idea
nOlO is ita radical approach to a longstanding problem. Day-care facilities
have
been
operating successfully
throughout the United States, either on
a private enterprise basis or by nonprofit
organizations such as churches and labor
unions, for a long time. Such facilities
have proven. their value, &.'1d I would be
pleased to support legislation to expand
the number of ll.nd improve the quality
of day-care centers of the type with
which we are all familial'.
On the tJther hand, I cannot support
the type of program envisioned by the
provisions of this bill. The proposed program is radical and socialistic. In my
judgment. some of the services are totally
incompatible with a free society. Neither
is this radical type of program new nor
is it untried, except in the United states.
Communist Russia and Soci?Jist na tions
have long had such programs. S:> long,
in fact, that experience with such programs in Communist Russia has occasioned serious second thoughts on the
ultimate value of such programs because
of their admitted tendency to undermine
the family as the basic unit of society.
That is the pernicious thrust of this
bill, Mr. President-that it would undermine the family as the basic unit of
society.
Mr. President, the committee report on
S. 2007 recognizes the risk involved in
separating children from their parents
but claims that the provisions of the proposal minimize and overcome that danger. I doubt it. This proposal would create a gigantic bureaucratic monstrosity
with near-complete control over the lives
of children.
Here is a program to authorize among
other things, the creation of thousands
of laboratories, in effect, with children as
subjects. What parent wants his child
conditioned to perform like an animal in
a circus? The techniques for human conditioning have been mastered. Given a
doctrine that denies the existence of a
hurnan spirit, children become merely
another form of animal life and, as such,
the social experimenters have no inhibition against training the human animal
to respond by the same techniques as
wild animals are trained to suppress their
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natural inclinations and to perform their
unnatural routines.
In short, the program otIers a sort of
hog heaven for those whose faith is rooted in the man-made order. By the same
token, the program otIers only nightmares for those who believe in a divinity
ordained order in all forms and manifestations of life. The idea that the taxpayers of this Nation shoUld be made to
bear the cost of conditioning our children
to respond like robots to programed behavior patterns is intolerable to think
about. Such programs, however, in the
opinion of the junior Senator from Alabama, are implicit in the term "comprehensive child development."
Mr. President, I do not exaggerate.
Here is a program that contemplates prenatal and infant care; a wide valiety of
social and cognitive developmental services inclUding those designed to develop
physical and mental health which can be
carried on in after school, summer, weekend, and overnight programs.
The estimated cost of day care services
for a single group of children within the
3 to 5 years of age bracket is $2,372 per
child. It is estimated that 6 million children of working mothers need comprehensive developmental day care services.
The distinguished Senator from New
York (Mr. BUCKLEY) disputed the fact
that there are actually 6 million children who are in need of day-care services.
The last figure does not include the
additional number of children who would
fall into the category of need when and
if work is made a condition of eligibility
for public welfare. The ultimate cost of
prenatal and infant care services including the cost of training to be otIered in
the homes is anybody's guess.
Mr. President, from the standpoint of
cost, we should bear in mind that the
comprehensive child development program is not intended to be limited to
children of working mothers, nor is it
limited to children from 3 to 5 years of
age. It is intended to be comprehensive
both from the standpoint of developmental services otIered and from the
quantitative standpoint of numbers of
children served. The program anticipates
the eventual mixing of socioeconomic
classes which can be accomplished only
by expanding the programs and services
to reach children from upper and middle
income families.
Mr. President, an initial authorization
in the amount of $100 million is requested for fiscal year 1972 and $2 billion-jumping from $100 million to $2
billion-for fiscal year 1973. These sums
are sufficient to get the program firmly
embedded in the already vast and rapidly expanding permanent welfare state
apparatus.
Mr. President, it is not only the initial
cost of the program that disturbs me.
Given the current condition of the econamy, this is not the time to take on vast
new welfare programs. The initial cost
is merely the tip of an iceberg.
It is generally conceded that the authorizations requested at this time are
merely to get a foot in the Treasury door.
Thereafter, the sky's the limit. For example, an aide to one distinguished Senator described the tactic behind the con-

ference committee compromise on family income eligibility for free participation in the child development program.
The November 20, 1971, issue of National
Journal quotes this person as follows:
The key thing Is that the Democrats want
a bill. They don't want a veto. The Democrata
feel I1ke they've got most of what they
wanted. The spIrit now Is let's get this un the
books and we'll Improve It In two years.

Mr. President, who can realistically
estimate the ultimate cost of this farreaching and revolutionary proposal?
Mr. President, putting aside all considerations of cost, there is another and
more compelling reason for opposing the
idea that the Federal Government has
the primary responsibility for comprehensive, mental, physical, and social development of children as contemplated
by this program. Child training and development is a primary function of and
the responsibility of parents, churches,
schoois, and other autonomous institutions of authority in our society. Already
too many heretofore independent institutions of authority in our society have
b,een harnessed to the oxcart of the State
and subjected to collective domination
and control. If this trend is not haltedand soon-we wlll be caught up in an irreversible revolutionary trend. This conclusion is supported by the prediction by
the French author, Jean-Francois Revel,
who said:
The revolution of the twentieth century
will take place In the United States. It Is
only there It can happen. And It has already
begun.

The revolution conceived by Mr. Revel
is currently manifested in what is referred to as a transition from political
democracy of economic democracy. It is
also manifested in the erosion of separate institutions of authority in our society among which the family is most
important.
Mr. President, let me elaborate on this
point. I take it that all Senators will
agree that the word "government" in its
fullest meaning is the aggregate of all
the institutions of authority in a society.
Civil government is but one institution of
authority to which we, as a free people,
turn for direction and guidance in making everyday decisions. The home is the
institution of parental authority and the
first with which children become acquainted. At an early age children are
introduced to religious institutions of authority represented by our churches and
to the institution of aut.hority represented by our schools. As adults we become acquainted with the institutions of
authority in scientific, cultura~. and economic aspects of our lives. Day ..fter day
we turn to similar institutions of authority represented by the innumerable
professions. Each of these institutions
speaks with authority which is inherent
in knowledge and expertise in separate
areas of specialty.
Mr. President, our Constitution and
the principles upon which it is founded
are designen to protect these separate
institutions ()f authority from domination and control by the Central
Government.
The opposite theory of the relationship
of people to their government prevails in
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nations characterized by dictatorial, authoritarian, and totalitarian governments. In such nations no institution of
authority can be permitted to survive if
it perpetuates values and ends which are
inconsistent with those chosen by the
heads of state.
Mr. President, we are rapidly shaping
up as a socialist, collectivist society under an authoritarian central government.
The proposed comprehensive child development program is but another step
in that direction.
The home, family, religion, schools, the
economy and most of the professions are
already dominated by the Federal Government. Where do we draw the line?
Shall we permit the Federal Government
to assume responsibility for comprehensive development of our children?
Mr. President, in order that we may
clearly understand the Socialist antecedentsof this program, let me refer to
the CONGllESSIONAL RECORD of October 7.
1971-page 35547. Here, the distinguished
Representative from Ohio (Mr. STOKES)
had printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a study of day care facilities in the
Soviet Union by Urie Bronfenbrenner.
The author quotes from a renowned
Soviet academician, economic planner.
and "old Bolshevik," Stanislav Gustovovich Strumilin, whose traditional Communist conceptions of state responsibility
for child care are contained in the following excerpts:
Under Soviet conditions It Is especially
noticeable how the lot of the woman worker
Is being lightened. She can work In one factory, her husband In another, both can eat
In a communal dining fac1l1ty while sending
their children to nurseries, kindergartens and
boarding schools.... RecogniZing that communal forms of upbringing have an unquestionable superiority over all others, we are
faced with the task In the Immediate years
ahead of expanding the network of such Institutions at such a pace that within fifteen
to twenty years they are available-from
cradle to graduation-to the entire popUlation of the country.

Just as they are expanding in the
Soviet Union so they would expand in
this country:
Every Soviet citizen, upon leaving the
maternity home, will be sent to a nursery;
from there to a kindergarten maintained day
and night; then to a boarding school from
which he will enter independent I1fe. . . .
The question arises: wlll not this kind of
early separation of the child from his family
be too painfUl an experience poth for parents
and for Infants who are so dependent on maternal affection?
This question may be answered as follows:
the communal organization of upbringing In
no sense requires full separation of the child
from the parents ... and surely no one wUl
. keep a mother from visiting her children
when she Is not working, from looking Into
the children's area, located In the Slme bUildIng In which she works, as often as It Is permitted by the established schedule.
The "vitamins of love" are necessary for
all children In equal melSure . . . but the
easiest way to satisfy this need Is through
the system of communal Institutions of upbringing.
The former family Is reduced to the married couple •.. and When these contracted
fam1l1es recognize that It Is not sensible to
expend so much work en maintaining an Independent household just for two people,
the family as an economic unit, having fused
with other families and become Incorporated
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Into a larger economic collective. will dissolve within the context of the future social
commune.

Mr. President, from the same article
by Mr. Bronfenbrenner, the following responses are recorded to Mr. Strumilin's
views:
An example Is provided by. an article in
Pravda written by a woman· reporter. She

described a visit to a boarding school in
Moscow. Under a window she saw a young
mother who, having missed the regular visiting hours, was hoping to catch a glimpse of
her son or hear his voice. The correspondent
found this Incident disturbing:
"Once again my thoughts returned to that
mother standing beneath the window of the
boarding school. I cannot get her out of my
mind. This Is not a bad boarding school. But
just the same. a mother's heart begins to
yearn. Can we really reproach that heart for
sentimentality? Of course not. A human
being-especially a mother-is so constructed
that she longs to warm her own child with
her love and to be warmed herself by Its
side."
Nor was the reaction partiCUlar to mothers.
Solovev in his The Family in Soviet Society
quoted a factory worker as saying:
"We have a great need for boarding nurseries, but the fact that my son is becoming
alienated from me is so painful that I can't
even talk about it. I call him, 'Sasha, my
son,' But he Just runs away. No! I have to
spend at least an hour or two each day With
my son. Otherwise, It's impossible; otherwise,
I can't stand it,"
But in Soviet society (as in our own)
neither the pronouncements of professional
experts nor the complaints of parents can
be viewed as major determinants of social
change. Such change is more likely to be
affected by objective factors of the type mentioned earlier: the equalizIng of the sex
ratio in the popUlation. the increase In leisure
time made possible by shorter working hours,
and, above all. the easing of the housing
shortage.

Mr. President, are we to follow in the
footsteps of Communist Russia in shifting major responsibility for the care and
training of children to the state itself?
That is the fundamental question which
will be answered by our votes on the
conference report on this bill.
Mr. President, the highly respected
nationally syndicated columnist, James
J. Kilpatrick, has written persuasively
on this subject in his column. "A Conservative View," released October 23,
1971. I ask unanimous consent that the
column and a copy of Mr. Kilpatrick's
commentary on this subject on radio
station WTOP, November 4, 1971, \:;e
printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
COMMENTARY-CHILD DEVELOPMENT

A House and Senate conference committee
Is struggl1ng to come up with a child development compromIse blll that will satisfy
liberals without provoking a White House
veto. A better idea would be simply to bury
the bill for good, and try to forget it ever
happened. In either its House or Its senate
form. the blll is monstrous.
The House version, adopted through a parliamentary rallroad job on September 30,
runs to 23 columns of tine print In the Congressional Record. The general idea is to
create a vast new bureaucracy charged with
the "comprehensive" development of American children, starting at infallcy and carryIng on to age 14. This is no mere "day care"

blll for working mothers. Forget that misconception.
On the contrary, this is a blll to proVide. Soviet-style. for making chlldren virtual wards of the state. The proposed development programs would include "comprehensive physical and mental health, social,
and cognitive development services necessary
for children participating in the program to
profit fully from their educational opportunities and to attain their maximum potentiaL" Does anyone have any Idea what that
mush conceals? The blll covers medical, psychological, and nutritive services. It provides
for utilization of "child advocates," whoever
they are. The programs would go on all day
long, year in and year out, and they would
cost billions.
This nightmare proposition grew out of
Mr. Nixon's modest little dream of day care
centers where welfare mothers could dump
their children while they went to work. That
idea msy have merit--but the comprehensive
child development act has none.
A

CONSERVATIVE

VIEW

When the House met on the afternoon of
September 30, not more than 40 or 50 members had any very clear idea of What might
be contained in a proposed "Child Development Act," The bill was not even before them.
Before the afternoon had ended, after a
legislative coup led by John Brademas of Indiana, the House Incredibly had voted 203181 to graft thIs unbelievable blll onto the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1971. The Senate some weeks ago adopted a milder but
similar plan. The whole scheme now awaits
action by conference committee.
The Brademas blll runs to 11,000 words. It
occupies 22 columns of fine type in the Congressional Record. No measure of greater importance has cleared the floor of the 92nd
Congress, and few have had less attention
from the press.
The bill is a monstrosity. No other word
suffices. Many observers had expected, as a
part of plans for welfare reform, to see some
blll enacted that would prOVide modest Federal subsidies for a few day care centers In
major cities. These had been vaguely enVisioned as places where welfare mothers
coula leave their children while they went off
to work. Instead. the House has approved a
breathtaking, full-blown plan for the "comprehensive" development of children to the
age of 14. It is the boldest and most farreaching scheme ever advanced for Sovietization of American youth.
The blll begins with a recital that Congress finds "that mlllions of American children are suffering unnecessary harm from the
present lack of aodequate child development
services, particularly during their early childhood years." To remedy this harm, the blll
directs the Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare to foster programs that will provide "comprehensive physical and mental
health, social. and cognitive development
services necessary for children participating
in the program to profit fully from their educa~ional opportunities and to attain their
maximu..'n potential."
Such programs may include food end nutritional services; medical, psychc1::>gical and
educatio~al services; appr;)priate treatment
to overcome emotional barriers; and "dissemination of information in the functional
language of those to be served to assure that
parents are well informed." Religious guidance plays no part.
Applications for Federal financing would
be funneled through various Child Development Councils. These In turn would supervise Local Policy Counclls, to be composed
either of parents or of representatives "chosen by such parents in acc:Jrdance with
democratic selection procedur~s approved by
the Secretary,"
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Local proposals would float up to a new
Office of Child Development. This office would
create a special committee to develop Federal Standards for Child Development Services. Another committee would prepare a
Uniform Minimum Code for Child Development FacUlties. The facllltles would be financed through a new Child Development
Faclllty Insurance Fund. Meanwhile, a National Center for Child Development would
foster "research," A Child Development Research Council would smile upon it all.
ThebUl would provide "free" care for all
children of families earning not more than
$4,320 a year. Other children Vlould pay a
small fee. Mr. Brademas could not really say
what the program might cost--maybe $350
mlllion in fiscal '73-but the House authorization is open-ended. The blll contemplates,
ultimately, Federal support of "the entire
range of services that have to do with the
development of a child,"
Doubtless the contrivers of this nightmare
had good intentions. In the context of a SQvietlzed society, in which chlldren r.re regarded as wards of the state and raised in
state-controlled communes, the scheme would
make beautifUl sense. But it is monstrous to
concoct any such plan for a soclO'ty that still
cherishes the values (however they may be
abused) of home, family, church, and parental control. This bill contains the seeds
for destruction of Middle America; and if
Richard Nixon signs it, he wlll have forfeited
his last frail claim on Middle America's support.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield
15 minutes to the Senator from Nebraska.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nebraska is recognized for 15
minutes.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. President, I am opposing this conference report. My specific
reasons are several. but they all are related to my belief that the establishment
of these programs into the law and the
culture of Americ~m society "ill do ncthing but harm to our Nation. I refer particularly to that subtle combination of a
sociological view of human nature and
radical politics, known as "child development."
The sociological view of human nature
dictates that if all children are given
equal physical environments and the
same childhood experiences, they will
grow into well-socialized. cooperative
adults. The radical politics contribution
to "child development" is the contention
that the right to pursue happiness really
means the right to have h1ppiness, and,
therefore. since the Constitution guarantees the former, the Government is
responsible for making everyone happy.
But the sociologists neglect to notice
that their "product" tends to be highly
standardized, very much like all the
others. nnd just plain dull. They. along
with too many others in our world tcday.
make the mistake of thinking that all
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man's happiness is material. They ignore
the entire dimension of spiritual or psychological existence.
And most people who like the idea of
"child development" make the same kind
of mistakes and oversights. That should
not surprise us--for a long time this
Nation has been teaching itself to be satisfied with impersonal relationships and
depersonalized lifestyles. For a long time,
too, we have been allowing ourselves to
be influenced to dislike family life in general. The so-called Women's Liberation
Movement is just the latest instance of
this kind of thinking. One of their main
points is that by being housewives
women's talents are wasted, that raising
children is a degrading occupation, an
inhuman persecution. The problem is
that people start believing this. If you
are told you are being persecuted, sooner
or later you will start feeling persecuted.
And that is what is happening to the
American family. We are persuading our
women that family life is unworthy of
their energies. We are indicating to our
men that fatherliness is corny and oldfashioned. And we are letting our children think they are better off with similarly institutionalized peers than at
home.
For a few generations now, Americans
have been growing lax in their familial
duties: We have neglected to teach our
sons and daughters to love their families
and to honor their responsibilities toward
them. We have let the schools educate
our children, let other children amuse
them, let their little friends be the most
important influence on their lives.
In 1968 the average ll-year-old spent
4 to 6 hours with his parents during an
average weekend. Something is wrong
that a statistic like that can exist. Even
allowing for the weaknesses of the statistical method, that indicates nothing
good. It is not as if children could raise
each other into mature, responsible, decent citizens-that is something only
adults can do. Let me read from a recent. Family Circle magazine:
Psychologists suspect that many of the
major adolescent problems we confront today--<irugs, sexual promiscuity, violence,
lack of self-discipllne-are due to laclt
of parental involvement. Feeding, housing
and clothing children are only part of a parent's responsibiUty. CiviUzing them is the
major part. And "civilizing" means imparting the traditions and proven values of society-something that can't be done by their
peers or at second hand.

Have American parents forgotten
their primary responsibility? Dogs
spend time with their puppies, lionesses
teach their cubs how to survive. The maternal instincts of hens have entered our
language as practically a word itself.
Yet, there are some who are only too
willing to send our young away from us
before they know what it is to be human.
To those women who feel they are being
"wasted" by raising their children, let
me repeat that old saying "The hand
that rocks the cradle is the hand that
rules the world." Is ruling the world
wasteful of talent? If mothers will not do
it, who do we think will? After all, another old saying goes "Nature will not
tolerate a vacuunl."
We have all heard the theory that the
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best way to raise children is communally.
That is simply not so: children learn
the qualities of decent civilized life by
wat2hing them practiced, by participating in them. They learn the traditions of their culture from the bearers of
it: the older generation. William Golding, the English novelist, demonstrated
the truth of that in his distinguished
book, "Lord of the Flies." Most high
school students today could tell you
what happened to those children accidentally cast into a situation of communalized living without parents or
adults: they reverted very rapidly to
savagery.
"Child development" advocates do not
seem to think that children learn from
their families. Over and over they have
indicated their low regard for the role of
parents. They have asked such questions as "Is the family obsolete?" and
have given magazine articles such titles
as "Families May Be Harmful to Children and Other Living Things." In England, "child development" advocates
have gone so far as to draft a charter of
"children's rights."
, Now I will be the first to say that a
child has rights. He has a right to life,
certainly. He also has a right to maternal love, to adequate subsistence and
care. But, being by definition immature
and incapable of serious jUdgment, a
child does not have rights stemming
from judgmental responsibilities.
Let me read a few of the "rights" in
the "Charter of Children's Rights" of
the British Advisory Center of Education and the National Council for Civil
Liberties:

claim on the parents? He claims food,
clothing, shelter, you know. Or maybe,
for all thingS to be fair, in the thinking
of "child development" mentalities, parents should no longer be victimized by
their children. Child care centers, nurseries--child warehouses, as Edward Zigler, director of the Office of Child Development of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, has called
them-should provide for a child's needs.
Forget about the parents.
This is shocking to hear, and worse to
contemplate. But it is the logical extension of that kind of rhetoric. Parents
must assert their parental rights or they
will be defenseless against such eVentualities.
Human nature is such that we often
do not appreciate something fully until
its removal is threatened. And family
life in America is most definitely threatened. It is threatened by the secularism
and selfishness of our society, by the
popularization of immorality. And now
it is threatened by law.
It is threatened by the structure that
would follow such assertions of children's rights as I read just a minute ago.
A similar "charter" forms the statement of purpose of this part of the OEO
Extension Act. If a child is to have the
right to be free from parental discipline,
who should hear his complaints and enforce his rights? Ideally, the one to hear
and act upon such supposed violations
would be a child advocacy officer. And
just such a position was initially prescribed in the original version-So 2007of this bill. Nor has it been entirely
eliminated in the conference version we
(1) All children have the right to protec- are being asked to approve today.
I call attention to Section 512(2) (M)
tion from, and compensation for, the consequences of any inadequacies in their homes which states that child development
ai1.d backgrounds.
programs may include:

(2) Children have the right to protection
from any excessive claims made on them by
their parents or others in authority.
(3) Children have the right to freedom
from rellgious or political indoctrination.
(7) Children shall have the freedom to
make complaints about teachers, parents and
others, Without fear of reprisal.

Use of child advocates, consistent with the
provisions of this title, to assist chlldren
and parents in securing full access to other
services, programs, or a"tivities intended for
the benefit of children.

In S. 2007, part E was the national
child advocacy projects provision. Part
E in the new version is called research
and demonstration. Subsection (b) of
section 552 of part E reads:

What kind of "rights" are these? These
are no rights-these are sentimental
statements of radical beliefs, intended to
In order to carry out the program proremove from parents any responsibility
for in subsection (a)-which is refor their children, any rights over their vided
search and demonstration projects-the Secchildren-specifically, the right to raise retary
is authorized to make grants to or
them.
enter into contracts or other arrangements
But, speaking legalistically for a few with publlc or privaterionprofit agencies
minutes, let me ponder this question: (including other Government agencies).
Who can enforce these so-called organizations, and institutions, and to enter
rights, if, indeed, it is to be decided into contracts With private agencies, orgasomehow that they exist? Who is to de- nizations, institutions, and individuals.
cide, for example, what is an inadequacy
Now, this could be as innocuous an arin home and background? At one point in rangement as paying a student to write
history to be of Jewish faith was re- a term paper on the eating habits of 2garded as a fault of one's background. Do year-old girls. It could be. But it could
we need to be reminded how one govern- also be anything else: Arid, since section
ment sought to remedy that "fault"? 512 states that childadvoca.tes are to be
Who will will define "religious indoctri- used, it just could mean the hiring of peonation"? Is a parent to be forbidden to ple to act as child. advocates-to go and
take his child to the church of his choice talk to children, and ask them what they
on Sunday, or to explain why he votes on do not like about home, or how they would
election day? That, after all, is telling like "Mommy" or "Daddy" to be different.
the child a point of view. Who would be That would be a violation of the privacy
the one to say that a parent's "claim" on of the home; that sort of activity would
a child was "excessive"? Is it too much breed hostility between parents and chilto ask that a child take out the garbage dren. And this bill would permit it.
for his mother? What about the child's
There are words in the text which are
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supposed to guarantee that parental
rights will not be violated, that children will not participate in any programs
under this title without the knowledge
and consent of their parents. But do those
words really carry any weight? I tend
to think not. It is an exceptional parent
who examines his child's schooling with
a fine-tooth comb. Most parents, when
advised that such-and-such a program
will do thus and so and will help their
child learn to read faster, or get along
better with other children, will trustingly assume that it is a good thing, and,
uninformed or partially informed. will
agree for their children to experience it.
Most parents do not have suspicious
minds; they have not been trained to
argue extensively. Nor, heretofore, has
there been very much need for such
qualities. We are fast approaching the
day, however. when deep and abiding
suspicion will be the prerequisite to parenthood if one intends to insulate one's
child from overzealous "child developers."
Mr. President, I am interested in protecting the children of this country. They
need to be protected from social planners
and self-righteous ideologues who would
disrupt the normal course of life and
tear them from their families, and mothers, to make them pawns in a universal
scheme designed to produce infinite happiness in 20 years.
The parents of this country are interested in protecting their children. too.
They have asserted their interest and
their rights in thousands upon thousands
of letters and telegrams since S. 2007 and
its companion, H.R. 6748, were passed.
Senatorial and congressional, Presidential, and Cabinet offices have been deluged with mail from private citizens
who are alarmed at what they have
heard about plans to minimize their role
in raising their children. Their sincerity and their frantic concern are very
obvious to anyone who has read some of
their letters. And their distress, if something like this should become law, could
bring no good to this Nation.
Children should grow up with their
mothers-not with a series of caretakers and nurse's aides. Anyone who knows
anything about psychology knows that
there is no substitution for a mother's
love, that without a constant lOVing
mother-figure a child cannot but grow
up insecure and incapable of loving himself or anyone else. Psychology has demonstrated this long ago. I do not want to
subject American children to a constantly changing stream of nurseries, forcing
them to turn for love and edification to
other children, equally insecure and
seeking. And I will do everything I can
to keep American children where nature
intends them to be. with their mothers
and fathers in their' private homes.
This august body bears great responsibility for the future of this country. It
should be supremely concerned that any
legislation it, approves serves only to
strengthen the foundations 'of our society, not further. disintegrate them. In
conscience, I. know this measure will
bring but destruction, and I cannot and
will not support it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield
10 minutes to the Senator from New
Hampshire.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New Hampshire is recognized
for 10 minutes.
Mr. COTTON. I thank the Senator for
yielding me some time, and I hope I shall
not have to use all of the 10 minutes, because the full Appropriations Committee
is in session downstairs and I must return to it, but I asked for this time to call
the Senate's attention and have in the
RECORDa somewhat important point that
appears in this authorization bill.
It might be said by many to be a rather
technical point, but, on the contrary, if
it serves as a precedent for future authorization bills, it will change the whole
system of appropriations in the Congress.
At the top of page 3 will be fmmd the
following language:
If the amounts appropriated pursuant to
paragra.ph (1) of this subsection for any
fiscal year are not SUfficient to assure that
the fUll amount specified for each of the purposes set forth in clauses (A) through (E) of
this paragraph wlll be provided for each such
fiscal year, then the amount specified for
each such purpose In each such clause (after
deducting from any amount so specified any
amount otherwise specifically provided for
such purpose by an appropriation Act for
that fiscal year) shall be prorated to determine the allocation required for each such
purpose.
.

Mr. President, in plain language that
means, and I am not trying to be unduly critical of this legislative committee's authorizing appropriation, but tll,is
legislative committee has very skillfully
and carefully written into the law that
there is one lump sum to be appropriated to cover the Office of Economic Opportunity, and there are no line items.
There is just this lump sum, the authorization being $950 million.
If the appropriating committees of
the House or the Senate should attempt
to fully fund one of the many programs
set forth in the justifications and recommend to the House or the Senate that
other programs should not be fully
funded, this provision would automatically mean that their recommendations
would be of no avail if a point of order
were raised.
The only power that the Appropriations Committee would have under this
authorization would be to limit the total
sum, which well nigh approaches $1
billion. If they do not appropriate the
fully authorized figure, then the sums
shall be deducted and prorated through
all of the programs. In other words, the
Appropriations Committee cannot look
at one program and decide it is meritorious a..'1d essential and neceEsary, and
look at another program and decide it is
not as necessary and not as vital and
use its judgment in making its recommendations to the House and the Senate
respectively. The Appropriations Committee could not use its judgment in
those recommendations in any wa~',
shape, or form on the vari::Jus programs,
because they are carefully put into this
authorization bill. There will no longer
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be line items, but simply details in the
justifications furnished tv the committee.
Mr. President, $950 million is the total
authorization. The Bureau of the Budget,
I believe, recommended some $780.4
million. That means that the Appropriations Committee has no jurisdiction
what.soever, it this kind of language is
sustained. You might just as well,
in a sense, a1:;olish your Appropriations
Committee.
The point is, if this is to set a precedent
and other legislative committees should
follow, you have taken away from the
Appropriations Committee any authority,
any power, to make a recommendation on
any appropriation bill sent to the Senate. No longer would it be possible to
exercise judgment as between the merits
of the various programs covered in such
bill simply because this provision abolishes the system of line items and putting it all en masse; and then, if the
appropriation is less than the full authorization, providing further that any
deduction or reduction under the total
figlJre nlust be prorated for every program. Then there is added, if you please,
of course, a transfer of funds by the department downtown, a 25-percent leeway
to transfer funds as it pleases, not as the
Congress pleases.
Mr. President, it is not just a matter
of two committees jealous of their jurisdiction; it is a matter of losing control
completely of the appropriations, should
this procedure be followed and should
it spread to other authorization bills. It
means we have to full fund all of the
authorizations of all of the legislative
committees. When that day comes, there
would not be enough money in the Treasury, and there would not be enough
money coming into the Treasury for the
next 10 years, to bear the cost of Government for the next year. If you reduce
it, you have to cut some of the vital programs that are most essential to the
welfare of the country, to its national
security, to dealing with the evils of
drugs-all of these vital issues-and just
simply cut the total, and then it will be
prorated, with a great deal of leeway for
tho~e .administering the programs.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, "ill
the Senator yield?
Mr. COTTON. Yes, I yield.
Mr. DOMINICK. I just want to say to
the Senator that we have had really
heated discussions and heated debate on
this matter, both in the Senate, where
our' provision was even looser than this
one, and when we got into conference,
where the House conferees went along
with this type of proration.
Really, what this amounts to is the fact
that, once having earmarked specific
programs \\ith specific amounts in them,
those programs are deemed by the legislative authority to be equal in terms of
the need for funding, and the Appropriations Committee is not given any lee'way.
I brought this question up a number of
times in committee, painting out that I
thought it was desperately unfair to the
Appropriations Committee and bypassed
our committee system, but I was unable
to get anywhere with it. I hope the Sen-
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ator from New Hampshire will alert other
members of the Appropriations Committee about the issue.
Mr. COITON. I thank the Senator for
his observation. He is to be commended
for the fight he made on this point in
the committee.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's 10 minutes have expired.
Mr. COTTON. I yield myself 2 minutes
more.
Mr. President, I am not suggesting,
kno,\ing how many sacred cows there
are in this bill, that the Appropriations
Committee would throw it all out of adjustment, because I doubt if the Senate
and the House of Representatives would
go along with any radical changes. But
nevertheless, the purpose of the Appropriations Committee is to render its best
judgment to the Senate on the priorities
that should be followed. What is the
use of the Appropriations Committee,
upon which I have served for many
years, sitting day after day listening to
the eVidence, listening to the weighing
of the valious claims and the various
priorities of the multitude of programs
in this Government, and then having
no power whatsoever to give its judgment to the Senate for the Senate's consideration on what programs should be
emphasized and what programs should
not be emphasized?
Mr. President, I call attention to the
fact that the Office of Economic Opportunity has in its direct employ 2,525 positions. It is estimated that the OEO,
through its grants to States, to communities, public corporations, and associations to carry out its programs, is
paying the salaries, including those I
have just mentioned, of 108,000 people
in this Nation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator's time has expired.
Mr. COTTON. One more minute.
About 108,000 people, to carry these
services to those whom they are supposed to benefit.
Mr. President, it rather reminds me
of a story I heard a long time ago--and
the longer I stay in the Senate, the more
real it becomes to me-of the minister
who appealed to his richest parishioner
fot a contribution to foreign missions,
and the wealthy parishioner-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator's time has expired.
Mr. COTTON. One more minute, and
I will be through.
The wealthy parishioner handed the
minister a one dollar bill. Shocked by
this event, the minister said:
Well, I don't want to be critical; we appreciate any sum, but knowing your financial
standing, I had hoped for a larger contribution than this.

Said his parishioner:
Well, I will write you a check for $100 to
get the one dollar to the foreign mission.

Thus, more and more, the money we
take from the taxpayers is used up along
the line in bringing these' services. I am
not suggesting that the Appropriations
Committee has any greater wisdom or
ability than any other committee, nor
am I in any way speaking derogatorily
of the legislative committees, but if you

deprive your Appropriations Committee
of any opportunity to work its will in its
recommendations to the Senate, our appropriating process will be practically
destroyed, and our control of expenditures, of the budget, and of the solvency
of this Nation will disappear.
Mr. President, because the grave damage of this particular provision I must
vote against adoption of the conference
report, even though I have much sympathy for many of the programs contained in the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield
10 minutes to the Senator from Arizona.
Before the Senator starts, how much
time do we have left?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has 27 minutes remaining?
Mr. DOMINICK. I yield 15 minutes to
the Senator from Arizona.
Mr. FANNIN. Mr. President, I shall
vote against this conference report. Almost 3 months ago this body approved
Senate bill 2007, which inclUded among
other things a proposal entitled a "comprehensive child development" program
which according to section 50l<a) (1) of
the bill is required, because millions of
children are suffering from the lack of
"child development" services. Furthermore, the language of the bill notes that
Congress has determined that "child
development programs" are "essential to
the achievement of the full potential of
the Nation's children." To begin with
Mr. President, I am not at all sure that
the Congress, or anyone else, for that
matter, has determined beyond doubt
any such thing.
On the contrary, recent sociological
and psychological studies are confirming what man seems to have intUitively
known all along: that a child, out of the
natural environment of the parentchild relationship, suffers. In the formative years, major inroads on time and allegiance into the singular relationship of
the parent to his child can cause severe
harm. We are now learning that institutional care is less effective than the
natural relationship the child has with
his parent, even if tile latter is not blessed
with a Ph. D. In considering this so-called
child development program we ought
not be sidetracked by overly optimistic
rhetoric which, when employed by the
sponsors and proponents, would lead us
to the I:onclusion that comprehensive
services of the nature indicated in this
bill are essential to the development of
a child's full potential and are inherently
superior to the individual relationship of
parent and child.
There are many problems with this socalled child development program, not
the least of which is the fundamental
premise .upon which the program is
drafted. Many who oppose this program
have been rightly concerned overthe apparent open-ended financial commitment we will be making should we adopt
"child development." The conference re~
port, No. 92-682, authorizes a $2 billion,
1 hundred million expenditure by the fiscal year ending June 30, 1972. The original legislative sponsors have promised
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us that an annual doubling of amounts
will be needed to deliver in basic forms
these allegedly desirable services to children who just do not know how bad off
they really are. Secretary Richardson and
the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare have been quoted to the effect that we are talking in terms of about
$20 billion at initial program operational
levels.
In addition, the administration of this
program is another factor which has
troubled more than a few. The provision
for prime sponsorship and cultural units
whose numbers exceed 5,000, will engender a bureaucratic monstrosity heretofore unknown to this city-and as the
Members know, this is not a city in which
bureaucracy is unknown.
As important as these considerations
may be, they presume the acceptability
of the program itself. Simply because a
program might have been made less expensive or provision made for more efficient administration does not mean that
we should sanction the program. Mr.
President, this call for child development, a misnomer which more properly
should be designated child control and
reform, is not a good program. Its premises are very wrong and most dangerous, for apart from the beautiful words,
is the notion that the parent is a failed
experiment. To be sure, the conference
report has tightened up considerably on
the language dealing with parental permission, but Mr. President, when we get
down to basics we must determine how
this program will be realized. When instituted, the parent-child relationship
will be significantly· altered, and done
so on the suppressed premise that socalled professionals are allegedly better
equipped to fashion the personalities and
destinies of our youth.
Some have contended that all this
business about parent and child is a
phony issue. However, we have only to
look to the words of key child development sponsors to conclude that not only
is the value of the individualized parentchild relationship a real issue, it is the
fundamental issue; not just to me and
those who are unalterably opposed to this
experiment, but.to. those advocating
massive governmental intervention into
the lives of those as young as 18 months.
As strange.as it might seem to most
Americans, there are many who feel that
the parent ought not be trusted with the
responsibility of bringing up his child,
although It should be pointed out that
the advocates always talk in .terms of
"shared responsibility" and . "partnership." A .key advocate of . institutional
intervention into child upbringing is Dr.
Reginald Lourie, president .of the Joint
Commission on Mental Health of Children.Dr. Lourie testified before a congressional corpmittee, saying thatThere is serious thinking among some of
the future-oriented child development research people [himself no doubt included)
that maybe we can't trust the family alone
to prepare 3!Qung children for this new kind
of world which is emerging.

He indicated that .th~ shortcomings of
the family' is one of the reasons why
they felt they needed to. have access to
the babies.
.
<
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I might add parenthetically that any
real concern for this new kind of world
ought to be directed toward holding in
check the enthusiasm of those Orwellian
planners who, using government as the
agency of their selected reform, feel that
they can bring up America's children better than one's own parents.
Dr. Lourie views the current relationship that a child is exclusively within
the authority of his parents as depriving
the child of much needed and desirable
professional and institutional child development. It is Lourie's thesis that a
new order of child is mandated for his
brave new world-and it is because the
child has been cloistered within the family relationship that he is destined to
lead the imperfect life. To insure against
that, Dr. Lourie contends that access to
children must be had during the first 2
years of life because it is then that the
brain will be growing faster and absorbing its impressions and establishing its
subsequent habits which will be with the
child throughout his days. Lourie said:
[The braIn] Is then •.. most plastIc and
most avaIlable for approprIate experIence and
corrective InterventIons.
Mr. President if we have anything to

fear it ought to be those who suggest
that what this sorry world needs is corrective interventions. into the forming
personalities of our young.
Another who has endorsed these child
development techniques is Arlene Skolnick, who, in the August 1971, issue of
Psychology Today, went to the brink
with her rhetoric when she titled her
little piece "Families Can Be Unhealthy
for Children and Other Living Things."
In this article Miss Skolnick contends
that comprehensive child development
programs are "a means of rescuing children" from the isolation that is family
life whether it be from families of affluence or poverty. She further contends
that the "family-read: parent-is not
a psychological necessity" and that it is
"the myth of the family" which "blinds
us to the dangers" of our present child
development arrangements-which is to
say that families can be unhealthy for
the children and other living things.
One congressional sponsor said in suppOrt of this bill that with the adoption
of comprehensive child development we
will have finally recognized that the
"child is a care of the State." Mr. President, the child is not the care of the
State, he is a care of his parents and the
parents are a care of themselves' and
their adulthood. To suggest otherwise is
subversive of the true and proper orderingoflife.
Now one might respOnd that such is
not the proposition of the bill before this
body. But the language of the bill and
the intent of the framers requires one
to conclude that a basic lack of faith in
the parent as properly responsible for the
children's development is the essence of
the bill. The language of the bill indicates
that rich and poor alike just do not have
what it takes to be good parents. Some
however, restrict their condemnation to
pOOr parents. Well, Mr. President, the
amount of money one has has nothing
to do with the true quality of a father
CXVII--2778-Part 34

or mother. To suggest that one is going to
be a lousy parent, because he is poor is
snobbish and dangerous.
We are told in this bill that all children
should have comprehensive child development services and that universality
should be the program's ultimate objective. No other conclusion is possible:
The parent is a failed experiment.
Here I should like to return to the
point that not only is this view outrageous, it is, pure and simply, wrong. Recent stUdies by Dr. Konrad Lorenz among
others have yielded results just the opposite to what the Louries and Skolnicks
would have us believe. Lorenz contends
that institutional child care in which
parental respOnsibilities are assumed
even in part by an agency can cause what
psychiatrists call "the disease of nonattachment." Among the manifestations
most often connected with "nonattachment'~ is the inability to cope with or discipline ones' own aggressive impulses and
the tendency toward emotional mutation
where the lack of a consistent and dominant family atmOsPhere in the formative years find children later who are unable to feel joy, grief or remorse.
Mr. President, only sketchily have I
been able to express my thoughts and
concerns over what I see as the fundamental issue involved in title V of this
bill-Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1971. There is no doubt in my
mind that the firmness of our national
mental health is directly related to the
vitality and integrity of our family life
traditions. I am also convinced that this
experiment whether we choose to call it
child development or child control is an
adventure which will prove progressively
destructive to the institutions and traditions of family. I am especially sure that
if the American people knew and understood what we may very well be on the
verge of approving that there would be
lOUd and convincing objection to this
radical departure from our sound family
arrangements. In fact, although this bill
has been largely ignored by the popular
media, there has still been growing alarm
over what we might be about to do.
And that brings us to a final question,
what are we about to do if we approve
comprehensive child intervention? About
the only thing we know is that child development centers will be established to
recreate our kids in a textbook image.
But absent· from the legislation is just
exactly what that means. During the
House debate on September 30, 1971, an
inquiry was made as to the nature of
"child development services" and no
answer was given.
Listen to what child development proponent Alice M. Rivlin, writing in the
December 1 Washington Post, said:
While there Is some vagueness about what
"chIld development" actually Is ...

Let US stop right there. "Vagueness?"
That means no one has bothered to spell
out what we are about to do. What this
bill in fact does is grant the authority
over to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to determine what
it ought to do to make children good and
pure. What that means is that the
Louries and Skolnicks will be drafting
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the programs. That I am not sure is really
something I want seen done--with my
children or anybody else's children.
But Miss Rivlin told us more when she
wrote, that while the program is vague as
to its tools:
It Is very clear what tb.ls program is not.
(Her emphasis). First It Is not just a babysItting operation to provIde custodial care for
chlldren whlle theIr mothers work.

At least Miss Rivlin is honest about
the whole thing. Many have heard and
accepted the idea that all we are about to
do is establish day-care centers for working mothers. Nothing could be further
from the truth, what we are about to do
is sanction massive psychological and
sociological interventions--corrective in*
terventions-as Dr. Lourie tells us-to
produce what Dr. Lourie thinks would be
a better child.
Mr. President, what we have before us
is a serious challenge to the family. What
we have is another step toward the Orwellian vision of 1984. It is said that these
fears are "pretty farfetched," because
this program is going to be voluntary.
The respOnse is overly legalistic and
avoids how the program will and necessarily operate. Even language in the conference report provides for funds to solicit recruits for the child reformation
centers. Further, when the program is
being operated by those training in its
advancement, does anyone seriously believe that the parent will have anything
other than a de facto obligatory arrangement. I am not impressed with the protection provided by the bill, because It is
clear what the sponsors and propOnents
have in mind, whether they know it or
not it is 1984. It is communalization of
what should be personal and private. It
is a disaster. It should be defeated.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, how
much time do we have left on our side?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Twelve
minutes.
Mr. DOMINICK. Does the Senator
from New York want to use some time?
Mr. JAVITS. I thought we would wait
' until the Senator had used some of his.
Mr. DOMINICK. I do not see how we
can use all on our side and then have
the good side come in at the end. I would
like to be a debater, too.
Mr. JAVITS. Why not have a quorum
for a short time.
Mr. DOMINICK. All right.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
Moss). The clerk ",ill call the roll.
The second assistant legislative clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CHILES). Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, ,vill the
Senator from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON)
yield me 3 minutes out of his time?
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, how
much time do I have left?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has 15 minutes remaining.
Mr. NELSON. I yield 3 minutes to the
Senator from New York.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from New York is recognized fQr 3
minutes.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I wish to
answer some of the points relating to the
idea that children would, somehow or
other, be taken either temperamentally
or actually away from the control and
Jurisdiction of the father and motherhood of their parents. I point out that
upon the express suggestion of my colleague from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY)
who voiced these ideas, as well as others,
that we have in the conference bill the
following provisions:
Section 501 (a) (2), the Statement of Findings and Purposes clause, states the finding
that comprehensive child development programs shOUld be avallable to children "whose
parents or legal guardians shall request
them,"

Section 580 provides:
The Secretary is directed to establish appropriate procedures to ensure that no child
shall be the subject of any research or experimentation under this title other than
routine testing and normal program evaluation unless the parent or guardian of such
child is informed ot such research or experimentation and is given an opportunity as of
right to except such child therefrom.

Section 581 (a) expressly provides that:
Nothing in this title shall be construed or
applied in such a manner as to infringe upon
or usurp the moral and legal rights and
responsiblllties of parents or guardians with
respect to the moral, mental, emotional, or
physical development of their children.

There is also a fourth provision, which
the House added into the conference bill:
Section 515 (a) (24) dealing with comprehensive Child Development Plans, requires
that the plan provide that program or servIces under the title "shall be provided only
for children whose parents or legal guardians
have requested them."

These provisions can be used as a basis
for a suit, alleging that the Secretary has
proceeded in an arbitrary or capricious
manner if he disregards those injunctions in the law. And the courts will read
them and give them effect. They can be
used to great effect here in terms of legislative oversight. I do not believe that that
particular fear which has been featured
so prominently in this debate against the
bill is warranted, when one takes into
account these provisions, legislative oversight, the courts, the executive department, and the press.
So I hope very much that Members
\\ill not be dissuaded from support of the
conference report on that account but in
some' way motherhood and fatherhood
and jurisdiction of children in a spiritual,
not just a legal sense, \.ill not be
jeopardized.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I commend the distinguished junior Senator
from Wisconsin (Mr. NELSON) for his
outstanding leadership throughout the
consideration of the pending measure.
S. 2007, the conference report before
us, extends the Economic Opportunity
Act for 2 years. I am delighted to support its provisions strengthening and
improving OEO programs-including
neighborhood health centers, emergency
food and medical liervices, community
action programs, alcoholic and drug
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treatment, family planning, older workers programs, migrant assistance,
neighborhood youth corps and community economic development.
I am particularly proud that this report incorporates the basic provisions of
two bills I had the privilege to sponsor,
with bipartisan support-So 1512, the
Comprehensive Child Development Act
of 1971, and S. 1305, the National Legal
Services Corporation Act.
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that appeared in yesterday's issue of the
Washington Post, appear at the close of
my remarks.
Mr. President, the need for expanded
and improved developmental day care
programs has been clearly documented:
Half of all the mothers with children
under 14 and one-third of all mothers
with preschool children are working
today.
Yet fewer than 700,000 licensed day
care operations are available to serve the
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
In February 1969, President Nixon nearly 6 million preschool children whose
called for "a national commitment to mothers are working.
And an additional 1.5 million mothers
providing all American children an opportunity for healthful and stimulating will enter the work force during the
development dUring the first 5 years of remainder of this decade.
The White House Conference on Chillife."
The comprehensive child development dren understood well the implications of
provisions in this bill are designed to these findings. Its report to the President
give substance to that commitment. They said:
seek to expand and build upon the highly
To discuss at length whether day care
successful experience of Head Start. They is an economic luxury, a political right. or
will provide--on a voluntary basis--sen- a social tool ignores the tremendous need
supplementary care which exists today.
sitive day care programs, prenatal serv- for
a need Which parents w111 continue to meet
ices and other comprehensive child- the
best they can with whatever resources are
oriented projects. They recognize the avaUable. The question is not whether Ameressential nature of parental participation ica "shOUld" have day care, but rather
in program planning and operation and whether the day care which we do have, and
are designed specifically to strengthen w111 have, will be good-good for the child,
the role of the family in child develop- good for the family, and good for the nation,"
ment efforts.
The delegates to that conference voted
The child development provisions in as their top priority the provision of
this measure were developed in large "comprehensive family-oriented child
part through exhaustive efforts of a development programs, including health
board coalition of organizations inter- services, day care and early childhood
ested in child development including:
education."
AFL-CIO; Amalgamated Clothing
Enactment of this conference report,
Workers; Americans for Democratic Ac~ and full and adequate funding for it, will
tion; Americans for Indian Opportunity enable us to begin fulfilling the national
Action Council; Black Child Development commitment announced by the President
Institute; Committee for Community almost 2 years. ago, and urgently supAffairs; Common Cause; Day Care and ported by the White House Conference
Child Development C01UlCil of America, on Children.
Inc.; Friends Committee on National
CONFERENCE ACTION
Legislation; Interstate Research AssociMr. President, the conference commitates; International Ladies Garment
Workers Union; League of Women tee devoted lengthy and deep consideraVoters; Leadership Conference on Civil tion to two child development issues in
Rights; National Council of Churches; particular.
The first issue concerned eligibility for
National Council of Negro Women; National Education Association; National child development programs. In order to
League of Cities and U.S. Conference of assure that these programs would meet
Mayors; National Organization of Wom- the needs of both poor children and
en, President and Vice President for children of working parents, the Senate
Legislation; National Welfare Rights bill provided that services would be free
Organization; United Auto Workers; U.S. to families with incomes below the BuCatholic Conference, Family Life Divi- reau of Labor Statistics lower living
sion; and Washington Research Project standard budget-which is $6,960 for a
family of four in an urban area, with adAction Council.
They have received the enthusiastic justments for family size, regional and
support of the American Academy of urban-rural differences.
The Senate bill also provided that the
Pediatrics, the National Association for
the Education of Young Children and a Secretary of HEW would establish a
large number of individuals experienced graduated fee schedule, according to
in the field of child health, child welfare, ability to pay, for families with incomes
and education. I ask unanimous consent in excess of this lower living budget-and
that a copy of the letter I reeeived from reserved up to one-third of the funds to
Jay M. Arena, M.D., president of the support these partiallY subsidized servAmerican Academy of Pediatrics, a copy ices.
These provisions were designed to asof the resolution adopted by the recent
convention of the NAEYC, a memoran- sure that child development programs
dum to the President and the Congress under this act would be more than simfrom a group of leaders concerned with ply welfare programs-that as prechildren and a sample of the letters and school education efforts they would aptelegrams I have received from Minne- proach the free public education philossotans, including a telegram from Gov- ophy of this country-that participation
ernor Anderson appear at the end of my would be extended to working families
remarks, and I ask unanimous consent of moderate means as well as the very
that an excellent analysis by Alice Rubin poor-and that the programs would
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derive the educational benefits of socioeconomic diversity.
As Dr. Edward Zigler, now Director of
the Office of Child Development testified
in 1969:
Another important reason for guaranteeing
a good socia-economic mix in Head Start
centers is a growing body of evidence that
children learn a great deal from one another.
The middle-class chlld does have a number of
attributes that the poor chlld can profitablY
model. By the same token we often find in
poor chlldren particular strengths and characteristics worthy of emulation by the middle-class chlld. We must see to it that Head
Start centers are institutions, where our Nation's chlldren, regardless of economic status,
can enrich one another.

Under the House bill, the Secretary of
HEW would establish the income level
below which services would be free and
establish a fee schedule above that level.
Secretary Richardson indicated the free
services level would be $4,320.
Following extensive discussions among
the conferees and negotiations with administration representatives inclUding
Secretary Richardson, the Senate conferees agreed to a compromise on the
eligibility issue.
We agreed that free services would be
available to families with incomes up to
$4,320-as in the House bill-and established limitations on the size of fees
which can be charged to families with
incomes between $4,320 and the BLS
lower living budget figure. Specifically,
the conference report provides that a
family with an income between $4,320
and 85 percent of the BLS lower living standard budget-$5,916-shall be
charged no more than 10 percent of its
income above $4,320. A family with income between $5,916 and 100 percent of
the BLS lower living standard budget$6,960-shall pay no more than 10 percent of its income between $4,320 to
$5,916 plus 15 percent of any income
above $5,916.
Thus, a family with an income of
$5,916, with up to two children participating would be charged no more than
$158; a similar family with an income of
$6,960 would be charged no more than
$317. A modest additional fee could be
charged where three or more children are
served.
The conference report further provides
that the Secretary shall establish graduated fee schedules, according to ability to
pay, for families with incomes in excess
of the BLS lower living standard budget.
This compromise involved major concessions on the part of the senate conferees. Under the Senate bill, a family
earning $6,960 would receive free services. Under the compromise that family
would pay over $300. And fees for families earning more than $6,960 will be
correspondingly higher.
These concessions were the result of a
long period of negotiations with the
House conferees and the administration.
The initial compromise discu'5sed was
threatened with veto, and additional concessions were made in ordf>.l.' to gain
Secretary Richardson's com'.nitment to
urge the President to suppor'!; this legislation and sign it into law.
While I regret that we were forced to
make such maior concessions on this issue. I am pleased thatSecretar.y Richard-

son agreed to support this compromise
and I believe that it still offers protections for families with incomes below
$6,960. I am hopeful that the fees set
by the Secretary of HEW for families
with incomes above $7,000 will not be so
high as to drive families with incomes
in the $10,000 range to inferior and
purely custodial day care.
The second child development issue to
which the conference devoted a substantial amount of effort involved the
delivery system for this program.
Both the House and the Senate bills
placed priority and preference on the
designation of local gOvelnments as
prime sponsors for these programs.
The Senate bill provided that a locality of any size-if it applied for sponsorship; had the capacity to provide necessary linkages \vith health, education, nutrition and other services; and demonstrated ability to meet the bill's high
standards for quality of service-would
be designated prime sponsor.
Both of these approaches refiect the
belief that child development programs
must be administered in a way that encourages accessibility, responsiveness to
local needs, parental involvement and
sensitivity. And they refiect the judgment of both Houses of Congress that-consistent with the experiences of Headstart and our public school system-locally administered programs, where localities have the capacity to provide comprehensive services, are essential to insure this kind of accessibility and responsiveness.
Despite belated objections by the administration to the preference on locally administered programs, the conference
report reflects the local priority in both
bills. It places priority for prime sponsorship upon localities or combinations
of localities with populations of 5,000 or
more which demonstrate capacity to provide developmental services of high quality.
In our judgment, locally accessible administration is essential to retain parental and family involvement in the pro-'
grams.
The conference did adopt the Senate
provisions reserving up to 5 percent of
the funds allocated to each State for special grants to the States for the purpose
of identifying child development goals
and needs within the State, assisting in
the development of child development
councils, encouraging the participation
of State agencies, encouraging the full
utilization of resources in the state, reviewing prime sponsorship plans and
other purposes.
In addition to the special grants to
States, the conference report requires
that the Governor of each State have
an opportunity to comment on all prime
sponsorship applications from his
State-and provides that States may become prime sponsors of child development programs for areas in which a locality has not qualified to serve as a
prime sponsor, or has not applied to become a prime sponsor.
The conference report thus attempts
to assure balanced and cooperative participation of State and lacal governments-with primary responsibility for
training and program coordination rest-
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ing with the States and priority for program operation resting with units of local government.
The ways in which States are involved
in all aspects of these programs are carefully spelled out in a letter from Jule M.
Sugarman, administrator of the Human
Resources Administration, City of New
York, and former chief of the Children's
Bureau and Director of Headstart to
Secretary Richardson. While I believe
Mr. Sugarman has underestimated the
funding needed under this measure, I
ask unanimous consent that his letter
appear at this point in my remarks.
Mr. President, in addition to the two
issues I have discussed, there were a
number of other significant differences
between the House and Senate bills,
which the conference committee resolved.
In order to assure that programs under
this measure are sensitive to the needs
of children, and serve to strengthen the
role of the family in child development
efforts, the conference report provides
that parents have integral roles in planning and operating the child development programs in which their children
participate. The conference report requires each prime sponsor of a chUd development program and each child development project to establish a committee composed of parents to approve
the basic policy decisions and actions. By
basically accepting the provisions in the
House bill with respect to child development councils and the provisio11S in the
Senate bill with respect to project policy
committees, this measure includes parental participation elements which
closely parallel those in the existing
Headstart guidelines.
With respect to authorizations, the
conference accepted the Senate provisions authorizing $100 million in fiscal
year 1972 for planning, training and
technical assistance, and $2 billion for
fiscal year 1973-including a $500 million reservation for Headstart. The
conference also accepted the Senate provisions reserving 10 percent of the funds
for child development services for the
handicapped.
Due to the adamant opposition of the
House conferees, Senator RIBICOFF'S
amendment, which would have established a modest experimental and demonstration program in child advocacy
was dropped. Reflecting the major recommendations of the Joint Commission
for the Mental Health of Children, this
amendment was designed to assist families in obtaining the services their children need, with primary emphasis on
locating and stimulating the development of additional services and facilities
for children with mental disabilities and
mental illness.
The conference also adopted the House
provisions for mortgage insurance and
construction grants and loans, and the
Senate provisions containing research
and demonstration and those requiring
that the standards for child development
programs under this measure be no less
comprehensive than the Federal interagency day care requirements issued in
1968.
Mr. President, the issues I have discussed represent perhaps the most slg-
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nificant issues in child development on
which the House and Senate disagreed.
There are a number of other issues on
which the two Houses disagreed and that
are described in the conference report.
But one area in which there was no
disagreement was the voluntary natw:e
of these programs and the inten~ of tI:is
legislation to strengthen the famIly unIt.
There has been some misunderstand~g
on this point and I want to emphaslZe
that this measure is deliberately and
carefully drafted to assure the maximum
involvement and responsibility of parents in the operation of these programs.
In addition to the parent pa~icipation
provisions I have already descnbed, and
the measure's emphasis on locally administered programs--as opposed to .fe.derally administered or State admmlStered programs--the conference report
contains the following provisions:
In order to underscore the voluntary
nature of the program, section 501 (a) (2)
states that:
These programs "shOUld be available to
children whose parents and guardians shall
request them.

Section 515(a) (24) states that:
Programs or services under this title shall
be provided only for children whose parents
or legal guardians have requested them.

In order to prohibit the possibility of
Federal control of these educational contents of these programs, section 578 provides:
No department, agency, officer or employee
of the United States shall, under authority
of this Title, exercise any direction, supervision or control over, or impose any reqUirements or conditions With respect to the personnel, curriculum, methods of instntction,
or administration of any educational institution.

Finally, in order to emphasize the intent of the act to strengthen the role of
the family and the parents, Section 581
(a) provides:
Nothing in this title shall be construed
or applied in such a manner as to infringe
upon or usurp the moral and legal rights
and responsiblllties of parents or guardians
with respect to the moral, mental, emotional
or physical development of their children.
Nor shall any section of this title be construed or applied in SUCll a manner to permit any invasion of privacy otherwise protected by law, or to abridge any legal remedies for any such Invasion which are otherwise provided by law.

Mr. President, the child development
section of this conference report contains the framework for meeting the
increasing need for quality e:tay care. Its
preschool educatio~ ~mphasls o.ffers real
hope toward equalizmg. ~ducatlonal opportunities and truly glvmg every. child
a chance to reach his full potentIal. It
refiects the best judgment of the 1970
White House Conference on Chil~'en,
the advice of over 20 nati~)Ual or~an~a
tions interested and experlenced I~ ChIld
welfare, and the national comffiltment
to early childhood years announce~ by
the President in 1969. It has. recel'~!ed
extensive and thoughtful consIderatiOn
by Congress-including 12 days o~ hea~
ings and countless executive sessiOn:' m
the Senate, and over 20 days ?f he~rmgs
and numerous executive seSSiOns m the
House of Representatives.

I urge Senators to support the conference report, encourage the President
to sign this measure into law, and fight
for adequate funding.
NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

Title IX of the bill reported by the
conference establishes a private, nonprofit National L-egal Services Corporation to carry out the activities of the
present legal services program now administered by OEO. Funded by- Congress the corporation will be authorized
to m~ke grants and contracts to provide
comprehensive legal services and assistance to low income persons.
In this basic respect, the bills which
passed both the House and Senate were
consistent. But there were several key
differences between the two versions, and
I believe that the conference resolved
these differences in a fair and equitable
manner-reflecting the concerns of each
body.
The major issue involved the composition and method of selection of the corporation's board of directors. The conference measure creates a 17-member
board, all appointed by the Presidentwith the advice and consent of the Senate-in the following manner:
Six directors shall be appointed as
representatives of the' general public, and
three of these appointments must be
attorneys;
Two directors shall be appointed solely
from lists of persons submitted by the
clients advisory council-established by
the legislation-and the list shall consist of persons eligible for assistance under the act;
Two directors who are former legal
services attorneys shall be appointed
solely from lists of persons submitted by
the project attorneys advisory councilestablished by the legislation;
Two directors shall be appointed solely
from lists submitted by the Judicial Conference of the United States;
Five directors shall be appointed solely
from lists submitted by five professional
bar organizations--one director from
lists submitted by the American Bar
Association, one director from lists submitted by the National Bar Association,
one director from lists submitted by the
American Trial Lawyers Association, one
director from lists submitted by the Association of American Law Schools, and
one director from lists submitted by the
National Legal Aid and Defender Association.
This type of board retains the feature
Which the House conferees regarded as
very important-an all-presidentially
appOinted board. At the same time, however, this provision insures that in naming 11 of the 17 members, the President
must choose from lists submitted by
groups representing clients, legal services
lawyers, and the professional legal establishment. If the President does not
want to nominate any of the names contained in these lists, he can ask a given
f';i\jUP to submit a new list; but he cannot select individuals for these 11 positions whose names are not included in
a particular list.
This method of selection is designed to
accomplish the primary purpose under-
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lying the drive to create an independent
legal services corporation: insUlation of
this vital program from political pressures.
The conference bill also satisfactorily
resolved two other controversial issuesthe extent to which legal services attorneys could engage in criminal representation and the extent to which these attorneys could engage in political activities on their own time.
Under the conference bill, the corporation will not be permitted to provide
for the representation of persons accused
of crimes. However, the conference report makes it clear that this prohibition
is in no way intended to interfere with
the professional responsibility of legal
services attorneys to handle criminal
cases on an individual basis. Thus, if a
court appoints a legal services attorney
to represent an individual in a criminal
action this attorney will be expected to
accept such an appointment-just as any
other member of the bar is expected
to do so.
The conferees also agreed to permit
full-time employees of the corporation or
its grantees to engage in political act!vities on their own time under appropl'late
guidelines formulated by the corporation.
However while pursuing such private
activitie; these employees must refrain
from ide~tifYing the corporation with
any candidate for political or party office.
The bill emerging from this conference
thus resolves the basic issues in conflict
between the House and the Senate. Even
more important, it creates a permanent
structure designed to insure free and
open access to the legal system for all
Americans.
Despite the strong support legal seryices has enjoyed in the past-not orily III
Congress, but also from the organized
bar and client groups--the time has come
to insulate this program from harmful
political pressures. For as a result of
these pressures, the provision of legal
services has become an issue to be considered politically at every level of government. The poor are beginning to surmise that this program-in which they
have developed such great confidencewill be subjected to a political litmus test.
Most of the opposition to the program
has arisen because of the so-called law
reform cases which these attorneys have
won. The program's critics somehow ~n
sider these cases a form of legal agitation.
But the landmark cases won by legal
services lawyers were based on real problems experienced by individual cl~ents
seeking legal assistance. When a Cahfornia court prevented the Governor of
California from drastically reducing
payments under the State's medi~aid
program, it did so because a .l~gal serVl~es
lawyer was pressing the legItlmate cl.aIm
of his client-a man unable to obtam a
badly needed operation without medicaid.
In all of. these cases, legal services attorneys were merely fulfilling the clear
mandates of their profession. Canon 7
of the Code of Professional Responsibility states that:
A lawyer shoUld represent a client zealously within the bounds of the law.
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Ethical consideration 7:....1 elaborates
on this canon in the following manner:
The duty of a lawyer, both to his client
and to the legal system, Is to represent his
client zealously within the bounds of. the
law, which includes Dlscipllnary Rules. and
enforceable professional regulations. The
professional responsibility of a lawyer derives
from his membership in a profession which
has the duty of assisting members of. the
public to secure and protect available lega.J
rights and benefits. In our government .of
laws and not of men, each member of our
society Is entitled to have his conduct judged
and regulated in accordance with the law; to
seek any lawfUl objective through .legally
permissible means; and to present for adjudication any lawfUl cla.im, issue or defense.

in which he can participate or the kind
of issues he can raise. No large corporation would tolerate outside interference
with their retained attorneys. Certainly
the poor should not be expected to tolerate such interference.
The National Legal Services Corporation will do far more, however, than protect the professional integrity of legal
services attorneys. It will help protect the
integrity of our entire system of government.
Under our system, the courts are the
forum of last redress. We understand as
a people that we must respect the supremacy of law-and the inviolability of
recourse to the courts for those who are
disenfranchised and for those who have
been dealt with unfairly and arbitrarily.
In this decade, it is a singularly small
but visible effort which has come to symbolize the possibility of a new period of
maturity, of conscience, of self-assurance, for our Nation-the legal services
program.
I believe that our GQvernment has
reached the point where it can admit
that it is capable of error, that it no
longer need claim infallibility or hide behind sovereign immunity. We are ready
to set up mechanisms whereby the people can hold the Government accountable--not only every 2 or 4 years-but
can challenge individual acts and specific
policies as contrary to law.
This is the genius and historic significance of the legal services program-that
a Government can offer to the powerless
the opportunity and the resources needed
to challenge improper acts by both private and public bodies.
If the poor and the powerless do not
have free access to our legal system, government by law is a failure.
The creation of a National Legal Services Corporation is designed to ensure
that access. In this ba.sic respect, it represents a traditional and time-honored
means of achieving orderly change.
I ask unanimous· consent that several
items on this subject be printed in the

In light of these ethical· requirements,
a legal services attorney-,-like any other
180wyer-cannot stoP and weigh. the
political consequences of contemplated
legal action. But those who have attempted to curtail this program are not
overly concerned with the ethics of the
legal profession.
Despite the impressive accomplishments of legal services, there can be no
doubt that constant political interfm:ence has taken its toll. For once political
pressure is apparent, legal services attorneys inevitably begin to consider the
consequences of bringing certain types
of legal actions.
. There are many kinds of reprisals
against a program whose attorneys are
considered too aggressive in representing
their clients. The next grant can be
vetoed by the GQvernor; debilitating restrictions can be placed on the grant;
and the program's funds can be reduced
by cautious officials unwilling to offend
powerful local interests.
These are serious and substantial
fearS-Which many attorneys in the field
have experienced at one time or another.
And even if these fears do not materialize, the perception of pressure and reprisals can hamper an attorney's ability
to fully and effectively represent his
client.
While the legal services program has
survived past attacks on its independ- RECORD.
ence, its integrity, and its capacity to
There being no objection, the items
provide full legal representation to the were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
poor, each challenge has drained the as follows:
MEMORANDUM
program's energy and diverted its resources. As long as the program remains To: The President of the United states and
the CQngress
vulnerable to political attack or manipulation, the damage will grow worse until SlLbject: The CQmprehensive Child DevelopmentAct
.
it could be fatal.
FAcrs
That is why the House, the senate, and
On February 19. 1969, President Nixon
its conferees concluded that a new strucfora "national commitment to prOVidture for legal services was necessary-a called
ing all American children an opportunity for
structure which would ensure the pro- a healthfUl and stimulating development
gram's independence and which would during the first five years of life."
ensure that its attorneys would be able to
On April 9, 1969, the President said, "I
represent their clients as required by the again pledge myself to that commitment."
mandates of the legal profession.
This year, House and Senate action. With
These mandates reflect the fact that bipartisan leadership and support, passed
our system of justice is based on the ad- CQmprehensive Child Development Bllls
(S. 2007 and H.a. 10351) and they are now in
versary process--which in turn depends Conference
CQmmittee.
upOn effective advocacy. A dilution of the
The differences between the two versions
lawyer'S independence threatens this ad- can
be quickly reconciled.
versary process. As former Chief Justice
The Comprehensive Child Development Act
Warren has stated:
wlll result in one of the best investments the
A right without an advocate is as useless
as a blueprint Without a bUlldfilf or materials.

No attorney can. meet hiS professional
responsibilities to a client if there are
outside restraints on the types of cases

nation can make in its future.
It wlll prOVide a comprehensive program
of educational, nutritional, and health care
to th06e presChool children whose parents beHeve they need it.
It will allow a chlld's participation to be

completely voluntary on the part of the parents.
It will give parents a real voice in the planning and operation of the programs.
It wlll offer quallty day care service to the
working women of America so that their famiHes may have an adequate standard of living.
It will extend the enormous experience and
success of the Head Start program.
It will deal with the problems of Amer'ica's
latch-key children.
It will reduce school failures.
It will build healthier children.
ACTION NEEDED
The Conference Committee must resolve
the differences at today's meeting.
Both Houses must repass the blll.
The President must sign that bill.
We urge that the Comprehensive Child Development Act be passed to fulfill the President's pledge and the commitment by the
Congress:
Robert Aldrich, M.D.• Vice Pres., Health Affairs, UniversIty of Colorado.
Joyce Black, Pres., New York City Day Care
Council.
Arnita Boswell, Prof., Social Work, University of Chicago.
Urie Bronfenbrenner, Prof., Human Development and Family Studies, Cornell University.
Jerome Bruner, M.D., Director, Center for
Cognitixe Studies, Harvard University.
Ricardo Callejo, Attorney, Spanish Speaking Sur-Named Political Assn., San Francisco.
Eli E. Cohen, Exec. Sec., Natl. Committee
on Employment of Youth.
Raymond Cohen. M.D., Past President,
Texas Pediatric Society.
Manuel Diaz. Jr., Vice Pres., New York
City Urban Coalltion.
James Dumpson, Dean, School of Social
Work, Fordham University.
Marion Edelman, Washington Research
Project Action Council.
Donald Fink, M.D., Former, Dir., American
Academy of Pediatrics Consultation Service.
Marcus Foster, Ph. D., Superintendent,
Oakland Public SChools.
Glenn Gibson. M.D., Pediatrician, Baton
Rouge.
Ellnor C. Guggenheimer, Policy Council,
National Political Women's Caucus.
Dorothy I. Height, Pres., Natl. Councll of
Negro Women.
Francis Keppel.
Reginald Lourie, M.D., Pres. Joint Commission on Mental Health of Chlldren.
Sanford Matthews, M.D., Regional Pediatric Medical Coordinator, Atlanta.
Joseph Monserrat. Member, Board of Education, New York City.
John Niemeyer, Chairman. Day Care and
Child Development Council of America.
Josephine Nieves, Dir., Puerto Rican Studies, Brooklyn College.
Julius Richmond. M.D., Dir., Judge Baker
Guidance Center, Harvard University.
Mrs. Alexander Ripley, Vice Pres., California Chlldren's Lobby.
HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION,
New York, N.Y., November 29, 1971.

Hon. ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON.
Secretary of Healtn, EdlLcation, and. Welfare,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: This week the Congress will act upon the Conference CommIttee's report on the chlld development bill. I
must urge you to fUlly support that bill in
the Congress and to recommend to the President in the strongest possible terms that he
approve it.
This bill follows nearly three years of bipartisan effort involVing extensive hearings
and committee work. The vital need for chlld
development services bas been tboroughly
documented. Studies financed by your Department, and soon to be released, make it
clear that child development programs can
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have substantial long-term impact. The programs authorized in this bUl are wholly consistent with the specific research findings and
recommendations of those studies. There is
great pUblic understanding and support for
the legislation involving a wide spectrum of
American society. Now, as soon as the Congress completes Its action, the President must
act favorably.
Recent newspaper reports have speculated
that the bill might be vetoed by the President. However, no White House or Department spokesman has confirmed or denied
those reports and the publiC record is one of a
firm Presidential commitment to "providing
all American children an opportunity for a
healthy and stimulating development during
the first five years of life."
Now is the time for the President to make
clear that his Administration intends to
honor that promise. Unfortunately, reports of
lobbying by White House staff indicate that
the President may not intend to honor his
commitment.
Among the reasons suggested for White
House opposition is the cost of the bll1. I
think that the record needs to be much
clearer on that point. The requirement that
a chlld development councU be created and a
comprehensive chUd development plan prepared for ee.ch community means that it wlll
certainly be 12 to 18 months before any significant number of communities can qualify
for operating funds. ThUS, neither the current nor the fiscal year 1973 bUdget is likely
to be heavUy affected. The first substantial
effect wlll not take place until fiscal year
1974. Even then, I doubt that communities
w11l be prepared to spend more than $2 to $3
hundred mHlion above present levels. Surely
that le':el of funding, or even twice that level,
is not a great problem when compared to the
amounts spent on other public programs.
Another reason advanced for possible opposition is a political response by the White
House to mall from conservative and right
wing leaders arguing that this is part of a
Communist plot. That is not oniy poppycocl" but a slander upon the Members of
Congress who have worked so hard to bring
the blll to fruition. It is an attack on the
very thing that the President and you have
argued in connection with H.R. 1; namely,
the provision of quality child care. This kind
of attack should be promptly answered by
the White House and HEW.
Finally, there are those who say that the
b1llis being opposed because it does not provide a significant role for the states. No one
who has read the b11l thoroughly can make
that charge. The language is specific in requiring state involvement at every stage;
creation of prime sponsors. formation of
comprehensive chlld development plans and
project operation. Up to 5% of opErating
funds wUl be avallable to states to carry out
their functions. HEW may use states to provide technical assistance and program coordination. In other words, there is every
opportunity for the states to identify problems, to help in solving them, and to point
out to HEW that programs are not meeting
the requirements of the Act or HEW standards. The state which falls to influence programs positively in this situation w11l do so
because of its own ineptitude rather than any
deficiency in the law.
Mr. Secretary, there is nothing in this b111
which should stand in the way of approval.
The choice for the President and yourself is
whether to yield to reactionary and unsupportable arguments against the bill, or to
make a monumental contribution to the real
needs of children which were so eloquently
recognized by the President in the past.
Sincerely,
Jt'LE M. SUGARMAN,
Administrator.

FACTS ON THE COMPREHENSIVE CHILD
DEVELOPMENT BILL'
A. RIGHTS OF PARENTS
Parental authority in relation to the child
as well as the child development program in
which he or she participates is nssured in
the compromise bill.
The Statement of Findings and Purpose
states that comprehensive child development
programs should be available to children
whose parents or legs.:. guardians shall request them regardless of economic, social
and family backgrounds (Sec. 501(a) (2)
page 5). To ensure that services are voluntary. each Comprehensive Child Development Plan submitted must include a proviso
that services shall be proVided only for children whose parents or legal guardians have
requested them (Sec. 515(a) (24) page 16).
Section 581 (a) (page 33) requires that no
part of the blll shall be appUed or construed
to infringe upon or usurp the moral or legal
rights and responsib1l1ties of parents or guardians with respect to the moral, mental,
emotional or physical dilvelopment of their
children. Nor can invasion of privacy or
abridgment of legal remedies for such legally protected invasion be accompllshed.
Specific protection provided against testing without informing the parent and giving
him an opportunity to except his child. (Sec.
580 page 33). And if a parent objects in writing on. religious grounds to medical or psychologICal exams or immunization (except to
protect public from epidemics) or treatment
his child is excepted from such treatment:
(Sec. 574 (f) page 31.)
A child development plan must provide for
regUlar and frequent dissemination of relevant information to parents and the community in their functional language. (sec.
515(a) (15) page 16). The plan must also
coordinate, insofar as possible, its programs
with other social programs so as to keep
family units intact or in close proximity
during the day. (Sec. 515 (a) (10) page 15.)
The bill's statement of Findings and Purpose concludes that decisions on the nature
and funding of chUd development programs
are to be made at the community level with
the fUll involvement of parents and others
in the community interested in child development. (Sec. 501 (b) page 6.)
Parent involvement in their children's programs is required at various decision making
levels such as:
1. In the project: At least one half of the
project policy committee must be parents
and the other members, except for the
specialist, must be representative of the community and approved by the parent members
(Sec. 516(a) (2) pages 17-18). The committe~
must directly participate in the development
and preparation of the project appUcation.
Training, administrative expenses and necessary out-of-pocket for lOW-income members
are reqUired. Memoors of committees are
appOinted by the project applicant but existing Head Start agencies can continue their
method of election, presumably.
Functions of the project committee inclUde approving goals, pollcies, actions and
procedures for the project appUcant.
The project application must also provide
for the regular and frequent dissemination
of Information about the project to parents
and interested persons in the functional language. Projects must also employ paraprofessional aides and volunteers, especially
parents and others (Sec. 516(a) (10) page
19). Staff must be adequate to meet specialized needs of each child. (Sec. 516(a) (12)
page 19.)
2. In the Prime Sponsor through its Child
Development Council: The Prime Sponsor's
Plan must prOVide for direct parent partici• Analysis prepared by the Human ReSources Administration, City of New York.
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pation in ,the conduct,overall direction and
evaluation of programs (sec. 515(0.) (11)
page 15). The membership of the Child Development Council mustbe at least % parents of children in programs selected by
Head Start and project poUcy .committees.
At least one-third of the total membership
must be parents Who are economically disadvantaged. (sec. 514 (a and b) pages 13-14).
The Council's fUnctions are similar to policy committees but it may also conduct pUblic hearings. (Sec. 514(b) (3) page 14.)
3. At the national level :
Not less than one-half of the membership
of the Special Committee on Federal Standards for Child Development Services to develop program standards and of the Special
Committee to develop Uniform Minimum
Code For FacUlties must be parents of Children in child development programs, Head
Start, and day care under Title IV programs.
Both committee memberships are to be appointed by the Secretary and report to him.
(Sec. 534, 535, pages 23-24.)
B. RIGHTS AND ROLE OF THE STATES
The Statement of Findings and Purpose
states that it is essential that the planning
and operation of child development programs be a partnership of parents, community . and .state and Jocal gove.rnments
With 'appropriate .assistallce from the Federal Government. (Section 501(a) (6), page

a)

.

The participation of the States is encouraged by section 517 that provides for special grants to states to carry out Mtlvities
such as identifying the state's goals and
needs, assisting child development councils,
encouraging the' .particlpation of related
sta.te agencies, etc. (see pages 19 and 20).
Up to 5% of the funds allocated for use in
a state are reserved for· the state upon its
application. (Sec. 503 (c) ,page 8.)
The GovernOl' must have 30 to 60 days to
review applications for designation, to offer
recommendations to applicants and to submit comments to the Secretary (sec. 513(g),
page 12). In addition, nO plan or modification of a prime sponsor shall be approved
unless the Secretary determines that the
Governor of the State has had an opportunity to submit comments to the prime
sponsor and the secretary. (Sec. 515(b) (3).
page 17.)
No locality or state may reduce its expenditure for day care or child development because of assistance under the bill. (sec.
520(e), page 22.)
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS,
li:vanston, Ill., November 22, 1971.

Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: The American
Academy of Pediatrics, the national organization of board certitled physicians prOViding
care to children, heartily supports the adoption of the. conference report' on the Economic Opportunity Amendments, S. 2007. We
are particularly enthusiastic about the comprehensive child development title of this
legislation which provides for the establishment of a national, federally assisted 'child
development program. The Academy supports the concept of child care as a composite of comprehensive and coordinated
services designed to offer a sound basis for
growth and development of the child while
supporting and encouraging the parents in
their effort to care for their children. We are
oithe opinion S.2007 would provide a sound
legislative basis for the. estabUshment of
such a program. .
.
The Academy endorses the section' of the
child development title Which "prOVides for
local administration of .child care programs.
We recommended In testimony before Senate
and House .committees that the. major responSib1l1ty .fo\" . pla~nlng. and.. delivery of
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child development programs Is most approprIately placed at the community level. We
believe the conference report is equitable,
and wlll allow for possible funding of most
jurisdictions which apply for prime sponsorship responslbUity. Jurisdictions which are
able to plan and operate a quality child care
program should be given this opportunity.
We are In complete agreement with, the
concept of funding priority to ongoing Headstart progralns. The provision further assur:ing local review of Headstart programs is an
additional strength of the conference report.
The extension of the excellent programs like
Headstart to all low income faro11ies desirous
of child development services wlll be facmtated by the enactment of this legislation.
The level for eligibility for free child care
services decided upon. by .the conferees is
reasonable, and wlll not place an undue financial hardship on' poor and near poor
families who wish to ut11ize the child care
programs.
In summary, we believe the child development title of the Economic Opportunity
Amendments provides a realistic framework
in which child development programs can
operate that are responsive to the needs of
indiVidual children and communities. We
sincerely urge your support for the adoption
of the conference report on the Economic
Opportunity Amendments of· 1971.
Sincerely yours,
,
JAY M. ARENA, M.D.,
President.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE EDUCATION OF
YOUNG CHILDREN
RESOLUTION NO.2
Whereas the President of the United states
of America has voiced his commitment to
meeting the needs' ot all young children in
this country and
Whereas President Nixon has admirably
placed in the Office of Child Development the
position. of Child<Advocacy and the responsibility for implementing the recommendations of the 1970 White House Conferences
on Children and Youth and
Whereas the nationwide need for comprehensive child development services for many
young children cRn be provided only through
bold Federal legislation and appropriations.
Therefore, be It resolved by the National
Association for the Education of Young Children In convention in Minneapolis, Minnesota this fifth day of November, 1971, That
the President of the United States put aside
the differences between his administrative
proposals and the Comprehensive Child Development amendments to the Economic Opportunity bills. Specifically
(1) that programs be established to serve
children from all income levels based on
abUlty to pay
(2) that the protection of Head Start and
Follow Through be assured
(3) that communities of 5000 or more be
assured of having the opportunity to go
directly to the Federal government for funds
(4) comprehensive standards at least
equal to those provided by the 1968 Federal
Interagency Standards for· Day Care be upheld.
That President Nixon take a Vigorously
supportive posture toward the passage of this
bill with the above listed components and
the allocation of appropriation.
That he advise Secretary Richardson of
his determination to Immediately serve the
needs of YO\wg children by this most constructive action.
TELEGRAM
NOVEMBER 30, 1971.
senator WALTER MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

The conference. report on S. 2007, a bill
which extends the Economic Opportunity

Act for 2 years, WIll be brought up for consideration shortly in the House and Senate.
I support this bill. The Office of Economic
Opportunity has many worthy programs
which assist many less fortunate citizens of
0ur State to become productive members of
our society. I urge you to vote for continuing such worthwhile programs as Headstart,
mainstream, and emergency food and medical services. Thank you.
Sincerely,
WENDELL R. ANDERSON,
Governor

0/

Minnesota.

MANKATO, MINN.,
November 21, 1971.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: Please vote In favor of the anti-poverty bill-8. 2007. Thank
you.
Mrs. Roy N. WILSON.
NOVEMBER 21, 1971.
Senator WALTER MONDALE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

League of Women Voters urge you to vote
yes on the essential OEO bill (S2007).
Mrs. BRUCE THOMAS.

THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS,

MANKATO, MINN.,

st. Peter, Minn., November 22, 1971.

Hon. WALTER MONDALE,

November 25, 1971.

Senator WALTER F. MONDALE,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: It is the position
of the League of Women Voters that comprehensive child care provisions in the OEO
bill are absolutely essential. We urge you to
Yote "Yes" on the Conference Committee Report on S. 2007, scheduled to be voted on just
after the ThanksgiVing recess. We know that
this Is a. busy time, but we trust that you
share our concern and will be present for the
Yote.
Also, we do support the child care financing
compromise worked out by the Conference
ComInlttee.
Sincerely,
KATHRYN CHRISTENSON,

Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: I can't stress
enough the importance of your vote on
November 30th. The Welfare Bill now going
through Is so necessary-Blll S. 2007. It is
a fact that the House looks to the Senate to
find out just how strong the Senate has made
a bill. Correct me If I am wrong. Nov. 22nd
1971 I sent you and senator Humphrey telegrams for the Mankato, Minn. League of
Women Voters asking for your votes on bill
S. 2007 I certainly wish it possible to check
to see if this telegram was received.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
MARIE C. ROBBINS.

National Resource Chairman.

ROCHESTER, MINN.,
MAYO CLINIC,
Rochester, Minn., November 26, 1971.

Senator WALTER MONDALE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: This letter concerns th.e conference report on economic opport\IDity amendments, S. 2007. It Is written
to ask your support for passage of these
amendments.
I am particularly concerned about the child
development title of this legislation. Although I realize that this has been modified
in conference, the compromise reached in
conference regarding this title appears to be
a. reasonable one.
I WOUld, therefore, urge that you support
this measure when it comes to the Floor this
next week.
Sincerely yours,
GEORGE B. LOGAN, M.D.,
Past PreSident 0/ the American Academy
0/ Pediatrics.
WINONA, MINN,

November 27,1971.

Senator WALTER MONDALE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Urge yes vote for conference report S2007
the OEO Child Care Authorization bill.
MARJ JACOBSEN,
League

01 Women

Voters.

CLOQUET, MINN.
November 23, 1971.

Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE.
U.S. Senate,
washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: We hope you can
be present at the voting for bill-8. 2007 on
Child Care and Legal Services. We feel that
this bill is necessary to Welfare Reform. The
league supports the compromises that have
been worked out In the committee.
We hope you WIll favor voting for this bill.
Respectfully,
Mrs. SILAS GLADEN,
Action Chairman, League 0/ Women Voters.

November 25, 1971.

Hon. WALTER MONDALE,
433 Old Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.

SIR: I have been a lay member of the
Olmsted County Welfare Board for 7 years.
It has become Increasingly more apparent
to me that our duty as concerned citizens is
no longer that of curtaillng welfare costs, we
must seek Innovative methods to elfectlvely
create an environment of self-reliance rather
than dependency. Since we can no longer
change the life-styles of generations of welfare-supported families, we must look to the
stimulation that exciting programs of adequately stalfed Day care Centers will promise.
It shOUld be the birthright of every child
born In the United states of America, wanted or unwanted, to have the best child care
avallable--we are too rich to overlook our
responsibility to the children of the Third
World.
I urge you to support the Child Development Amendment to the S-2007 Conference
Report of the OEO. Pass It now and make
the necessary changes In the delivery system
as they arise. OUr children can't wait!
Thank you.
Sincerely,
ELEANOR T. BACH.
EXCELSIOR, MINN.,
November 26,1971.

Hon. WALTER MONDALE,
Senate Building,
Washington, D.C:

DEAR SENATOR MoNDALE: The Excelsior Area
League of Women Voters urges you to be
present for the vote on the OEO bill (S. 2007)
and registers their support of the child development and legal services legislation in
that bill.
Humane welfare reform is not possible
unless some realistic proVisions are made
for child care for families that need to be on
welfare or in addition. for children of the
working poor. We do support the child care
financing compromise from the compromise
produced by the Conference Committee as
well as the Legal Services compromise.
I believe, Senator Mondale, if I rea,d the
newspapers correctly, that we can look to
you for support of this legislation, since you
have expressed concern for the welfare and
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future of underprivileged children in our
nation. We do thank you for legislation introduced and supported by you designed to
upgrade the quaUty of llfe for many who
have been denied It for so long.
Sincerely,
Mrs. HOWARD A. RICE,
SHIRLEY J. RICE
Human Resource.s Ohairman, Excelsior
Area League of Women Voters.

ROCHESTER, :MINN.,
November 29, 1971.

Senator WALTER MONDALE,
433 Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: Please excuse the
paper but time is of the most importance.
As a Licensed Day Care Home operator,
member of a United Fund Day Care Committee and organizer of an association of Day
Care Homes in cooperation with our Dept. of
Social Services I am writing to urge your
support of S. 2007 which is soon coming to
vote.
Sincerely,
Mrs. MARVIN Ross.
(From the Washington Post, Dec. 1, 1971]
A NEW PUBLIC ATTENTION TO PRESCHoOL
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
(By Alice M. Rivlln)
In the United States, publlc concern for
a child's welfare generally does not become
evident until he reaches age 6 and is ellgible
for kindergarten. Even then the pUbllc responsibility usually ceases at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon.
But these attitudes are already changing.
The next few years are likely to see a burst
of publlc attention to the vital years between birth and 6, rapid growth of all-day
programs for pre-school children with working mothers, and recognition that the day
does not end for a school-age child when
the 3 o'clock buzzer signals that classes are
over.
The big questions will be: What character
wUl these new programs have? Who wUl
run them? And who will pay for them? When
the Congress votes thIs week on the OEO
bUl, it may begin to provide the answers.
The blll extending the life of the Office
of Economic opportunity, just reported out
of the House-Senate conference committee,
contains a new Title V, for "Child Development Programs," meaning a Wide variety of
serVices to children such as all-day care
for preschoolers, after-school and vacation
programs, nutrition, medical, dental and
psychological services, and education for parents in child-care and development. The blll
authorizes $2 billion for such programs in
fiscal year 1973, including $500 million earmarked for continuation of Headstart. The
money would be allocated among the states
in accordance With a formula, but administered primarily at the local level. Communities with 6,000 or more people could be
"prime sponsors," applying directly to the
federal government for money. The prime
sponsor would be required to have a Child
Development Council, half of whose members
would be elected by parents, and individual
projects woulcl be run by Project Pollcy Committees composed of parents and local community members. The b1ll would make child
development services avallable free to those
with incomes of less than $4,320 a year
(for a famlly of four) and would establish a
fee schedule related to income for families
with more resources.
While there is some vagueness about What
"child development" actually is--partly because the framers of the bill were eager to
preserve fiexiblllty and choice at the local
level-it is very clear what this program is
not. First, it is not just a babysitting opera-

tion to provide custodial care for children
while their mothers work. The bUl emphasizes the well-being of chlldren and the
comprehensive services they need for full
development, whether their mothers work or
not. Second, it is not just another program
for the poor. Priority is to be given to "preschOOl chUdren with the greatest economic
and social need," but the intention is to
make services available to fam1l1es at all income levels with those above the poverty
llne paying part of the cost. Third, it is not
just another welfare program. The "prime
sponsor" mechanism and the parent councils are specifically designed to by-pass the
state welfare bureaucracies and give the
beneficiaries of the program a real voice in
its operation.
Several different groups are pressing for
federal programs for children, for different
and not entirely compatible reasons. Some
are primarily motivated by a desire to reduce
the welfare rolls. They beUeve day care
should meet minimum standards of health
and safety so the chlldren do not come to
harm, but that its main objective ought
to be to keep children out of the way so
that their mothers can earn wages rather
than welfare. A second group 15 primarily
concerned with overcoming the damaging
early handicaps of chlldren from poor famlHes. Headstart, which reaches many 4- and
5-year-olds, but usually for less than a year,
has proved too llttle and too late. There is
accumulating evidence that children develop rapidly in the first three years of life,
that good nutrition and mental stimulation at this age make a difference-at least
if they are sustained. A third group, the
voice of women's liberation, sees attractive
stimulating day care centers as a way of
giving all women, not Just the poor, a genuine choice between chlldcare and work outside the home. And finally, there are those
whose primary motivation is to moblllze
community action in the ghetto, the rural
South or on Indian reservations, who belleve
parent involvement in decision making
about Headstart programs did as much for
parents as for chlldren, and who see community controlled chlld development programs
as a good vehicle for the poor to use in
acqUiring poUtical experience and challenging the "power structure."
The focus on reducing welfare rolls is
reflected in H.R. 1, the Nixon-MUls welfare
reform blll that has passed the House, but
not the Senate. Under H.R. 1, a mother on
welfare could be reqUired to take work (unless she had a child under 3) prOVided day
care was available. Senator Long, no enthusiast of the administration's welfare reform
proposals, has held hearings on his own bUl
to provide custodial day care to the poor
through a public corporation.
But while welfare reform was bogged down
in the senate, bills for more comprehensive
but entirely voluntary chlld development
programs were making their way through
the legislative obstacle course on both sides
of the Hill. Senator Mondale's Child Development BU!, incorporated into the OEO
amendments, stressed comprehensive services and community control and would have
provided services free to families with income
under $6,920 with a sliding scale of payments
for fam111es with higher incomes. On the
House side, a similar blll, sponsored by Representatives, Reid, Brademas and Mink, but
giVing more role to states and less to localities and parents, was added to the OEO extension as a floor amendment. When both
bills passed and went to conference, the administration voiced concern about their cost
and threatened a veto. To avoid a veto, the
conferees lowered to $4,320 the Income level
below which services would be free and
adopted a moderate scale of payments for
families with incomes between that level
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and $6,920 (above that level the Secretary
of HEW would set fees). The language of
the senate bUl was modified to give s little
more role to the states and rule out commUnities with less than 5,000 people as prime
sponsors.
The bill now moves back to the two floors
Where it may encounter Republican opposition especially in the House. Republlcan unease is related not to cost, but to the bypassing of the states. If the blll passes, there
is stUl the possib11lty of a veto, although it
would surely be politically costly for the
President, who has put such personal stress
on the dignity of work, to veto a blll which
promises to make work possible for Inlll10ns
of women and better the lives of children
Into the bargain.
Strident right-wing opposition to the bill
has developed on the grounds that "child
development" sounds like a 1984 attempt of
the state to take over the role of the family.
This criticism is pretty far fetched since
participation would be entirely voluntary
and the bill gives parents much more
control over the new programs than they
have over present pUblic schools.
Criticism of the administrative mechanism
has more substance-having aU those "prime
sponsors" deal directly with Washington
hardlY seems like an Ideal administrative
set-up. Unfortunately, however. state administration, especially in the Deep SOUth, has
so often proved insensitive to the needs of
poor and minority children that direct funding may be necessary-at least for a few
years.
To the criticism that these programs will
be costly in the long-run there is no answer,
except "yes." The bill. to be voted on authorizes spending $2 blllion a year for two
years on the assumption that pRrtioipation
in the programs wlll be far from universal,
s reasonable assumption in view of diffiCUlty of organizing and staffing good programs quickly. In the longer run, however,
it just has to be recognized that providing
first-rate serVices to preschool children and
adding after-school activities for older chlldren is going to be expenslve-$lO bUllon a
year could be spent easily. The cost to the
taxpayer can be reduced it middle and upper-income people pay fees, but these fees
cannot rise too steeply as income rises Without reducing incentives to earn more income.
(The effect is the same as a high income
tax rate.) In the long run, there will be no
cheap way to do a good Job. If the Child
Development Bill becomes law there wlll at
least be a hope that federal funds for day
care will be spent primarIly to meet the needs
of children, not just to keep them busy while
their mothers work.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, the
whole purpose behind the child development provisions in the bill is to improve
and strengthen the family relationship.
The program is entirely voluntary. It
builds upon parentally controlled committees. The whole purpose is to strengthen the family and to run it at the local
level. Our opponents, on the contrary,
want to run it out of State welfare departments, without parental involvement, forcing the mother to work, and
putting the children into a cold custodial
day care center which creates some of the
very problems they suggest would obtain.
Mr. JAVITS. Having been a slum
child myself, I know that the closest
parental relationship results from a
child who is· well educated and has the
comfort and icompanionship of services
in the absence of his parents who are
working, which this title is designed to
provide. This I know from personal ex-
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perience. I agree with the Senator from child care should be delivered. The Child as the care and development of our chilMinnesota that that kind o~ atmosphere Development Act attached to S. 2007 is dren more extensive and coordinated legand those services will make the child untenable because it places in concrete a islative consideration is required than in
$2.1 billion child care program of empty the present bill.
a better child and a better parent.
In addition to the defects I have noted
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, we have promises--empty promises which will
only a total of about 10 minutes left neither fill the participating children's above concerning prime sponsors, secand I am wondering whether the other needs nor reach their parent's excep- tion 10 of S. 2007 contains an important
side would not consider using some of tions. It creates an unmanageable prime restriction contrary to the very purpose
their time so that the Senator from Min- sponsorship mechanism emphasizing and existence of the Office of Economic
nesota (Mr. MONDALE) could make the small, divergent, neighborhood units Opportunity.
The primary mission of OEO is to
summary comments.
rather than utilizing the general adThe PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ministrative strengths of State govern- serve as the research and demonstration
CHILES). If no one uses time, the time ments; state governments which be- arm of the Federal Government to dewill be equaIly charged.
cause of their size and organization can velop new programs and new approaches
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, we effectively coordinate child care pro- to the war on poverty. When the program
have only 12 minutes left on this side.
grams with other necessary programs in- matures to a point when it ceases to beMr. NELSON. The Senator knows that clUding, among others, maternal and come developmental and commences to
on this side we only have a total of 15 child health programs, institutional care be operational the program is to be
minutes while there is 3 hours for the and foster care programs, State child spun 011' to other agencies in the execucare programs, and medicaid programs. tive branch through the exercise of the
other side.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I yield Conversely, S, 2007 encourages a neigh- delegation authority contained in secmyself 8 minutes.
borhood-based system which would com- tion 602(d) of the Economic Opportunity
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- pete for, rather than coordinate with the Act. Section 10 of S. 2007 however proator from Colorado is recognized for 8 above service systems. It encourages the hibits the delegation or transfer of prominutes.
creation of not hundreds or thousands grz.ms administered by the Director of
Mr. DOMINICK. Is that satisfactory of prime sponsors, but of tens of thou- OEO to the head of any agency through
to the Senator from New York?
sands of prime sponsors.
fiscal year 1973 unless a conforming proMr. JAVITS. Yes.
Program quality must necessarily suf- vision of law is subsequently enacted.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I was fer because it will be impossible for the Section 10 frustrates the whole research
a Senate conferee on S. 2007. It seems op- Department of Health, Education, and and development concept of GEO and
portune for me to explain my position Welfare effectively to monitor or pro- effectively relegates it to the status of any
for not signing the conference report. I vide technical assistance for this many other executive operating agency. For
think it should be noted in this connec- prime sponsors.
the first time, the President and the Dition that the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
In the process of the hearings, Mr. rector of OEO are efi'ectively prohibited
TAFT) did not sign it, the Senator from Jules Sugarman, a supporter of this bill from delegating matured individual projMaryland (Mr. BEALL) did not sign it, and a man who was a Director of Project ects.
and I did not sign it. No Republican Headstart and now is head of the Human
This creates cnofusion and chaos as
signed it on the House side with the ex- Resources Administration in New York- to the real role and mission of OEO. It
ception of Representative OGDEN REID. said to the committee on pages 166 and is not going to continue to be an operaThis indicates that there is substantial 167 of the hearings record that in his tive or innovative agency.
disagreement between the conferees con- opinion the prime sponsorship should be
In the final analysis, the unnecessarily
cerning the conference solution to the limited to representatives of not less hurried efforts to create a comprehensive
problems we faced between the House than 100,000 people. In this bilI we only child care program and the unnecessarily
require prime sponsors to represent 5,000 restrictive delegation language of secand Senate bill versions.
As a Senate conferee to S. 2007, the or more people.
tion 10 jeopardize what otherwise would
Economic Opportunity Amendments of
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will the be a simple OEO extension bill.
1971, I feel obligated to explain to my Senator yield?
Unfortunately, these two defects are so
constituents and colleagues my reasons
Mr. DOMINICK. I would be happy substantial that they threaten the overfor not signing the conference report. to yield on the Senator's time.
all efi'ectiveness of the bill and prevent
Earlier, as a cosigner of supplemental
Mr. MONDALE. The Senator would be me from approving the conference reviews to the Labor and Public Welfare pleased to know that Mr. Sugarman port.
Committee report on S. 2007, I indicated strongly supports the bill as passed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
my general support for the legislation
Mr. DOMINICK. I am sure he does, of the Senator has expired.
while maintaining strong reservations because he has traditionally advocated
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I yield 5
about some of the specific provisions con- comprehensive early child care. However, minutes to the Senator from Minnesota.
tained therein. Subsequent floor and he does emphasize the fact that the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senconference proceedings failed to remecIy bill in its present form is administrative- ator from Minnesota is recognized for 5
some of the bill's substantial defects so ly suspect as OCD has neither the per- minutes.
I am compelled to register my objections sonnel nor the ability to train the perMr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I have
to the conference report.
sonnel to administer the programs pro- listened to the debate of the opponents
Although I appreciate the importance vided for under a bill involving so large with a great deal of curiosity and even
of extending valuable OEO programs for a number of prime sponsors.
with some amusement. I have often wonan additional 2 years, I cannot in good
It is indeed unfortunate that Congress, dered whether what was being criticized
conscience recommend such an exten- in its headlong rush to create law, threat- here was the same bill which I had insion while it is tied to an untenable Child ens the concept of child care with an troduced in April, which passed the SenDevelopment Act. The issue no longer is unmanageable administrative rathole ate overwhelmingly, and has now been
whether the country needs a comprehen- when it presently has before it H.R. 1 and recommended by the conference comsive child care system.
S. 2003, legislation which, when finally mittee. We have heard talk of Bolshevik
It is almost universally acknowledged drafted, promise a circumscribed but fully proposals. We have heard discussion
that a comprehensive child care system coordinated child care program. Rather about sociologists and scientists manipis needed to break the proverty cycles than considering the merits and ramifi- ulating children and destroying the
existing in certain areas of this country. cations of the above legislation, Congress family.
A properly administered child care pro- determined that a $2.1 billion program
In all candor, I can only say that such
gram may well free welfare mothers for should be tacked onto. a standard OEO statements are utterlY void of any facwage earning responsibilities while in- extension bill regardless of the fact that tual basis with respect to this proposal.
vesting their children with health, ed- OEO wiIl not even administer the Child In fact, the whole thrust of this proposal
ucational, and nutritional care equiv- Development Act if enacted.
is to strengthen the family unit.
alent to that received by the nonpoverty
The bill will hopefully open for the
This discussion indicates once again
child. The question becomes one of how that on matters as critical and sensitive family and for the children what the
CXVII--2779-Part 34
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President said we should do in 1969 when
he called for "a national commitment
to providing all American child:ren an
opportunity for healthful and stunulating development during the first 5 years
of life."
This is what this proposal is all about.
Do we intend to continue to be a wealthy
and powerful nation and ~'et permit
hundreds of thousands of American children never to have a chance? That is
the issue.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a brief que3tion?
Mr. MONDALE. I would be glad to
~'ield to the Senator from Wisconsin.
Mr. NELSON. I ask the one who
drafted this legislation and is familiar
with the background and history of it
if it is not correct that the 1970 White
House Conference on Children recommended a comprehensive child development program as the highest priority for
children in this country?
Mr. MONDALE. The Senator is correct. The White House Conference on
Children, the President's own conference, recommended that.
Mr. NELSON. And that was under this
administration.
Mr. MONDALE. The Senator is correct. By a weighted vote, the conference
voted overwhelmingly as their first
priority a comprehensive child devel.opment program, including health serVIces
and day care.
Virtually all the leaders of that conference and the associations they represented have joined in supporting this
proposal.
In addition, the Joint Commission on
the Mental Health of Children came
out strongly for the development of this
kind of proposal in its recent report.
The confiicting theory is whether we
should have this kind of program, based
on strengthening the family, giving the
child a fair chance, or a remote program
dominated by State welfare agencies.
That is the issue.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield fUl'ther for a question?
Mr. MONDALE. I yield.
Mr. NELSON. Is it not correct that under the provisions of the child development prog:cam, as it is in this bill, the
parental participation in the programs
with the children is greater than the
parental participation in the present
school system?
Mr. MONDALE. There is no question
about it. As a matter of fact, the parents
control the two operative councils. Each
community has a child development
council in which the parents, whose
children are in the program, must comprise at least one-half.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. NELSON. I yield 1 additional
minute to the Senator.
Mr. MONDALE. And each project
must be governed by a project policy
committee which, again, is one-half
composed of parents.
In addition to that, the program is
totally voluntary. No parent needs to
put a child in this program unless he
wants to do so.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, how

much time do I have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator has 3 minutes remaining.
Mr. MONDALE. I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. DOMllUCK. Mr. President, I understand I have 4 minutes remaining.
The PRESmmG OFFICER. The Sena tor is correc t.
Mr. DOMINICK. I yield myself 4 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Colorado is recognized.
Mr. DOl\1INICK. Mr. President, I want
to make it clear that throughout my
participation in this debate I never indicated I thought that S. 2007 created
an involuntary child care program. I
think child development programs, as
SUCh, can be effectively created without
the unreasonable administrative hurdles
(of S. 2007. I think one can be worked out
at the local level in a large city or under
a State plan.
I do want to point out that Secretary
Richardson, following the conference report on November 18, 1971, specifically
talks about the defects of this prime
sponsorship program. As a very instrumental person in this entire HEW child
development program, I think he speaks
with considerable expertise.
He said:
Unfortunately, I now flnd upon analysis
of the latest language that far too llttle
flexibility is afforded to the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare to designate
States as prime sponsors where such designation would assure higher qUality care
through greater access to child-related social
services within the State. The present language instead mandates that in all cases
priority be given to local prime sponsors,
With the State left only as a residual catchall for geographical areas which have submitted either no application or a whOlly inadequate application for prime sponsorship.

MI'. President, I ask unanimous con:sent to have printed in the RECORD the
letter of November 18, 1971, from Secretary Richardson. I presume it is already
in the RECORD but I want to have it
printed in the RECORD again at this
point.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Washington. D.C., November 18, 1971.

Hon. PErER DOMINIcr<:,
U.S. Senate,
Washington. D.C.

DEAR SENATOR DOMINICK: Throughout the
consideration of the child care provisions of
the Economic Opportunity Act Amendments
of 1971, I hRve stressed the Administration's
concern that at least some of the, prime
sponsors likely to be funded under the bill
be States. It was our clear understanding
that the language agreed to by the C:mferees would permit this result.
Unfortunately, I now find upon analysis of
the latest language that far too little flexibility is afforded to the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare to designate States
as prime sponsors where such designation
would assure higher quality care through
greater access to child-related social services
within the State. The present language instead mandates that In all cases priority be
given to local prime sponsors, with the State
left only as a residual catchall for geographical areas which have submitted either no ap-
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plication or a wholly inadequate application
for prime sponsorship. In effect, we would be
wllolly powerless to choose a State application over a local application. even if the
State application would better assure quality
care fer children.
I have testi~ed that we never have planned
to choose only States as prime sponsors, but
it is essential, in my view, that the delivery
system provide fiaxib!l1ty to choose a State
as a prime sponsor, when localities within
that State have submitted applications Which
technically meet the criteria listed In the
bill but do so less effectively than the particular State application.
With kind regard,
Sincerely,
ELLIOT RICHARDSON,
Secretary.

Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I think
this is the key point involved here. S.
2007 language says that localities of 5,000
or more can get and shall be designated
and funded as prime sponsors. Additionally, the Secretary may approve a State,
as a prime sponsor, but what happens
where we have two or three localities applying and fighting for control of the
designated area before HEW and through
the court systems, which they would be
entitled to do. The State cannot be designated as prime sponsor of any program
until the local applicants have exhausted
all their rights?
Mr. President, how do you possibly administer and monitor the countless thousands of prime sponsors in communities
of 5,000 ormore who will be so designated
under this bill all over the country, to say
nothing of the Indian tribes which can
be designated regardless of their size?
They could come in in anynumber. That
may be all right, but it is one more unit
they will have to wrestle with. It is an
administrative'nightmare or, as I said
in my original speech, an administrative
rathole. It does not seem to me that we
should create a bill with as many administrative shortcomings as this and then
say we have done anything meaningful
in the child development area.
The second point I wish to strongly object to is the strong prohibition against
the OED being able to delegate matured
programs. Does that mean we are going
to change the whole format of OEO, and
we are not going to permit it to be an innovative agency which can· transfer operational programs to another agency?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the SenatOr has expired.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I urge
my colleagues to vote against the conference report.
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I would
like to make one comment.on theobservation of the Senator from Colorado
in his statement that the bill prohibits
the transfer or delegation of any of the
programs under OEO,All we did in this
bill was to write into law the statement
made by spokesmen for the administration that they have no intention of transferring or delegating any program from
OEO without •congressional approval.
That is all. They said they would come
to Congress if they wanted to transfer
or delegate programs from OEO,and
ask for special legislation.
I yield the remainder of my time to the
Senator from Minnesota.
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Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I have
spent most of my time since coming into
the Senate on the question of why it is
so many thousands and thousands of
American children somehow never make
it into the mainstream of American life.
My impression is that the number of
such tragically disadvantaged children is
increasing. We are creating a society
which for most of us involves great hope,
great opportunity, great prosperity, and
security; but for hundreds and thousands
of American children, because of a
cheated background, ,ve are creating a
life of hopelessness, despair, and failure.
What we are trying to do in this bill is
to respond to the almost unanimous plea
of the White House Conference on Children, the almost unanimous recommendation of the Joint Commission on Mental Health of Children, to give these children a chance. That is all weare trying
to do.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, the time
has arrived when no one .can any longer
doubt that we are facing a full-fledged
national crisis-the crisis of o.rug abuse.
There can be no doubt that in recent
years we have witnessed a major increase
in the abuse of dmgs. What was once
considered a ghetto problem has now become a serious problem of national scope,
affecting not only the inner city, but the
suburbs and the military as well. The
statistics on the abuse of a wide variety
of drugs are appalling. Heroin is the
drug causing the most damage to our
society. For years the official estimate of
the number of heroin addicts was in the
range of 68,000. But in the past 2 years
the estimate of the scope of heroin addiction alone-not counting any other
drug-has risen to 200,000, then 250,000,
and finally to 300,000 or more Americans.
The abuse of depressant and stimulant
drugs is even more widespread, and the
hallucinogens-including such drugs as
marihuana .and LSD-are the most
widely used of all the illicit drugs.
America cannot afford to underestimate the urgency of this drug crisis and
its resulting costs to society-costs
which include losses from crime, law enforcement expenditures, lost productivity, welfare expenses, and most importantly. the devastating waste of human
life.
Mr. President, the bill which we are
now considering, the Drug Abuse Office,
Control, and Treatment Act of 1971 (S.
2097), represents a major bipartisan effort to meet the challenge of the drug
abuse crisis now facing us. This measure
takes major strides forward in our Nation's attempt to combat this problem.
It would establish for the first time a
comprehensive, coordinated and consistent strategy against drug abuse at the
Federal level-a strategy which recognizes that education, law enforcement,
treatment and research are not independent approaches to the problem.
This legislation.is signiflcant in several respects. It creates a Special Action
Office for Drug Abuse Prevention in the
executive office of the President, to coordinate the antidrug programs now
scattered throughout the Federal agen-

cies. It establishes a National Institute
on Drug Abuse within the National Institute of Mental Health to plan and coordinate all activities of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare relating to the rehabilitation and treatment
of drug abuse. It requires that the Veterans' Administration provide for the
treatment and rehabilitation of former
servicemen SUffering from drug addiction. It provides for extensive new Federal assistance to state and local education, training, treatment and rehabilitation efforts.
And it establishes a 15 member National Advisory Council on Drug Abuse to
serve as a sounding board for, and make
recommendations to, the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare concerning matters related to the problem of
drug abuse.
Mr. President, I am a member of the
Government Operations Committee,
which held hearings on this legislation. I
was a cosponsor of the original bill, and
I am a representative of people who are
gravely concerned about the problem of
drug abuse which continue to confront
us. We must put an end to this menace
which is crippling our Nation socially and
economically. The measures mandated by
this bill are urgently needed. We have
already waited for too long,
Mr. TAFT. Mr. Presic.ent, I would like
to take this opportunity to explain my
position on the conference report on S.
2007, the Economic Opportunity Amendments of 1971.
S. 2007 was introduced in the Senate as
a bill to extend the Economic Opportunity Act for 2 years. I have supported
that objective because I think it important to continue the viability of the agency
which plays the important role of deYeloping programs to eliminate poverty.
I believe, however, that the grafting of
the Comprehensive Child Development
Act onto S. 2007 was a serious injustice
to both bills. Certainly, two such significant yet unrelated measures deserved
careful and separate congressional consideration. In contrast, H.R. 1 would have,
been an appropriate and relevant vehicle
for the Child development amendment.
OEO would play no role in the implementation of the child development legislation which was designed to serve middle
and upper income families as well as the
most needy.
Following the defeat of my amendment to separate the child development
title from S. 2007, I was hopeful that the
House of. Representatives would consider
the OEO extension, including the provision for a Legal Services Corcoration
on its own merit v,rithout the child development part of the bill. I therefore
supported sending the bill to the Honse.
Unfortunately. the amendment to add
the child care provisions to H.R. 10351
passed the House by the slight margin
of four votes. Although the question of
excluding the comprehensive child development title from S. 20D7 was not
considered by the conferees, I think it is
important to recall this very basic objection "'hich I have raised both in committee and on the floor of the Senate.
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The conference report on S. 2007 contains four major provisions to which I
object. They are as follows:
First, the earmarking provisions;
Second, the prohibition against the
traasfer or delegation of programs from
OEO to other operating agencies;
Third, the prime sponsor and delivery
system for child development services;
and
Fourth, the fee schedule for child development services,
The earmarking provisions in S. 2007
would seriously da 111age OEO's role as an
innovator of new poverty programs because they so severely restrict the
agency's research and demonstration
functions. I do not feel that raising the
percentage of funds that may be transferred from one program to another from
15 to 25 percent can offset the damaging
effects of these earmarks. It is a matter of
programing, not of financing. Seven
years ago, the Headstart did not exist.
Now this activity serves nearly half a
million children of preschool age. Headstart would probably not be in existence
were it not for OEO's role as an innovator. Legal services is another example
of a program which began in OEO. If
OEO's research and demonstration powers are so severely limited by earmarks,
where will we look for tomorrow's Headstarts and legal services?
A major effect of the earmarking
would be to add approximately $60 million to OEO's request in certain specified
program areas. These increases will
necessarily have to be funded by offsetting reductions in other programs \vhich
exceed their minimum allocations under
the earmarking formula. The areas
hardest' hit by the requisite reductions
inclUde the developmental health programs such as comprehensive health,
family planning and narcotics rehabilitation, and the research and demonstration programs of OEo-all areas of h!gh
priority for the Agency. The scope of
reductions necessary in these areas is
such that many, if not all. new program
initiatives would be eliminated and many
ongoing activities would be abandoned.
The prohibition against the transfer
or delegation of programs from OEO to
other operating agencies is objectionable
berause it is contrary to the principle on
which OEO functions--that is-to create
8.nd nurture programs for the poor until
t.hey reach. sufficient maturity to function along with other programs requiring similar expertise in the appropriate
operating agency.
It should also be pointed out that the
requirement for affirmative action by
the Congress to delegate such programs
from OEO to the proper operating agency
negates the principle of the Reorganization Act and the Hoover Commission report. This agency would be unique L-1 its
exemption from the reorganization
powers.
I believe that there is no area of more
critical importance today than the care
and education of our children. The concept on which the comprehensive child
development bill is based is a sound one.
I question, however, whether this bill has
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provided an effective framework to Corporation, I would have preferred the DALE for his forceful and highly effective
achieve the goals set forth. The prime House language which applied the re- efforts on behalf of those persons who
sponsor and delivery system for child strictions of the Hatch Act to all full- would be served by these two vitally
development services as outlined in the time employees. The compromise reached important programs.
COMPROMISES WITH THE ADMINISTRATION
conference report may well prove to be by the conference provides that full-time
employees while engaged in activities of
both unworkable and unfair.
Turning now to some of the. specifics
The provision that a mandatory pri- the Corporation refrain from partisan of the conference report, Mr. President,
or
nonpartisan
political
activities.
ority be given to local applicants for
there is talk now about the possibility of
I would also have preferred the Sen- another Presidential veto. Such a veto
prime sponsorship may be unfair to
states which have or would develop a ate language which would have prohib- would be a disaster. It would be a final
superior plan. I am certainly not opposed ited criminal representation except where insult to those burdened with poverty
to units of local government becoming the Board determined it to be necessary. who have witnessed a steady erosion of
prime sponsors and conducting commu- The Senate receded to the House lan- OEO programs during the last 3 years
nity-based programs if they are capable guage which ftatly prohibits any crim- under this administration.
of providing comprehensive services. In inal representation.
Not only that, but such a misbegotten
I believe that the Legal Services Cor- veto would be a retreat by the adminismany cases, this type of program adminporation
as
envisioned
in
this
legislation
istration would be preferable. However,
tration from principles which it says it
I feel that plans for child development would provide effective legal representa- supports: the establishment of an inprograms submitted by State and local tion for the poor. The support it has re- dependent, private, nonprofit legal servgovernments should be judged and ac- ceived from the legal profession substan- ices corporation and a comprehensive
cepted on the basis of program quality tiates the soundness of this approach.
child development program.
In balance, the conference report has
rather than a mandatory preference for
True, there have been disagreements
many
objectionable
features
in
the
child
one over the other.
over the details of these programs, just
development
portions.
It holds out false as there were differences between the
I am also concerned that the child
development programs may serve to hopes unlikely to be achieved by the House and Senate versions of the bill.
fragment the public school system in the plan proposed. Since the objections over- But, we have tried to reach an accomareas served. The only role which school reach the meritorious provisions, I de- modation between these differing views
boards are given in this bill is the op- clined to support the conference report.
and, in my judgment, have struck a very
'REVITALIZATION OF THE WAR ON POVERTl1'
portunity to offer comments on the profair compromise on the particulars of the
gram plan. Though many of the same
Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, I urge legislation between the two Houses of
facilities. supplies, and personnel could the adoption of the conference report on Congress and between the Congress and
be advantageously utilized, there is no S. 2007, the bill to extend and expand the executive branch. That is the basic
provision for a meaningful coordination authorities under the Economic Oppor- purpose of a conference committeebetween public school systems and child tunity Act of 1964, as amended. I have compromise; all sides have to be willing
development councils.
been privileged to be involved with this to give something.
The child development councils, as set important legislation throughout SenLet me give some specifics illustrating
forth in the conference report, would be ate consideration of it-in the Subcom- the accommodations which were worked
composed of one-half parents, one- mittee on Employment, Manpower, and out.
fourth specialists in the area of child de- Poverty, the full Labor and Public WelFirst, regarding the Legal Services
velopment, and one-fourth nonparents fare Committee, in floor debate, and in Corporation, the administration proposal
who must have the approval of the conference committee.
called for appointment by the President
parent group. I am concerned that this
Before commenting on the provisions of all the members of the Board of Dicouncil will not be workable and efficient of the conference report, I wish to pay rectors of the Corporation. That was the
in the planning and administration of the particular tribute to the outstanding con- structure in the House version, whereas
very extensive and comprehensive serv- tributions of a number of my fellow Sen- in the Senate version one-third of the
ices outlined in this bill. While I feel ators to the bill which we Senate con- members of the board were not appointed
that the advice and experience of par- ferees have brought from the conference. by the President. The Senate receded to
ents is invaluable in these programs, I First. we are all indebted to the vision, the administration's position on this imquestion whether they would even want evenhandedness and persuasiveness dis- portant question.
to assume the responsibility of the de- played by the chairman of the Senate
Second, regarding criminal representatailed planning and actual operation of conferees, the Senator from Wisconsin tion by legal services attorneys while
these programs. Moreover, there is no (Mr. NELSON), who is managing the bill working in programs funded by the Corassurance that local educators and on the floor today. His noteworthy lead- poration, the Senate provision would
others experienced in the operation of ership was complemented by the dedi- have permitted certain criminal represocial and educational programs would cated ranking minority member of the sentation acti"ities. The House bill
be allowed to participate.
committee, the Senator from New York adopted the administration position to
The fee schedule and provision of free (Mr. JAVITS), and the ranking minority preclude the expenditure of Corporation
child development services was a point member of the subcommittee, the Sena- funds or the time of its personnel for
of major disagreement in the conference tor from Ohio (Mr. TAFT).
criminal representation. The Senate reon S. 2007. The senate bill provided free
Mr. President, I would be greatly re- ceded to the House position with an unservices for a family with an income be- miss if I did not at this time also pay a derstanding expressed in the conference
low the lower living standard budget- very special tribute to the Senator from report which I will touch upon later.
currently $6,960 for a family of four. I Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE), the chairman
Third, regarding solicitation of clients
preferred the House provision which al- of the Subcommittee on Children and by legal services attorneys, the Senate
lowed the Secretary to set the fee sched- Youth, who so vigorously presented and, bill was silent on this particular proule in coordination with H.R. 1 and other on nearly every major issue, sustained, hibition. The House bill contained lanfederally assisted child development pro- the Senate position in the conference on guage, which was strongly supported bv
grams. Because this would be a new pro- the two maior titles of the bill. I am the administration, prohibiting such
gram with limited funding, I believe that referring to the provisions to establish solicitation of clients by attorneys or
it is important to provide services first to a national legal services corporation and other' persons engaged' in programs
those who need them most and the Sec- a comprehensive child development pro- funded by the Corporation. The Senate
retary should be given the discretion to gram. Throughout the conference, the substantially receded to the House and
do so.
Senator from Minnesota was a ·,tower of administration position on this issue.
The provision for a Legal Services Cor- strength and logic, and I feel privileged
Fourth, regarding political activities
poration in this bill is, in my opinion, to have fought by his side to carry out by' employees of the Corporaton and its
generally good. I believe the conference the will of the Senate and to insure that grantees during nonworking hours, the
reached a workable and effective com- we do not break faith with the many mil- Senate bill contained no restriction. The
promise on the composition of the Legal lions unable to afford legal services and House bill generally applied the proviServices Board. With regard to the politi- child development programs. We all owe sions of the Hatch Act to all full-time
cal activities of the employees of the a great debt of gratitUde to Senator MON- employees of the Corporation or its
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grantees, provisions supported by the administration. The Senate conferees
agreed to incorporate restrictions on any
activity of Corporation or grantee employees which might identify the Corporation with a political candidate and
to direct the Corporation to establish appropriate guidelines governing the offtime political activities of the Corporation's or its grantees' full-tme employees.
Fifth, regarding the comprehensive
child development program, the Senate
version provided for free services to
families of four with incomes of $6,960
or less; whereas the House version placed
the cutoff at $4,320. The administration
was particularly adamant in its support
of the House provision, which the Sena.te
conferees ultimately accepted.
Sixth, regarding the ability of the
Secretary of HEW to exercise some discretion in designation of local governmental units as prime sponsors, there
seems to be a widespread misunderstanding of the basic provisions in the
Senate bill even prior to conference.
Under the original provisions in the Senate bill and specifically now in section
513(b) in the new title V which the bill
adds to the Economic opportunity Act,
the Secretary's approval of a prime sponsorshipplan for a particular locality-in
the conference report those with populatIons of 5,000 or more-Is conditioned on
his determining that the plan meets the
requirements of the act and also "includes adequate provisIons for carryIng
out comprehensIve child development
programs In the area of such locality."
Similarly, section 515(a) in the new title
specifies that financial assistance to
prime sponsors shall be provIded "only
pursuant to a comprehensive child development plan-approved by the Secretary." Again, the Secretary has some
discretion with respect to determining
that a plan makes adequate provision
for providing comprehensive child development services in the prime sponsorship area. It Is true that this does not
permit the Secretary to establish by
regulation or as a matter of practice that
certaIn localitIes of certaIn population
size over 5,000 persons will not as a matter of course be designated as prime
sponsors, but it clearly does permit him
discretion to disapprove a particular
prime sponsorship application from a
locality whIch qualifies on population size
if he finds that that locality's plan does
not contain adequate provisIons for carrying out a comprehensive child development program in the area to be served. In
such instances, the Secretary would then
negotiate wIth units or combinations of
units of local governments with larger
populations, and If he determined that
none of theIr plans were sufficiently comprehensive, he could designate the State
government as the prime sponsor for
programs covering such areas.
In addition to these six compromise
areas, as I outlined during fioor consideration of S. 2007 on September 8, there
were a number of other areas where the
Senate-passed bill already made significant concessIons to adininistration
positionS.
Mr. Presidentthere were a number of
matters resolved by the conferees that re-

quire some further elaboration beyond
what I have already stated.
CHILD ADVOCACY

I wish to point out that although the
separate child advocacy provisions in the
Senate bill were not acceptable to the
House conferees, it was clearly understood that the Office of Child Development was given more than ample authority to engage in child advocacy experiments along the lines of those envisioned by the Senate bill. Particularly,
I refer to clause (M) of section 512(2)
which provides that child development
program funds may be used for "child
advocates, consistent with the provisions
of this title, to assist children and parents in securing full access to other services, programs, or activities intended for
the benefit of children. . . ."
YOUTH RECREATION AND SPORTS PROGRAM

With regard to the youth recreation
and sports program added as a section
227 in part B of title II of the Economic
Opportunity Act by section 18 of the conference report, I wish to reiterate certain
points made during Senate fioor debate
on September 9 by the Senator from
Pennsylvania (Mr. SCHWEIKER). On that
occasion, Senator SCHWEIKER was offering an amendment, which I cosponsored,
to these provisions which I was the author of in committee and which the
House conferees accepted without
change. Senator SCHWEIKER'S and my
fioor amendment somewhat broadened
the scope of those qualified as recipients
of grants under the youth recreation and
sports provisions in the bill as reported
from committee.
However, as Senator SCHWEIKER
stressed on that occasIon and as I wish
to emphasize now, that amendment would
not in any way alter the basic purposes
of the provisions in the committee bill or
therefore the provisions now in the conference report. That amendment was intended only to permit grants to nonprofit
organizations, with access to appropriate
recreational facilities, which organizations the Director of OEQ-or his designee-deemed to be qualified to carry out
the purposes of the youth recreation and
sports program provisIons. In order to
have such qualifications, such a grant
applicant would have to demonstrate
competency in all of the training, education, nutrition, drug abuse education, and
counseling activities required in the statutory provisions governing the program
in all of the dimensions contemplated in
the specific legislative language and in
the committee report and thus to provide such services at least equal in
quality and quantity to the services presently provided by the National Collegiate
Athletic Association-NCAA-in carrying out the present youth sports program..
If private nonprofit organizations, such
as the Amateur Athletic Union-AAUand its affiliated organizations are unable
to offer such a diversity and caliber of
services, it would be beyond the contemplation of the· authors of this provision
for them to receive a grant under this
revised language. Moreover, it is also our
intention that those administering this
program require of any new grantee
other than the NCAA that they continue
to require the same conditions "ith re-
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spect to administrative overhead as has
existed under the NCAA program; namely, that there be no reimbursement of
administrative costs either to the program manager at the national level or
individual program operators in the field.
Finally, I wish to stress again, as Senator SCHV/EIKER did previously, that it is
not our intention that the NCAA should
receive a grant of any less than $3 million under this program. Indeed, we
would expect that; as long as the NCAA
continues to qualify to carry out a sufficiently comprehensive, high-quality program, consistent with the new statutory
provisions, grants would be made to
other applicants only from funds appropriated and made available under this
program well in excess of $3 million. In
the same way, I also wish to make abundantly clear that the amendment
adopted on the fioor on September 9 was
not intended to have the effect in any
way of making it possible for Federal
funds to be substituted for State or local
expenditures that would otherwise be
made for recreation and physical fitness
programs for disadvantaged youth.
NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION

Earlier in my statement I made reference to the conference report language
with respect to criminal representation
by legal services attorneys. Specifically,
this language, in section 906(1) In the
new title IX In the conference repOrt,
states:
No funds or personnel made avallable by
the Corporation pursuant to this title shall
be used to provide legal services with re'spect
to any criminal proceeding.

In explaining the Senate recession on
this matter, the explanation of the conferees states:
The conferees want to make clear that this
prohibition does not In any way relieve any
attorney from specific or general responsibilities Imposed on him as an officer of the
court by the courts before which he practices.

Thus, it was our understanding in conference that the provision in the conference report would permit legal services
attorneys to respond to calls from the
courts in a partiCUlar jurisdiction for
legal assistance during extraordinary
circumstances, as well as to accept individual court appointments to represent
indigent persons, partiCUlarly in criminal
matters arising out of a fact situation
which had given rise to civil litigation in
which a legal services attorney was representing that particular indigent clientturned criminal defendant. It is left to
the Board of DIrectors of the Corporation to issue guidelines governing such
activities by legal services attorneys as
officers of the court beyond and during,
business hours.
It should also be understood clearly by
virtue of the very clear language in section 913 in the new title IX in the conference report:
Nothing contained In this title shall be
deemed to authorize any department, agency.
officer or employee of the United States to
exercise any direction, supervision, or control over the corporation. . . .

That the Director of OEO has only a
ministerial function in transmitting to
the Office of Management and Budget
the annual budget request prepared by
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take the fullest advantage of all the
opportunities with which our people are
blessed?
And what is more intrinsic to the
American concept of ordered liberty than
to provide a permanent framework
whereby individuals who feel themselves
oppressed or aggrieved by society may
seek legal redress within the system
through the jUdicial process?
Mr. President, I am astonished at any
implication that these time-tested American purposes, principles, and ideals
shculd be somehow not acceptable in our
Nation tcday. I do not believe that for a
minute.
I urge the adoption of the conference
report and stanch resistance against
CONCLUSION
any effort to recommit it or alter it in
Mr. President, although I firmly believe any significant way.
that the Senate conferees performed WHAT CHILD CARE LEGISLATION IS ALL ABOUT
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, in the
their obligations faithfully as representatives of the Senate position in the con- last few weeks I have received many letference, I also think it is abundantly ters, both for and against pending child
clear that we have operated in a spirit care legislation. In the December 1, 1971,
of conciliation with a view toward mak- Washington Post an excellent article
ing accommodations with the adminis- written by Alice M. Rivlin discusses the
tration and with the House where those legislation and what it does and does not
accommodations were consistent with the do. I commend this informative article
basic principles underlying the Senate to my fellow Senators and ask unanimous
bill. I, for one, believe that we have gone consent that it appear at this point in
far enough regarding the points I have the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
just raised. Indeed, in certain respects,
I think we may well have gone too far to- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
ward the administration position; but all as follows:
of us felt very strongly the imperative of PROGRAMS BEFORE CONGRESS THIS WEEK: A
NEW PUBLIC ATTENTION
TO PRESCHOOL
attempting to arrive at a bill that all
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
sides could live with.
(By Allce M. Rivlin)
I hope it is not the President's position
that the role of Congress is to acquiesce
In the United States, public concern for
in all of his preferences in the legislative a child's welfare generally does not become
process. After all, it is Congress which, evident until he reaches age 5 and is ellglble
Even then the public reunder the Constitution, has the respon- for kindergarten.
usually ceases at 3 o'clock In the
sibility for legislating as the collective sponsibility
afternoon.
elected representatives of the people.
But these attitudes are already changing.
It is not the function of Congress The next few years are likely to see a burst
merely to rubbers tamp the President's of pUbllc attention to the vital years between
proposals, but rather to work with him birth and 5, rapid growth of all-day programs
and his representatives to achieve rea- for pre-school children with working mothers,
soned compromises. That is what I be- and recognition that the day does not end for
a school-age child when the 3 o'clock buzzer
lieve the Senate conferees have done in signals
that classes are over.
this instance.
The big questions will be: what character
! have heard commentaries that there wl1l these new programs have? Who wl1l run
is something anti-American about this them? And who wil1 pay for them? When
bill. With all due respect to the com- the Congress votes this week on the OEO bl1l,
mentators, that is absolutely preposter- It may begin to prOVide the answers.
The bl1l extending the Ilfe of the Office of
ous.
The bill is as American as apple pie. Economic Opportunity, just reported out of
What is more in the American tradi- the House-Senate conference committee,
a new Title V, for "Child Develoption than public responsibility for edu- contains
ment Programs," meaning a wide variety of
cation?
services to children such as all-day care for
What is more in the American tradi- preschoolers, after-school and vacation protion than vesting educational responsi- grams nutrition, medical, dental and psybilities at the local level and ensuring chological services, and education for parents
strong parental involvement. It seems to In child-care and development. The bill aume that that is a flmdamental precept thorizes $2 billion for such programs in fiscal
of our local school boards and local edU- year 1973, including $500 mlllion earmarked
for continuation of Headstart. The mOlley
cational systems in this country.
would be allocated among the states In acWhat is more American than to pro- cordance with a formula. but administered
vide that families will pay for services primarily at the local level. Communities
above a certain income level in accord- with 5,000 or more people could be "prime
ance with their ability to pay for such sponsors," applying directly to the federal
services? Since when is such a progres- government for money. The prime sponsor
sive fee system out of line with our basic would be required to have a Child Development Council, half of whose members would
heritage?
elected by parents, and individual projects
What is more democratic, in short, be
would be run by Project Pollcy Committees
than investing now in the future by pro- composed of parents and local community
viding learning opportunities for our members. The el1l would make child developchildren and seeing that they receive the ment services available free to those with
health, nutrition, and related services to I,lcomes of less than $4,320 a year (for a

the Board of Directors of the Corporation. It would thus be improper for the
OEO Director to attempt in any way to
alter or interfere with the orderly consideration of such budget request by the
Office of Management and BUdget.
Finally, I hope that OEO in providing
for temporary funding of the activities
of the incorporating trusteeship and the
Board of Directors during the first 6
months after enactment of the bill, pursuant to section lOOUb) (3) of the conference report, will utilize appropriations
generally available to the Office of Economic Opportunity for such Corporation
organizational expenses rather than
funds specifically appropriated for the
legal services program.

Dec'ember2, 1971

family of four) and would establish a fee
schedule related to income for families with
more resources.
While there is some vagueness about what
"child development" actually is-partly because the framers of the bill were eager to
preserve fleXibility and choice at the local
level-It Is very clear what this progTBm is
not. First, it is not Just a babysitting operation to provide custodial care for children
while their mothers work. The bill emphasizes
the well-being of children and the comprehensive services they need for fUll development, whether their mothers work or not.
Second, It is not just another program for
the poor. Priority is to be given to "preschool
children With the greatest economic and social need," but the intention Is to make services available to families at all income levels
with those above the poverty Ilne paying part
of the cost. Third, it is not just another welfare program. The "prime sponsor" mechanism and the parent councils are specifically
designed to by-pass the state welfare bureaucracies and give the beneficiaries of the
program a real voice in Its operation.
Several different groups are pressing for
federal programs for children, for different
and not entirely compatible reasons. Some
are primarily motivated by a desire to reduce
the welfare rolls. They believe day care
should meet minimum standards of health
and safety so the children do not come to
harm, but that Its main objective ought to be
to keep children out of the way so that their
mothers can earn wages rather than welfare.
A second group is primarily concerned with
overcoming the damaging early handicaps of
children from poor families. Headstart, which
reaches many 4- and 5-year-olds, but usually
for less than a year, has proved too Ilttle and
too late. There is accumulating evidence that
children develop rapidly in the first three
years of their life, that good nutrition and
mental stimulation at this age make a difference-at least if they are sustained. A third
group, the voice of women's liberation, sees
attractive stimulating day care centers as a
way of giving all women, not Just the poor, a
genuine choice between childcare and work
outside the home. And finally, there are those
whose primary motivation Is to mobilize community action in the ghetto, the rural South
or on Indian reservations, who believe parent involvement in decision making about
Headstart programs did as much for parents
as for children, and who see community
controlled child development programs as a
good vehicle for the poor to use In acquiring
political experience and challenging the
"power structure."
The focus on reducing welfare rolls is
reflected In H.R. 1, t.he Nixon-Mills welfare
refonn bill that has passed the House, but
not the Senate. Under H.R. 1, a mother on
welfare couId be required to take work (unless she had a child under 3) provided day
care was available. Senator Long, no enthusiast of the administration's welfare reform
proposals, has held hearings on his own bill
to provide custodial day care to the poor
through a public corporation.
But while welfare reform was bogged
down In the senate,bills for more comprehensive but entirely voluntary child development programs .were making their way
through the legislative obstacle course on
both sides of the Hill. Senate Mondale's
Child Development Bill, incorporated Into
the OEO amendments, stressed comprehensive services and community control and
would have provided services free to families wltb income under $6,920 with a sliding
scale .of payments for families with higher
inoomes.On the HoUse side, a similar bill,
sponsored by. Representatives, Reid, Brademas and Mink, but giving more role to
states and less to localities and parents, was
added to the OED extension as a floor amendment.When both bills passed and went to
conference, theadmlnlstTBtlon voiced con-
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cern about their cost and threatened a veto.
To avoid a veto, the conferees'lowered to
$4,320 the income level beloW which services
would be free and adopted a moderate scale
of payments for famll1es' with Incomes be~
tween the level and $6,920 (above that level
the Secretary of HEW would set feeS). The
language of the Senate blll was Ulodifled
to give a llttle more, role to the states and
rule out communities with less than 5,000
people as prime sponsOrs.
,
The blll now moves back to the two floors
where it may encounter Republican opposition especially in the House;" Republ1can
unease is related not to cost, but. to the bypassing of the states. If the b1ll passes, there
is stlll the poasiblllty of. a veto, although it
would surely be polltlcally costly for the
President, who has put such personal stress
on the dignity of work, to veto a bill which
proUlises to make work possible for milllons
of women and better the lives of chlldren
into the bargain.
Strident right-wing oppositions to the blll
has developed on the grounds that "chUd
development" sounds llke a 1984 attempt
of the state to take over the role of the family. This criticism is pretty farfetched sInce
partipation would be entirely voluntary and
the blll gives parents much more control over
the new programs than they have over present publlc schools.
Criticism of the administrative mechanism
has more substance-having all those "prime
sponsors" deal directly With Washington
hardly seems llke an ideal. administrative
set-up. Unfortunately. however, I3tate administration. especially in the Deep South, has
so often proved insenSitive. to the needs of
poor and minority children that direct funding may be necessary-at least for a few
years.
To the criticism that these programs wlll
be costly in the long-run there is DO answer,
except "yes." The blll to be voted on authorizes spending $2 b111ion a year for two years
on the assumption that participation in the
programs w111 be far from universal, a reasonable assumption in view of diffiCUlty of
organizing and staffing good programs
quickly. In the longer run, however, It just
has to be recognized that prOViding first-rate
services to preschool children and adding
after-school activities for older chlldren is
going to be expensive-$IO b111ion a year
could be spent easlly. The cost to the taxpayer can be reduced if middle and upperincome people pay fees, but these fees cannot rise too steeply as income rises, without
reducing incentives to earn. more income.
(The elfect is the sameas a high Income tax
rate.) In the long run"there wlll be no cheap
way to do, a good job. If the Child Development Bill becomes law there wUl at least
be a hope that federal funds for day care
wlll be spent primarily to meet. the needs
of chlldren. not just to keep them busy
while their mothers work.

Mr. TOWER. Mr. President. I am
strongly opposed to the conference report on S; 2007. This bill seeks to extend the authority of the Office of Economic Opportunity for 2 more years
and, in addition, establish a comprehensive child development program and a
National. Legal Services Corporation.
While the conference committee did accomplish some minor improvements in
the measure, particularly lmder the Legal Services title, I remain opposed to this
bill.
' .
My major objections revolve around
the following sections in the conference
report: The earmarking 'provisions for
current. OEO .' programs, 'the. provision
which would '. prohibit, th~IJj,rector of
OEO from delegating', programs ' and
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projects to other agencies within the
Therefore, we must ask ourselves what
Federal Government without prior ap- really is the purpose of this proposal. It
proval of Congress, and the title author- is obviously not intended to provide emizing the comprehensive child develop- ployment opportunities for welfare rement program.
cipients or it would be restricted to those
These are basically the same objec- individuals. It must be presumed, theretions I stated in opposing S. 2007 when fore, that the major objective of the proit passed the Senate on September 9.
posal is to drastically alter the manner
The earmarking provisions and the in which American children have tradiprohibition placed on the Director of tionally been raised. I firmly believe that
OEO negate both the true purpose of the the traditional American approach to
Office of Economic Opportunity and child rearing is the best and for this reaPresident Nixon's positive steps to re- son I feel that the passage of this proform the war on poverty agency. In my posal should be rejected. Furthermore,
remarks during consideration of the the conference committee on the ReveSenate version of this bill I made the nue Act of 1971 has agreed to the Senate
following statement concerning these re- amendment granting tax credits for
strictive provisions:
family income spent on day care servThis bill, S, 2007, intends to eliminate the ices. I supported this amendment and
research and development functions of the believe it alone will go a long way toOffice of Econom!c Opportunity and give that ward providing those types of services
agency direct program responsibll1ty. There needed by a great number of American
is no rationale for expanding the role of a
governmental agency that wlll work in direct families.
In considering this proposal, I believe
competition with other branches of the Fedthat the nature of American Governeral bureaucracy.
The taxpayer's money, spent for what- ment must be closely analyzed. Are we as
ever purpose and for whomever's benefit a people ready to allow the Federal Govis wasted if it is not spent and adminis~ ernment to assume a primary role in intered in a logical manner. If the purposes fluencing the thoughts and habits of our
of the Office of Economic Opportunity children? This question should be anare to be primarily of a policymaking swered in the negative.
I am well aware of the provisions in
nature, the agency should be' abolished
and its resources should be transferred the bill to assure voluntary participato the Department of Health, Education, tion in the child development program
and Welfare, and other agencies that as well as the acknowledgement that
have major responsibility in this area of parents will have some role in developservice. This bill dramatically reduces ing policies. I supported amendments
the unique characteristics of OEO and offered by the distinguished Senator from
for that reason alone should be defeated. New York (Mr. BUCKLEY) to insure that
Furthermore, Mr. President, I am ex- the program would be completely voluntremely concerned about the title V of tary. Yet, I remain flrmly convinced that
the bill establishing a comprehensive the potential harm of the proposal is
child development program. I do not limitless. Oftentimes, as we only too well
believe the proponents of this bill have know, well-intentioned programs can get
proven beyond a reasonable doubt the out of control and the result can be
essential need of adopting this far-reach- chaos.
I am ready to support a well coning proposal.
I do not believe that the Senate has structed proposal to assist welfare recipihad ample opportunity to consider the ents in availing themselves of day care
purposes and ramifications of the child services for their children so that the
development program. The objectives recipients can seek employment and betand limits of the program have not been ter their entire family. I am not, howconclusively deflned. Besides the simple ever, ready to support a proposal which
fact that the child development program has as its objectives a set of ill-defined
will not be administered by the Office of principles that seem totally alien to traEconomic .Opportunity, and therefore ditional American values. The child deus, shOuld be considered on its own merit velopment program is a complete waste
and not as part of the pending bill before of public funds. Perhaps even more imus, I have some very real objections to portant, however, is the fact that this
both the announced and inferred pur- proposal would provide a means for Federal Government intervention in an area
poses of the program.
Mr. President, this Nation has em- that is possibly the fundamental keybarked upon a concrete program to stim- stone of the American way of life.
Mr. President, the entire OEO bill
ulate the economy and deter the inflationary . pattern that has plagued all should be defeated, and sent back to both
Americans over the past few years. Now Houses of Congress for further considerthe Congress is seriously considering a ation. ShOUld the bill be passed in its
proposal to authorize $2 billion for fiscal current form I will urge the President to
year 1973 to establish a program that veto it. There is little doubt in my mind
seeks to enlarge the Federal Govern- that the President himself recognizes the
,ment's role ina dramatic manner in the flaws in the bill I have herein outlined
field of child rearing. It must be under- and will exercise his constitutional privstood that this bilI is not intended to ilege and send the bill back to the Consimply provide services to children of gress for further consideration.
welfare recipients so that the recipient CHILD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM MUST BE ENACTED
can be free to seek employment. There
Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President, after
are really no limits to this proposal. Con- several weeks of work, the Senate and
ceivably, any American child can be en- House conferees have reached agreement
rolled in the program.
on S. 2007, providing for a 2-year exten-.
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sion of economic opportWlity programs,
and establishing a comprehensive child
development and day care services program and a new Legal Services Corporation.
I urge my colleagues to give this conference report their complete and vigorous support.
I am aware that controversy has centered on the child development provisions in this bill.
No one can effectively dispute the need
for such a program. But the administration has taken, as usual, a short-sighted
view and has wanted to concern itself
only with the needs of welfare mothers.
Certainly quality day care services are
critically needed for the children of the
poor. But they are also desperately
needed for millions of other children in
middle-income families where both parents work or where the mother is the
head of the household and provides for
the family's complete support.
And these families would be able to
participate in the child development program through the payment of a modest
fee on a sliding scale.
In days gone by, grandmothers, aWlts
and cousins could be called upon for this
type of care. But the pattern of living in
our COWltry has radically changed. Our
people are more mobile and seldom live
their entire lives near their families.
And along with this increasing mobility has come a radical change in famil,y working patterns.
Growing numbers of women no longer
want to choose between a career and marriage. They are prepared for both-and
they want both. But they need day care
services which will permit them to do so
without sacrificing the needs of their
children.
Just how many mothers are working
today? The figure now exceeds 12 million,
an increase of 800 percent in the last 30
years.
And one-third of all mothers with children Wlder the age of 6, some 4 Y2 million,
are part of this labor force.
This means that there are 6 million
preschool children in need of developmental day-care services while their
mothers are out of the home.
Yet there are less than 700,000 licensed
day-care opportunities available.
And, in the public debate on the child
care provisions in this measure, we must
not lose sight of the inestimable value of
preschool training and early developmental experiences in the lives of our
Nation's children.
Such opportWlity for early stimulation
and help can eliminate many of the
later problems which cripple and hamper
the progress of untold numbers of children when they enter the public school
system at age 6.
Disadvantaged and handicapped children would especially benefit from this
early attention.
I realize that many of my colleagues
have been bombarded with mail from
extremist groups in this cOWltry who are
trying to stir opposition through scare
tactics which have no basis in fact.
Some have insisted that a child care
program will destroy parental author-

ity~that "child care" will become "child
control."
This argument is made despite the fact
that the legislation provides for parents
themselves to serve on the local bodies
which \\<ill establish developmental daycare programs in the various communities.
In desperation they have even labeled
the program anti-American and communistic.
This disgraceful effort to mislead the
Nation is discussed at length in an article in yesterday's Washington Daily
News, which I shall request be included
at the conclusion of my remarks.
However, I have faith in the good sense
of the Congress and the American people.
iI do not think that these scare tactics
will result in defeating a program which
will offer our Nation's children the opportunity for development and training
that a prosperous and deeply concerned
Nation is able to provide.
I believe it is well for our President
also to reflect on this great national
need. I remind him once again that in
his campaign for the presidency, he
ptomised our citizens that every child
would have the best education that our
wisdom and schools could provide and an
equal chance to go just as high as his talents would take him.
Let him now live up to that promise
by stating without reservation his support for this historic legislation that can
inaugurate a major program to provide
our children with the comprehensive development opportunities and quality day
care services they need and deserve.
Mr. President, I ask Wlanimous consent that the article, entitled "ChildCare Aid in a Squeeze," by William
Steif, and appearing in the November 29,
1971, issue of the Washington Daily
News, be included in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CHILD-CARE

AID

IN A SQUEEZE

(By William Stelf)
A growing right-wing uproar Is threatenIng to kill proposed child-care legislation
aimed at aiding low-Income famUies and at
preparing the way for President Nixon's welfare reform program.
This assault seeks to brand the proposed
child-care program as a "child control" plan.
It has come In the form of attacks In rightist publications, letters to congressmen and
government otficlals and formation of a new
organization to fight the bill.
The attack has COincided with strong administration opposition to one feature of
the bill, which might lead to a presidential
veto.
Elliot Richardson, secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, has written to Democratic sponsors compla1n1ng that the bill, by
requiring local rather than state control of
health-care centers and giving HEW no "flexIbility" to administer the program, would
result In chaos.
The $1.5 billion child-care measure is one
section of a routine bill to authorize extension of the Office of Economic Opportunity.
In the Senate, It was drafted primarily by
Sen. Walter Mondale, D-Mlnn. In the House,
Rep. John Brademas, D-Ind., was the main
sponsor.
CONFERENCE ACCORD

After Senate passage of .the OEO bill Sept.
9 and House passage of Its OEO version Sept.
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30, a conference committee Ironed out their
dI1ferences and came up with child care legislation that would authorize:
A new system of child development centers that would be named by lOcally elected
officials and half would be picked from
among the parents served.
$100 million In the current fiscal year for
planning the new system and $1.4 billion In
fiscal 1973 to put It Into effect.
Free child care to children of families
with Incomes of $4,320 or less a year.
Relatively small fees for child care for
families with annual Incon:es between $4.320
and $6.960 (at $5,916 Income, for example,
the fee would be $159.60).
Fees set by the HEW secretary for parents with Incomes above $6.960 yearly.
A fund distribution formula under which
half the money would be allocated for poor
children up to age 14. a quarter for preschool
children. and a quarter for children of
single-parent families.
Hll.L ACTION THIS WEEK

The conference committee's report Is to be
filed today with the Senate scheduled to act
tomorrow or Wednesday, and the House on
Thursday.
Senate approval seems assured. But Democratic supporters of the proposed compromise
said they need up to 50 Republican votes In
the House for passage. They doubt they can
produce them because:
The chief GOP conferees In the House,
Reps. Albert QUle, Mlnn., William Steiger,
Wis.• and John Dellenback, Ore., have refused
to sign the conference report, thus advising
other RepubUcans to oppose the compromise.
HEW Secretary Richardson wrote Sen. Gaylord Nelson, D-Wls., chairman of the subcommittee which drafted the Senate measure,
that "too little fiexlblllty" Is permitted HEW
In the bill, with the result that the States are
virtually shut out of child-care programs.
White House lobbyists on Capitol Hill are
telling congressmen they'd rather have the
House kill the b1ll than have Mr. Nixon bear
the onus of vetoing it.
Overhanging all this Is the right-wing attack, first signaled In mid-September by "Human Events," a weekly published here.
CALLED "ORWELLIAN"

As soon as the Senate passed Its OEO b1ll.
the right-wing weekly headlined. "Big
Brother Wants Your Children," and called
the Senate b1ll "a sweeping new social engineering scheme .•. potentially as revolutionary as (Mr. Nixon'S) Family Assistance Plan."
It assailed the measure as "Orwelllan"-a.
reference to George Orwell's novel, "1984."
Other right-wing publications took up the
cry. After the House passed Its OEO bill, "HUman Events" headlined on page one:
"Nixon Must Veto Child Control Law."
A two-page blast followed. Readers were
"urged to write the President to kill this extremely radical proposal." A boxscore reported
how every House member voted on the key
vote. And a separate table reported that 81
"renegade Republicans ... went along with
the final liberal-backed OEO measure."
The "Human Events" story said "the
measure. threatens to destroy parental authority," raises "the specter of compulsion,"
and would "remove the education and trainIng of children from the home and the
church and turn It over to an agency of the
federal goverument."
OTHERS JOIN ATTACK

Alan Stang, a John Birch society speaker,
began assailing the bill.
James J. Kilpatrick, a conservative columnist, said the bill would have to. be considered "In the context ofa SoVietized society, In which children are regarded as
wards of the state and raised in state-controlled communes."
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Rep. John Rarick, D-La., picked up the attack in the House, calling the blll "a government threat to the right of parents to rear
their chUdren."
An "Emergency Committee for CbUdren"
was formed here to oppose the bUl, with itB
letterhead address "Suite 206. 422 First-st.
se, washington."
The committee's address is the omce of the
American Conservative Union. a floor below
the "Human Events" omce in a Capitol Hlll
buUdlng owned by "Human Events." The
committee is run by Dan Joy, a former
worker for Young Amex:tca.ns for Freedom,
another rightwlng group.
The committee letterhead includes broadcaster Fulton Lewis III, Author Russell Kirk,
Indianapolis newspaper editor Stanton
Evans, Indiana Youth Council Director
Robert Galm, and columnist George Crane.
The committee's report on the child care
blll repeatB the charges that it Is "Orwellian," will "undermine the basic unit of
society, the family," and seeks "mind-control" by "Sovietizing . . . a crop of programmed citizens."
PREDICTABLE RESULTS

The result of such right-wing attacks has
been predictable:
Last week, one high HEW omcial acknowledged, HEW got "several thousand" letters
ag,ainst the child-care blll, mostly forwarded
from the White House. Mall also is pouring
into congressional omces.
For example, Mrs. Leonard Saunders, of
Watertown, Wis., wrote Sen. Nelson and
asked him to oppose the blllbecause "it is
anti-Bibllcal, anti-American and pro-communistic,"
Doris Taylor, of Firth, Neb., wrote Rep.
Wllliam Keating, R-Ohio, that the blll represented "a potential threat to American
society," and Mr. and Mrs. Paul O'Leary, of
Cincinnati, said it would bring "total control
of our children." A Kansan wrote, "this is
only going to widen the path for communism
in our country,"
ANSWERS CRITICS

Sen. Nelson replied to such attacks this
way:
The bill has been endorsed by the U.S.
Catholic Conference, National Council of
Churches, National Education Association,
Conference of Mayors, League of Women Voters, National League of Cities, and National
Association for Retarded ChUdren.
"A spirited campaign has been launched
against the bill based on misleading Information."
No services may be offered chUdren under
the bill without "the full consent and involvement of parent or legal guardians."
"Prograxns will be completely designed,
operated and controlled at the community
level with parents of children enrolled .••
holding the prIncipal responsibUlty."
"Especially absurd are charges . . . that
there is something 'communistic' about such
legislation. On Aug. 11, 1969, President Nixon
requested authority to provide chUd care
for 45,000 chlldren, primarlly to make it possible for people on welfare to be trained and
employed in productive jobs."
But so far, at least, the thunder on the
right seems to be drowning out the sponsors
of the child-care legislation.

Mr. CHILES. Mr. President. I support
the concept of child care support and
feel that this concept must be implemented and funded adequately if we are
to ever break the vicious welfare cycle.
However I strongly disagree with the
version contained in this conference report. The report would have'the Federal
Government bureaucracy bypw;sing the
States in an attempt to deliver these
services, to people. Again, it would en-

large the Federal bureaucracy and keep
the control center of these programs
here in Washington. It is my feeling that
this approach is defeating the very thing
that we all want to do and that is to
allow our states and local governments
to be innovative in their delivery of
these services.
I am not against extending the funding of the Office of Economic Opportunity and I know that the report is going
to be adopted but as I strongly feel this
is the wroITg' direction for effective
child care support, therefore I intend to
vote against the conference report.
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I join
with the other Senate conferees on S.
2007, the bill to extend the Office of Economic Opportunity, in recommending
adoption of the conference report.
I believe the conferees have struggled
mightily in behalf of the Senate position
and the conference report refiects considerable success and Senators NELSON.
MONDALE, and CRANSTON should be particularly commended for their work
along with Senators HUGHES. STEVENSON,
RANDOLPH, TAFT, JAVITS. SCHWEIKER,
DOMINICK. and BEALL.
Several areas justify particular attention. First. the conference agreed to expand the special impact program agreeing to the legislation submitted by Senator JAVITS and myself to establish a new
title VII to stimulate urban and rural
community economic development; second, the conference agreed on establishing a National Legal Services Corporation to assure the independence and
continuation of legal services for the
poor; third. the conference agreed on
nationwide child development and care
program for children of both low- and
middle-income families; and finally, the
conference agreed to a five-fold increase
in neighborhood youth corps programs
to alleviate some of the effects of the
current unemployment crisis.
The decision by the conference to include the Senate authorized figures of
$60 million for fiscal year 1972 and $120
million for fiscal year 1973 for title VII,
the new economic community development title, demonstrate a congressional
determination that inner cities and rural
areas must not become economic wastelands.
A Federal commitment and Federal resources to back up that r:lommitment
must be made for both inner city and
rural economic development. Enactment
of the current title VII, ",ith the increased levels of authorizations, represents a step in that direction.
House conferees were in agreement
that this measure is vitally needed if we
are to meet the demonstrated need from
the Nation's cities and rural areas.
The National Legal Services Corporation soon will become a reality and hopefully the appointees to the governing
board of directors will continue the leadership in providing legal services for
the poor which has been demonstrated
in the past by the OEO legal services
program.
The child development program which
passed the Senate has been adopted by
the House with some modifications. However, the essential elements of the Sen-
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ate-passed measure have been retained.
Senator MONDALE deserves special mention for his work in this area as chairman of the Subcommittee on Children
and Youth and for his leadership in
developing this legislation.
For the first year some $500 million is authorized to continue the Headstart programs while the transition is
made to a full nationwide child care
program. In fiscal year 1973, $2 billion
is authorized to carry out this program.
which seeks to provide "a full range of
health, education, and social services ...
essential to the achievement of the
full potflntial of the Nation's children ..."
Also, the conferees agreed that the
current level of unemployment makes
essential an expansion of the neighborhood youth cOrPS program to provide
for 100,000 new jobs for young men
and women.
In other new programs, the conference adopted a community design program, a year-long recreation program.
and environmental action program, and
a rural housing loan program.
In its actions, the conference expressed a congressional determination
to continue the Federal commitment to
end poverty in this Nation and to maintain the Office of Economic Opportunity
as a focal point in that effort.
Mr. DOMINICK and Mr. NELSON. I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the 'order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has expired. The question is on agreeing
to the conference repOrt. The yeas and
nays have been ordered. and the clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.
Mr. WEICKER. Mr. President, on this
vote I have a live pair with the junior
Senator from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK) . If
he were present and voting, he would
vote "nay." I voted "yea." I withdraw my
vote.
Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, on this
vote I have a live pair with the junior
Senator from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY) .
If he were present and voting, he would
vote "nay," I have voted "yea," I withdraw my vote.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, on this
vote I have a live pair with the Senator
from Ohio (Mr. TAFT). If he were present and voting, he would vote "nay," I
have voted "yea." I withdraw my vote.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. I announce that the Senator from New Mexico (Mr. ANDERSON), the Senator from
North Carolina (Mr. ERVIN), the Senator
from Georgia (Mr. GAlIlBRELL). the Senator from Indiana (Mr. HARTKE), the Senator from Washington (Mr. JACKSON).
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the Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
JORDAN), the Senator from Louisiana
(Mr. LONG), the Senator from South
Dakota (Mr. MCGOVERN), and the Senator from Maine (Mr. MUSKIE) are necessalilyabsent.
On this vote, the Senator from South
Dakota (Mr. MCGOVERN) is paired with
the Senator from North Carolina (Mr.
ERVIN) .
If present and voting, the Senator from
South Dakota would vote "yea" and the
Senat{)i' from North Carolina would vote

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

December "2,

1971

LEGISLATIVE SESSION
MANSFIELD. I ask unanimous
consent that the Senate return to the
consideration of legislative business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
M~·.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
Mr. l\1ANSFIELD. Mr. President, notwithstanding the fact that the next 01'd;:r of business is to be laid before the
Senate automatically, I ask unanimous TRmUTE TO SENATOR SPARK.V1AN
consent that the Senate go into executive
AND OTHER SENATORS ON PASsession to consid:'!r nominations reported
SAGE OF PHASE II
earlier in the day by the Committee on
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, with
the Judiciary.
the passage yesterday of the extension
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without of the Economic Stabilization Act-pop'"nay."
I further announce that, if present and objection, it is so ordered.
ularly known as phase II-the Senate has
!vIr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I demonstrated once again its total coopvoting, the Senator from Washington
suggest
the
absence
of
a
quorum.
(Mr. JACKSON), and the Senator from
eration in all efforts designed to get this
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk Nation back on its economic feet. GuidNorth Carolina (Mr. JORDAN) would each
will call the roll.
vote "yea."
ing this very important measure through
The second assistant legislative clerk to passage, the distinguished and able
Mr. GRIFFIN. I announce that the
Senator from Ohio (Mr. SAXBE) is absent· proceeded to call the roll.
chairman of the Senate Banking ComMr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask mittee (Mr. SPARKl'.IAN) has once again
on official business.
The Senators from Tennessee (Mr. unanimous consent that the order for exhibited his immense legislative skill. It
is very difficult, to say the least, to underBAKER and Mr. BROCK), the Senator from the quorum call be rescinded.
New York (Mr. BUCKLEY), the Senator
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without take such a complex measure, but that
from Arizona (Mr. GOLDWATER), and the objection, it is so ordered. The clerk did not impede the Senate's efforts. It
Senator from Ohio (Mr. TAFT) are neces- will state the nominations.
was because of JOHN SPARKMAN'S great
sarily absent.
knowledge and understanding that the
Senate acted so efficiently. The adminisThe Senator from Utah (Mr. BENNETT)
U.S. COURTS
tration, the leadership and the entire
and the Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
The assistant legislative clerk read the Senate should express special gratitUde
MUNDT) are absent because of illness.
The respective pairs of the Senator following nominations, which had been to the chairman and the committee for
from Tennessee (Mr. BROCK) , that of the reported earlier in the day by the Com- their splendid work on this high-priority
bill.
Senator from New York (Mr. BUCKLEY), mittee on the Judiciary:
Morell E. Sharp, of WashIngton, to be a
We are indebted, as well, to the rankand that of the Senator from Ohio (Mr.
U.S.
district
judge
for
the
western
district
of
ing minority member of the Senate
TAFT) have been previously announced.
Washington;
Banking Committee, Senator TOWER, for
The result was announced-yeas 63,
Charles B. Renfrew, of CalifornIa, to be a
the able assistance and expertise he
nays 17, as follows:
U.S. district Judge for the northern distrIct of
brought to bear on this measure both in
[No. 430 Leg.]
CalirornIa;
Anthony A. Alaimo; of Georgia, to be a U.S. committee and in Senate deliberations.
YEAS-63
district judge for the southern dIstrict or The distinguished Senator from Texas
Aiken
Gravel
Moss
has time and again demonstrated his
GeorgIa;
Allott
Harris
Nelson
Bayh
Hart
Packwood
Philip W. Tone, or Illinois, to be a U.S. knowledge of and familiarity with the
Beall
Hatfield
Pastore
distrIct judge for the northern distrIct of more complex aspects of the economic
Bellmon
Hollings
Pearson
Illinois;
issues which frequently face the Senate.
Bentsen
Hughes
Pell
Robert L. Klnzig, of Pennsylvania. to be He contributed greatly to the high qualBible
Humphrey
Percy
an associate jUdge of the U.S. Court or ity of debate and the expeditious manner
Boggs
Inouye
Proxmlre
Claims.
Brooke
Randolph
Javits
Jordan,
Idaho
BurdIck
Ribicoff
Shiro Kashiwa, or Hawall, to be an asso- in which the extension was handled. I
Cannon
Kennedy
Schweiker
ciate Judge of the U.S. Court or Claims; wish to thank him on behalf of the
Magnuson
Case
Scott
Senate.
and
Church
Mansfield
Smith
Through his thoughtful contributions,
Joseph L. Tauro. or Massachusetts, to be
MathIas
Sparkman
Cook
the able Senator from Wisconsin (Mr.
U.S. attorney ror the district or MassachuCooper
Spong
McClellan
setts.
Cranston
McGee
Stafford
PROXMIRE) many times during the deMcIntyre
Dole
Stevenson
bate exhibited his grasp and understandThe
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
Without
SymIngton
Eagleton
Metcalf
Tunney
Ellender
Mlller
objection, the nominations are confirmed. ing of the problems which confront this
Fong
Mondale
Williams
Mr MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I Nation. Joining, too, in making meaningMontoya
Young
Fulbright
ask unanimous consent that the Presi- ful suggestions was the distinguished
NAY8-17
dent be immediately notified of the con- Senator from California (Mr. CRANAllen
Dominick
Roth
STON). In offering various amendments
firmation
of these nominations.
Byrd, Va.
Eastland
Stennis
to the measure, he contributed greatly to
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER.
Without
Byrd, W. Va.
FannIn
Talmadge
the overall bipartisan effort made on the
Chiles
Gurney
Thurmond
objection, it is so ordered.
Cotton
Hansen
Tower
issue. Joining also in his usual cooperaCurtis
Hruska
tive spirit to improve and enlighten was
PRESENT AND GIVING LIVE PAIRS, AS
the senior Senator from New York (Mr.
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED-3
JAVITS). His qUick grasp of the vast probA
message
in
writing
from
the
PrestGriffin, for.
involved in legislation of this kind
dent of the United States was commu- lemS
Stevens, for.
helped greatly in moving the measure
Welcker, for.
nicated to the Senate by Mr. Jones, one of along to final passage.
his secretaries.
NOT VOTING-17
Equally important contributions were
Anderson
Gambrell
McGovern
made bya number of other concerned
Baker
Goldwater
Mundt
Members of this body. The distingUished
EXECUTIVE MESSAGE REFERRED
Bennett
Hartke
Muskle
Senators from Texas (Mr. BENTSEN),
Brock
Jackson
Saxbe
The
PRESIDING
OFFICER
(Mr.
Buckley
Jordan, N.C.
Taft
from Oklahoma (Mr. HARRIS), from
CHILES) laid before the Senate a mes- Montana (Mr. METCALF), from New MexErvin
Long
So the conference report was agreed to. age from the President of the United ico (Mr. MONTOYA), and from Wisconsin
Mr. NELSON. Mr. President, I move to States submitting the nomination of (Mr. NELSON) .aU added their energy and
reconsider the vote by which the confer- Richnrd A. Dier, of Nebraska, to be a expertise to the discussion. We are grateU.S. district judge for the district of ful to each of them.
ence report was agreed to.
Mr. JAVITS. I move to lay that motion Nebraska, which was referred to the
May I say that I appreciate the close
on the table.
Committee on the Judiciary.
attention given this bill. The Senate put

